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A field experiment was undertaken to determine the usage of various grammatical and 
morphological variants in the speech of adolescents in the provinces of Otago and 
Southland, New Zealand. Eleven schools throughout the region were given written 
questionnaires designed to test the respondents' acceptance of a variety of grammatical 
forms. The variants under investigation were: Irregular verb forms, Past participle or 
present participle preference after the verb needs, Youse as a plural second person 
pronoun, Pronoun use, Preposition use, Intrusive have, Comparatives and superlatives, 
and Have deletion with gotta. 
In all, 36 sentences were devised to test the usage of the variants under investigation. 
These questionnaires were presented to high school students aged between thirteen and 
fifteen from eleven schools in Otago and Southland. The informants were asked to report 
their usage of the sentence and were also given the opportunity to make any changes to 
the sentence if they wished. The informants were also asked to fill in a demographics 
section at the end of the questionnaire. 
A usable 329 questionnaires were collected and the data loaded into a database. The 
data was processed using SPSS and conclusions drawn from this analysis. As some of the 
sentences were similar to other studies that have been done in New Zealand, a 
comparison was made with the results from this study and other regions ofNew Zealand. 
The results show that regional variation does exist in New Zealand English grammar 
as well as the previously researched morphological and lexical variations. Gender 
appeared to be the biggest stratifying factor in this survey although socio-economic class 
also proved to be a differentiating feature. There was not enough data regarding etlmicity 
to make any conclusions regarding usage and ethnicity. 
One of the factors that appears to be influencing New Zealand English is the 
introduction of new past participle fonns in weak verbs through analogy with fonns from 
the strong verb classes, as well as the levelling of the past and past participle fonns in 
some strong verbs. 
New Zealand English does not have variants that differ from other varieties of English, 
however the manner in which some variants are used demarcate New Zealand English as 
its own grammatical variety. 
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1.1 Issues in New Zealand English 
Right from a young age the virtues of using 'correct English' have been extolled upon 
me. If I tried to use the second person plural variant youse, my mother would remind me 
that 'ewes' are out in the paddock eating grass, and then go on to tell me that well-bred 
young women don't talk like that. All my life I have been aware that there are different 
forms of language and that different groups of people use them. 
However the actual acceptance and usage of a variety of grammatical forms has never 
been studied on a large scale in New Zealand. Instead there have been small areas of 
New Zealand that have had research done on the language used in that particular 
community. 
These studies have shown that variation does exist between different age groups, 
different socio-economic groups, different ethnic groups and gender. The observations 
made in New Zealand are similar to those in overseas studies. While some pilot studies 
have been done in the Southland I Otago area nothing definitive has been completed to 
date. In this thesis I hope to shed some more light on how English is used in this part of 
New Zealand. 
1.2 Study Objectives 
There were several goals for the current research. 
1. To determine the acceptance of a variety of grammatical (incorporating 
syntactic, morphological, and lexical considerations) variants by adolescents 
aged between 13 and 15 in the Southland I Otago region. 
2. To identify any grammatical features that are stratified by gender or socio-
. . 
econom1c groupmgs. 
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3. To determine whether there is any regional variation within the area being 
studied. 
4. To compare the data from the current study with other studies undertaken in 
New Zealand to determine possible regional variations. 
1.3 Current Study 
This thesis looks at eight grammatical features in order to discover whether or not they 
are in current use in NZEng, and to what extent. 
A field study was undertaken by way of written questionnaire in eleven high schools in 
the provinces of Southland and Otago. The questionnaire contained 36 sentences, which 
the informants were asked to rate in terms of their own personal usage. The sentences 
were designed to look at the use of the past participle and preterite forms, use of the past 
participle following the verb needs, double comparatives and superlatives, have deletion, 
intrusive have, pronoun use, preposition use, and the non-standard plural second person 
pronoun yo use. The informants were then given the opportunity to change the sentence if 
they wished. 
The questionnaire was given to 3rd and 41h form (year 8 and 9) students from 1 i 
schools around the provinces of Southland and Otago in New Zealand. These schools 
included both co-educational and single sex schools, urban and rural schools, and a 
variety of socio-economic classes. 
The results from the questionnaire were then collated and analysed statistically in order 
to discover any significant trends in acceptance I usage. Some of the sentences contained 
in the questionnaire were similar to or the same as other studies completed in New 
Zealand, and so a comparison was made possible between Southland I Otago and other 
regions in New Zealand. 
This enabled some possible conclusions as to whether dialectal variation as well as 
sociolecta! variation exists in NZEng. 
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1.4 Motivation 
The provinces under study have had little investigation undertaken on the grammatical 
forms that are used by its inhabitants. However some of the forms that are in use in these 
areas do appear to differ from the usage of other areas of New Zealand. Additionally 
there has been little investigation into the usage of particular forms in comparison to other 
countries. I also wanted to find out the grammatical usages, rather than lexical and 
phonological, that may perhaps distinguish NZEng from other varieties of English. 
1.5 Organisation of Thesis 
This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 2 is a review of literature pertaining to 
reasons for studying grammatical variation, and previous studies in dialectology from 
both New Zealand and overseas. Chapter 3 describes the questionnaire used, the reasons 
for using this type of survey as well as information about the participants and the eleven 
various schools that took part in the survey. Chapter 4 details the information on the 
various grammatical forms that were under investigation. Chapter 5 presents the results 
of the questionnaire, and is followed by Chapter 6 with an interpretation of the results. 




2.1 Is there a right or wrong form of language? A look at prescriptivism. 
2.1.1 Language Discrimination 
The way in which we use language, such as grammar and accent, has always been a 
highly contentious issue. Language is a tool that can be used to denigrate and oppress 
people effectively. In contemporary western society it is not politically correct to 
discriminate against someone overtly, by using their ethnicity for instance, however it is 
still possible to covertly do so by judging someone through their use of language. It is not 
possible to display racism by calling someone a 'nigger' but by judging the Black 
American Vernacular language as being non-standard and somehow lacking the clarity 
and precision of Standard English, it is possible to attack the values and systems integral 
to that particular race. 
Discrimination through language is still a form of discrimination. A good example of 
this is the attitudes displayed towards colonial dialects. They were traditionally always 
negative. In Australia and to some extent New Zealand, the early settlers were a mixture 
of adventurers, convicts, and generally those who did not confonn to the standards of 
society. The use of language from such an ill-respected group of people has resulted in 
negative attitudes towards the language that they use (Gorlach 1995). Language is 
constantly changing. This is obvious to see, especially in a written language when 
documents from centuries ago are compared to fonns in use today. Language change 
tends to bring out the same attitudes in all societies. Generally there is a tendency to 
believe that the older form of a language is a better form (Crowley 1997). 
The reason why dialectologists have a job is because people arc constantly changing 
the form that they speak in order to fit into a particular group. 
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2.1.2 Purism 
The assumption that a standard variety of language is the correct form, and as such the 
prestigious form, is tied up in the notion of purism. Auty (1973) defines the elementary 
notion of purism as weeding out those aspects which are foreign in a language and 
replacing them with elements that are native and enhance national character. However, it 
appears that the notion of purism has expanded from merely removing what is foreign to 
removing that which does not conform to the standard language. This is the notion that 
certain types of language can be viewed as more pure and thus superior. 
It is immediately noticeable that purism is presented here as a prescriptive attitude .... 
furthermore, the focus of attention has shifted from the origins of the word-stock to the 
selection of a particular language code as deserving of more prestige than any other (Thomas 
1991:11). 
Purism categorises elements in a language as pure and impure. The object of purism is 
to preserve a language form and rid it of foreign elements or those elements that are 
deemed objectionable, even when those elements have originated from a dialect or 
sociolect of the language. As a rule purism is a response to variation within a language. 
Thomas (1991:35) indicates that purism is predicated on the following perceptions about 
language: 
1. that it can be divided into acceptable and unacceptable elements 
2. that these elements can be labelled as 'pure' or 'impure' respectively 
3. that a language characterised as 'pure' is one that is relatively free of 'impure' 
elements 
4. that this concern about the purity of a language can and indeed should be 
translated into some fonn of intervention which renders the language in 
question purer. 
So it can be seen that purism is based on ideological rather than scientific statements 
and generally items are pure or impure on aesthetic grounds rather than any rational 
grounds. Value judgements are placed on particular words, grammatical structures and 
speech sounds. 
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2.1.3 Purism and Social Class 
Social-class discrimination is rife in the attainment of a pure language. The so-called 
intolerable uses of grammar and pronunciation are usually those used by the lower-social 
classes and the use of such stigmatised features will block their social mobility. Milroy 
and Milroy (1985) give an example where a non-standard speaker may be refused 
employment without declaration that the refusal is based on the potential employee's use 
of a non-standard variety of language. 
Those features would, if left unattended, violate the solidarity, separating or prestige 
functions of the language concerned .... Purism is not applied blanket-fashion but is targeted 
at features seen to be threatening or harming the status of the language (Danes, 1982:102 
Quoted in Thomas 1991). 
Substandard language can only be used within closed divisions in society as they are 
deemed to be ill-suited to the respectability of a standard variety. The most socially 
prestigious form is usually the form which is commended as the standard or pure form, 
therefore adherence to purism does not create a pure or correct language but rather bases 
itself on social prejudices and in fact can augment social discrimination. 
Often a form that is disapproved of as 'not being correct' is actually based on the 
social perception of the people that use that particular form. There is no reason based on 
scientific argument that the standard language is better than the non-standard variety. In 
fact in some cases the non-standard language has created useful grammatical variations 
such as youse for the znd person plural pronoun whereas the standard variety does not 
have pronouns distinguishing between the singular and plural second person. 
There is no obvious linguistic reason for this stigma. Working-class dialects operate within 
working-class communities as efficiently as any other linguistic system, sometimes including 
useful distinctions which are not present in the standard forms of the language (Milroy and 
Milroy 1985:97). 
The preference for what is to epitomise purity and what is to be dismissed as 
uncivilised I uncultured is totally subjective. Samuel Johnson, for example, chose the 
written foi·ms of the upper-classes as his model for purity while denigrating the spoken 
forms of the lower-classes. He himself, of course, was upper-class. 
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2.1.4 Purism and Nationalism 
Purification creates superiority, which is an aesthetic notion. Thomas has stated that 
nationalism is "aesthetic principle which dwarfs all others" (1991 :39). Purism is also a 
state where group solidarity is taken to the extreme and can be seen as a form of elitism 
and populism (Thomas 1991). National identity and pride often influence purist beliefs. 
The ideals behind Webster's language dictionary plans were to distance the Americans 
from the English and therefore Samuel Johnson's British English language ideals. A fear 
of foreign domination lends to the positive reinforcement of national language elements. 
Those who study purism tend to be native speakers of that particular language I dialect. 
This produces a bias as it is impossible not to introduce your own prejudices into the 
equation. Thomas (1991) reports that this is noticeable in cases where the reason for 
studying purism within language is motivated by a nationalist orientation. 
For a time England was the dominant power in the world and thus its language of 
choice (Standard English) became a symbol of refinement and political power. England 
liked to reinforce its superiority by teaching only its Standard variety and attempts to 
replace Standard English with a local dialect was met with distaste. Samuel Johnson was 
the first to write a complete dictionary and his aim was to "refine our language to 
grammatical purity, and to clear it from colloquial barbarisms" (Quoted in Crowley 
1997:28). 
2.1.5 British English as the Standard Form 
How was it that what is today Standard British English, became so dominant? The 
movement of language from the spoken to the written fonn meant that some dialect or 
sociolect of the language must be 'standardised' in order for everyone to understand it 
and to create some regularity in printed materials. When William Caxton introduced the 
printing press in 1476 to England, he established it at Westminster. ln his first printed 
books he used the language of the local lawmakers and bureaucrats, and the distribution 
of these early printed materials promoted and strengthened the position of London 
English as the written standard. This standard then began to be adopted by writers in 
other parts of England and thus "diversity had been replaced by uniformity" (Gordon and 
Deverson 1989: 16). 
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English at this point had taken over from the formerly prestigious French and Latin. 
Latin was the language of politics and law. Because Latin was a 'dead' language its 
usage was unchanging and fixed. This fixed standard was one that the bureaucrats of the 
time wished their new standard language, English, to attain. Many of the prescriptive 
rules that exist today have come about through the seeking of stability in Standard 
English by analogy with Latin. For example, different from is the form that purists hold 
up as the correct form as opposed to the form different to. This is due to the etymology of 
the prefix dis. In Latin the prefix means from and other words containing this prefix take 
the preposition/rom, e.g. Distant from. 
2.1.6 Dialect Discrimination 
Britain stepped up its crusades of correct English in the 18th century at a time when 
social class discrimination in Britain was at a peak. It was about this time that America 
achieved independence from 'Mother' England and set about creating its own standard. 
England was at the height of its power and colonising many parts of the world. This 
created an enormous spread in the use ofthe English language. Between 1840-1880 New 
Zealand experienced large scale immigration from Australia and Britain, and by the early 
1900's a separate New Zealand English dialect was formed. This new accent was viewed 
with utter distaste because the ideal was to maintain the best speech from 'Home', despite 
the fact that 'Home' was six weeks away. 
A law to which there are no exceptions~ that a given society, separated geographically from 
its homeland, and subject to their linguistic contacts, will distinguish itself linguistically in an 
immediately recognisable manner from the one it has left behind (Burchfield quoted in 
Gordon and Deverson 1989:5). 
Despite the physical distance from Britain, New Zealand maintained close ties 
politically and economically, and England influenced many areas of New Zealand life, 
not least of which was New Zealand's language. Critics have long rallied against the 
New Zealand dialect and it is a sad indictment on the current security of the nation that 
there are still those out there complaining about the sub-standard 'New Zealand voice'. 
No doubt this linguistic insecurity was intensified by the constant criticism of the accent. 
Even within the last 25 years such influential people as Dame Ngaio Marsh have been 
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trying to change the way that New Zealanders speak towards the RP accent. This is 
despite the fact that only around 10% of the United Kingdom's population speak with this 
dialect I accent. The purists now have an even bigger threat to contend with - the 
insidious and escalating influence of NAmEng on NZEng, especially within the younger 
generations. 
There are several suggestions as to why there is such an influx of 'Americanisms' in 
NZEng. It could be due to the large number of US programmes seen on New Zealand 
television. The increasing number of younger people using the innovative forms reflects 
this. It could also be due to the holdover of the 'cultural cringe' syndrome reported by 
Bayard (1995). It would seem that New Zealanders prefer almost all other dialects over 
their own, hence the adoption of the more 'prestige' language form, NAmEng. 
NAmEng is today the most influential variety in the World. The English-speaking 
population in North America exceeded that of Britain in the middle of the 19th century. 
(Gordon and Devers on 1985). The US influences many nations, in many spheres of their 
lives, e.g. technology, entertainment, and as such is the standard looked to for prestige 
English. Gordon and Deverson also suggest that New Zealand is more receptive to the 
American way of life than the British one due to the common colonial and pioneering 
origin and history. Also the United States is affiliated with the Pacific nations so 
furthering the bonds between the two regions. This is so not what the purists want. 
As has been illustrated, those in authority dictate the standard to which the masses 
must adhere based on purely aesthetic grounds, despite the fact that linguists have proven 
that one form is no better than another. The general public compounds these ideals by 
holding the said standard language in high regard and denigrating the non-standard 
varieties as being lazy and slovenly usage. 
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2.2 The Origins of New Zealand English 
In order to study the New Zealand dialect it is important to look at the settlement 
history of New Zealand and the diverse range of people that settled its often harsh and 
unyielding environment. 
2.2.1 Immigration 
New Zealand was claimed as a British Colony by Captain James Cook in the 1700's, 
and in the last half of the 191h century was largely settled by upper working class or lower 
middle class British immigrants. 
Bauer (1994a) lists several types of immigration: 
1. 1840-1850. The immigration that took place during this period was organised by 
large companies, such as The New Zealand Company and The Plymouth 
Company, and was fuelled by idealistic goals. 
The New Zealand Company settled mainly the Wellington and Nelson regions 
and the settlers tended to come from London and nearby counties. The 
Plymouth Company was largely responsible for settling Taranaki and these 
immigrants were from Devon and Cornwall. Otago was settled by Scottish 
settlers as a free-church settlement and Canterbury was settled by the English as 
a conservative Anglo-Catholic area. 
2. The second type of immigration comes with the discovery of gold. Bauer 
(1994a) notes that in 1861 the population of Otago increased from 13,000 to over 
30,000 with more than half the people coming from Australia. The West Coast 
was also heavily populated at this time and at its peak it had an estimated 29,000 
inhabitants. 
3. The third type of immigration is the assisted in1n1igration that took place in the 
1870's. Twenty six thousand immigrants were noted to arrive in one year, 
mainly from the UK but also Australia (Bauer 1994a). Despite the vast numbers 
immigrating to New Zealand, by 1890 there were more New Zealand-born 
Europeans in New Zealand than immigrants. Therefore this is the date after 
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which the development of the English Language in New Zealand reflected New 
Zealand rather than British or Australian trends (Bauer 1994a). 
2.2.2 Immigration in Otago and Southland 
The settlement of the Otago and Southland provinces were undertaken by the same 
sources. Southland was settled by the Otago settlers and in fact was not its own province 
until 1861 (Hall-Jones 1945). Following separation, immigration from Otago to 
Southland was stopped and therefore the population of Southland declined. The province 
of Southland was in serious financial trouble while Otago got richer, thanks to the 
goldfields. By 1869 Southland and Otago had voted to carry out the policy of reunion. 
So while Southlanders now enjoy a healthy rivalry with Otago, their past is in fact one 
with Otago. 
Prior to 1800 there were very few European visitors to the Southern Coast, however 
after 1800 there was a large influx of sealers. The bulk of these sealers were English and 
contracted to the East India Company. There were also a large number of sealers who 
came from Hobart, thus extending the Australian frontier. Many of the whaling ships' 
captains operated other areas of trade and for a period of around 20 years there were 
many trading stations up and down the Southern Coast. However by 1840 much of the 
whaling trade had dried up and only a few of the sailors remained, most of them around 
Foveaux Strait. 
It was around the mid 1840's that the New Zealand Company, that had settled other 
areas of New Zealand (see section 2.2.1), made a decision to start a new colony in the 
South and bought some land on the Otago Peninsula to found a New Edinburgh. 
Wakefield, who founded the New Zealand Company, was disappointed by his Wellington 
and Nelson settlements and felt that religion was the missing link to a successful 
community (Olssen 1984). This being the case, Wakefield approved the Otago 
Association's plan for a Scots-Presbyterian settlement in Otago. 
In 184 7 two ships were hired and left with 300 Scots to take up residence in Otago 
under the guidance of the Free Church and the very Scottish city of Dunedin was 
founded. During the 1850s around 12,000 people immigrated to Dunedin with the main 
part of them being Scots-Presbyterian. By 1871 the province of Otago had a population 
of around 70,000 with 60-80% of them being Scots-Presbyterians. The remaining 
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percentage was mainly made up of English and Irish born settlers - many of them miners 
(Olssen 1984 ). 
By the end of the 1870s a large proportion of the unskilled population were Irish 
Catholic and they retained a very strong sense of their identity. While most of Dunedin's 
residents had descended from United Kingdom immigrants, by 1901 64% of the 
population were New Zealand born. The rest of the residents were made up of 3% Irish, 
5% Australian, 12 % English and 13% Scottish. At this stage Presbyterians were the 
largest single Christian denomination (Olssen 1984:126). 
Olssen (1984:244) notes that the moral and social climate of Otago took most of its 
ideals from the Scottish immigrants and Presbyterianism 
2.2.3 Development of a New Dialect 
Bauer (1994a) draws attention to two facets ofNew Zealand history: 
i) the extent to which the regions were settled by homogenous groups of immigrants 
from the same area outside of New Zealand and ii) the large number of Australians and 
their influences on New Zealand in the early days 1. He notes that this type of 
homogenous settlement is not conducive to the uniform dialect system that actually 
occurs in NZEng and traces of the original dialects are very rare. The influence of 
AusEng on NZEng should be very clear when the number of Australians and their contact 
with New Zealand is considered. 
As is noted above there were a very diverse range of immigrants in New Zealand that 
could have influenced what is today's NZEng. There are several theories as to which has 
had the greatest influence and as such provided the basis for the fonnation ofNZEng. 
It appears that NZEng is more often than not treated as a dialect of AusEng. When the 
other options as to from where it has developed are taken into account, it is conceivable 
that the 'Australian as a direct ancestor' may be the most correct theory. 
Hammarstrom (1980) presented an argument that AusEng is a variety of 181h century 
London English. The support for this comes from the fact that one-third of the convicts 
sent to Australia before 1819 were from London. If this is the case then it explains those 
little differences that NZEng has from the AusEng dialect. These differences would be 
1 For ihe fuller discussion see Bauer ( 1994a). 
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due to NZEng being inherited from a different development in London English that 
occurred in the 191h century. The similarities between the New Zealand and the 
Australian dialects would be able to be explained by their immediate common ancestry. 
The evidence given against this type of theory is that while there were a large number 
of immigrants to New Zealand from the south-east of England it is doubtful that they 
were Cockneys as the Australian analysis warrants. Moreover there were very large 
numbers from the West Country2, Scotland and Ireland that would possibly inhibit the 
development of a dominance by the London dialect. 
Theories that New Zealand and Australian Englishes come from one particular area are 
being replaced by the theory that the origins are more likely to be a dialect mixture. The 
premise behind this is that when speakers of a large number of dialects are together, a 
new mixed dialect occurs. What Bauer feels is wrong with this theory is that it does not 
take into account that New Zealand and Australian English varieties are very similar and 
yet they have arisen from quite different 'mixing bowls' of dialects. A reason for the 
similarities between NZEng and AusEng may be the close geographical proximity 
between the two countries, and the developments in transportation and communications 
over the past century. This combination with close economic and social ties may have 
promoted the similarity between the dialects. 
l Wcstcm England 
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2.3 Dialectology 
This section introduces studies that have been carried out in dialectology and the 
changes in the methodology, especially with the advent of Labovian-type social 
dialectology. 
2.3.1 Early Studies 
Traditional dialectology had as its main aim not to study current patterns of language 
use, but rather "the main objective was to study contemporary reflexes of older linguistic 
forms" (Milroy 1987:9). In these studies the dialectologist would seek informants who 
were of the oldest living generation and relatively unaffected by external influence. 
These speakers tended to live in isolated rural areas and were often uneducated males. 
For example, the famous survey that was carried out by Gillieron (1902-1912; the 
fieldwork was gathered during the 1890's) in France used informants that were older, 
uneducated males that lived in remote rural areas. These early dialectologists were 
primarily interested in finding partial answers regarding the earlier history of the language 
(Milroy 1987:9). This object contrasts with modem studies that have the description of 
contemporary language as their goal rather than historical preoccupation. There are some 
recent British studies that have followed these traditional aims in order to locate and 
record speakers with 'historical' dialect forms3. 
In traditional dialectology the data was usually collected by fieldworkers who were 
trained in phonetics such as in Gillieron's survey. These fieldworkers carried out 'on the 
spot' phonetic transcription of the speech that they heard using a phonetic alphabet 
(Bailey et al. 1997:36). The other method of collecting data was by means of a postal 
questionnaire. Wenker(1895) developed this technique for his late 19111 century Gennan 
dialect study. He posted surveys to over 40,000 Gern1an schoolmasters and requested 
them to translate a list of sentences into the local dialect. Once the data had been collated, 
these dialectologists sought to find the features that identified the dialect, and then the 
geographical boundaries of the dialect. Maps were produced to show the general limits of 
the linguistic features, which are usually of a phonological or lexical nature. These maps 
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show boundaries (isoglosses) that display where form A gives way to form B (Milroy 
1987:141). 
Traditional dialectology had as its underlying motivation the desire to seek out the 
'genuine' or 'pure' form of a dialect- usually that spoken by a socially marginal speaker 
(Milroy 1987:14 ). The traditional dialectologist used formal interviews and their own 
introspective views in order to determine the rules and laws of a particular language and I 
or dialect of a language. The early studies took a very narrow view of language and 
focussed on a formal description of the dialect. Later studies took a much broader view 
and explored how language is used in a social setting. 
2.3.2 Social Dialectology 
Since these early studies there has been a change in focus in dialectology. Rather than 
trying to discover a 'pure' dialect and its underlying rules of formation, the focus has 
shifted to studying the variation that occurs in language in a natural setting and in 
interaction between speakers. 
Kurath (1939) is perhaps one of the earliest 'social' dialectologists as he realised the 
importance of getting a range of informants in such areas as education and age rather than 
relying on the focussed informant selection of the traditional studies. Kurath's work 
however, still maintained the traditional objective of finding dialect differences according 
to the informant's geographical base. 
William Labov is the pioneer of methodological language variation study. Labov took 
a very different approach to the established methods. He utilised a methodological and 
quantitative approach to endeavour to show the links between social factors and language 
variability (Bayard 1995:29). 
Labov's first sociolinguistic study was in 1963 and was carried out in the small 
settlement of Martha's Vineyard, an island off the coast of Massachusetts. Labov studied 
the degree of vowel centralisation in the speech of the inhabitants. He was able to 
correlate their scores for this feature with the allegiance that they felt towards Martha's 
Vineyard. Martha's Vineyard had become a very popular tourist destination during the 
1 Sec Orton 1962 for further discussion on these. 
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summer months and Labov determined that the sound change in the Islanders' speech was 
an unconscious desire on their part to distance themselves from the tourists . 
.. . here for the first time a link was rigorously established between an unconscious 
phonological feature and a complex of social attitudes (Bayard 1995:30). 
Labov is most famous for his social stratification study of New York City (1966). In 
this survey he observed the social variation in speech rather than the geographical 
variation. This was one of the first surveys to do so. 
Unlike previous studies, which concentrated on a particular group of speakers, Labov 
resolved to study a group representative of his chosen speech community. This was a 
significant difference from the traditional methods. The traditional studies tended to be 
biased towards a particular age group or ethnicity etc. To create a random sample that 
better reflected the speech of the population, Labov used a sample that had already been 
collated for social science use. This sample had socio-economic ratings assigned to the 
participants by sociologists and was far more empirically based than previous studies. 
Arguably Labov's biggest innovation was the attempt to capture speech in all its 
possible speech styles. Labov established that it is important to elicit the informants' 
vernacular. The vernacular is the speech style in which an informant pays the least 
attention to their speech and "it has been found repeatedly that innovatory variants tend to 
appear in the most casual speech style" (Milroy 1987:59). Up until this point surveys 
were based around the elicitation of individual words. Labov argued that reading lists 
and the like are at the fonnal end of the speech spectrum and thus the most influenced by 
external speech patterns. He also established that speakers adjust their speech style 
towards that of their interviewer (or what they perceive that the interviewer wants to hear) 
and so the interviewer is not getting a true indication of the speaker's dialect. Labov also 
discovered the social sensitivity that some socio-economic classes hold towards their 
language. By eliciting a range of language styles Labov found that the lower-middle and 
upper-working class are extraordinarily sensitive to the prestige nonns in careful speech. 
The lower-middle class were noted as being especially sensitive. In the formal speech 
mode they actually used more of the prestige variant than the class above them. This 
phenomenon is known as hypercorrection and has subsequently been shown in many 
other speech communities. 
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Labov's innovative techniques have been used by a variety of different studies around 
the world. In United States, Shuy et al. (1968) carried out a major survey of Detroit 
following Labov's representative population requirements. They conducted 702 
interviews with 254 families but the problems of processing so much data meant that in 
the end they only used 36 speakers. As Milroy (1987:23) notes there is a point where 
careful sampling actually becomes counterproductive. 
There were several major research surveys undertaken in Great Britain in the 1970's 
that followed the general principles set out by Labov. Trudgill (1974) was the first of 
these. He examined the speech of 60 informants from Norwich City that he 'randomly' 
selected from the Norwich electoral register claiming that they were representative of the 
city's population. Romaine (1980:168) feels that this was an 'erroneous' claim however, 
as Trudgill gave no indication as to which demographics were actually statistically 
significant and undertook judgement sampling in order to fill his cells for the four wards 
of Norwich under investigation. Trudgill's survey demonstrated that the extralinguistic 
variables of social class, gender and age all had phonological variables that separated 
them from other groups (1974: 133). This survey also displayed the characteristic style 
shifting of the upper-working class and the lower-middle class towards approximation of 
the speech of the midd~e-middle class. 
Macaulay (1977) undertook a Labovian-based study in Glasgow. However unlike 
Labov he did not use the random sampling technique but rather chose his informants by 
means of a judgement sample. A judgement sample requires the researcher to identify the 
infonnants that s/he wishes to study in advance and then fill the cells accordingly. Milroy 
(1987:26) notes that it is important to base the judgement sample "on some kind of 
defensible theoretical framework ... the researcher needs to be able to demonstrate that his 
or her judgement is rational and well-motivated". Romaine (1980:169) remarks however 
that Macaulay's selection criteria was not quite representative in that he based the sample 
on the "judgement of a member of the Education Department" and "seventeen schools 
were selected as representative". Like Trudgill and Labov before him, Macaulay found 
that phonological variation was con·ciated to social class and gender. He also found that 
by the age of fifteen these phonological variations were well instituted ( 1977:56). 
Following the studies undertaken by Tmdgill and Macaulay it became clear that a 
different approach to methodology needed to be undertaken due to the very different 
social makeup of Britain and the United States. Romaine ( 1980: 169) remarks that while 
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Labov (1966) was able to use one area, Lower East Side, of New York as representative 
of the city as a whole, it was not possible to do so in Britain. 
Romaine (1975) and Reid (1976) did not choose their samples of Edinburgh school 
children randomly. They instead took into account the fact that social distinctions are 
associated with regional distinctions and thus Wards that are representative of all ends of 
the social scale must be chosen. 
Failure to consider the urban ecology of a community, i.e. the spatial distribution of social 
groups in urban areas, can result in serious distortions of the situation and ... erroneous 
claims particularly with regard to the relationship between dialect and standard (Romaine 
1980:169). 
Romaine (1980) goes on to state that a composite index must be devised for the 
individual society in question in· order to be reflected accurately the status given by the 
community to an individual. For instance it was found by Reid (1976) that the school that 
the informant attended was more likely to reflect in linguistic usage than was father's 
occupation for the Edinburgh survey. However Trudgill (1974:36), along with other 
sociologists, claims that occupation is the most stratifying factor in not only British 
society but probably the best signal of social class membership in industrial societies. 
Britain can also be stratified with regard to housing. Housing is at a premium and 
different suburbs can be identified with distinct socio-economic characteristics. Romaine 
(1980: 176) raises a very important point regarding sociolinguistic studies in Britain. She 
regards it as important to study the historical developments that govern the distribution of 
social and occupational clusters in major urban areas. Romaine (1978) further notes that 
in Edinburgh English influences the 'socially aspiring' groups in some areas and in other 
areas such as Leith, that are long established working class areas, the vernacular holds 
more prestige and has far more influence. 
Romaine (1980: 179) states that "the sociologist who follows Labov's approach makes 
the basic assumption that individuals who are sociologically similar, i.e. belong to the 
same social class, will also be linguistically similar". Milroy's (1987) survey of working 
class vernacular in three areas of Beli~1st made some important advances from Labov's 
methodological approach. Rather than focussing on the way in which social class 
membership affects the use of the vernacular, Milroy looked at networks. She found that 
speakers varied not only between areas but also between speakers of the same areas. She 
found that those who have dense ties in a community are far more likely to display 
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vernacular norms. Here it is the peer group affiliation that influences language not social 
class membership. 
Milroy (1980) also approached the observer's paradox from a different perspective. 
Traditionally the interviewer would ask questions that elicited a more casual speech style, 
however in the Belfast situation these questions backfired. The 'danger of death' 
questions failed to elicit the desired speech style because of the political situation in 
Ireland. She devised the method whereby the interviewer would adopt the 'friend of a 
friend' approach which entitled the interviewer some status in the community. 
A network study may be capable of describing language variation in greater depth, tapping 
dimensions of variation which are not obtainable by a survey which samples isolated 
individuals across a whole city (Milroy 1987:36). 
Cheshire (1982) also conducted a survey using the participant I observer method. She 
wished to elicit syntactic variation among adolescents in her Reading survey. A syntactic 
survey requires a far greater amount of data than a phonological survey and often it is 
only once the analysis of data is underway that any gaps in the data become apparent. By 
integrating herself in a group situation, Cheshire was able to procure long periods of 
interaction as well as subsequent data collection sessions if required (Milroy 1987:39). 
Cheshire (1982: 8) found many benefits in using teenagers in her survey. Labov (1966) 
concluded that adolescents are much less likely to style-shift and that their peer group 
exerts such pressure that in a group situation they are unlikely to style-shift towards the 
standard but rather maintain the vernacular. Cheshire (1982) also notes that adolescents 
are easy to make and maintain contact with because they tend to gather in fixed places as 
well as having plenty of time to spare, which is necessary in a large-scale syntactic study. 
Cheshire also helped to maintain a relaxed atmosphere by sharing lollies, turning up on a 
motorbike etc4 • Cheshire was also aware of the bias that a survey of a small, isolated 
group may present so she augmented her study by listening to adult conversations in 
public places such as shops, bars, Jaundrettes and public transport to confirm that the 
speech of adolescents also occurred in the speech of adults ( 1982: 1 0). 
' Cheshire also concocted a story about being employed by the local council during university holidays nnd needing a tape 
recorder due to her bad memory. This created u neutral observer participant role for her as well as creating some "fellow-feeling' in 
that she was under control of a higher authority. Being fully accepted was very necessary if a sunicient amount of data was to be 
collected (1982:14). 
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2.3.3 Australian Dialectology 
2.3.3.1 Introduction 
Australian dialectology does not have the extensive surveys of 'Motherland' Britain. 
As with New Zealand there was much early debate about the poor colonial speech and the 
degradation of the English language by the colonial tongue. In 1887 a school teacher, 
McBurney, published his work from travelling through Australia and recording the 
phonology of early Australia. A. G. Mitchell published works describing AusEng and the 
ways in which it differed from British English Received Pronunciation. There has also 
been much work done on the lexicography of AusEng and the effect that its diverse 
society has on the language e.g. the Aboriginal population, gold-mining, sheep farming 
etc (Horvath 1985). In recent years there have also been several studies undertaken on 
the syntax of AusEng (e.g. Eisikovits 1981, Horvath 1985). 
2.3.3.2 Australian English Studies 
Mitchell and Delbridge (1965) interviewed 9,000 secondary school students. The 
sample was made up from state, private and Catholic schools and both ~enders were 
evenly represented. The interview was carried out by the students' teachers and included 
a short conversation, a word list and several sentences to be read. From this there were 
around 7,000 usable interviews and they were able to distinguish three types of Australian 
linguistic communities -Broad, General and Cultivated. Mitchell and Delbridge reported 
that linguistic variations were not strongly correlated with social class distinctions, as 
they were Britain, due to the impression that social class boundaries are more or less non-
existent in Australia because it was believed that the individual had a choice as to which 
community they belonged to (1965:87). They also felt that the divisions were not 
correlated with geographical region nor parents' occupation. The most stratifying 
element was that of education but even this was not clear-cut. Horvath ( 1985: 11) points 
out the many inconsistencies in the methodology of this early study that make it 
obviously biased; however, it is still an important piece of work. 
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The advances in sociolinguistics have influenced later surveys. Shnukal (1978, 1982) 
followed the Labovian model in her study of a small New South Wales mining town, 
Cessnock. In Shnukal (1982) she studies the phonetic variables for the progressive 
morpheme -ing, /IIJ ~ In/ as well as the variants for the lexeme -thing as in anything, 
nothing and something /IIJk/. She found that the I IIJ I variant correlated with the higher 
SES status and that lin/ and IIIJk/ correlate with a lower SES grouping. Shopen's 
(1978) survey in Canberra produced similar results for the same variable. Shnukal also 
found in Cessnock that the subject relative pronoun was "variably absent in the speech of 
the majority of the informants" (1989:70). Shnukal remarks that this variable was not 
overtly stigmatised and in fact she doubts that it was consciously recognised as a variable. 
It did however pattern in the same manner as other stigmatised variables in AusEng, that 
is the working-class were more likely to have the subject relative pronoun missing than 
were middle class speakers. 
Perhaps the best known survey in AusEng is Horvath's study of Sydney English 
(1985). In this study she examined twelve variables in total. They included five vowels 
(iy, ey, ow, ay and aw) and four consonants (h, 8, t, r). As above she also examined the 
morpheme (-ing), the now characteristic Australasian High Rising Terminal (HRT) 
intonation pattern and a descriptive text (Horvath 1985:51). The descriptive text followed 
the Labovian principle of eliciting casual speech and was on the topic of games played 
when nine or ten and the primary school that the infonnant had attended. Horvath 
followed the Labovian model by ensuring that she had a representative study and "a 
stratified sample was designed which would allow observations to be made about age, 
gender, socio-economic class, and ethnicity" (1985:43). The infonnants were chosen 
through a networking procedure. Unlike previous Labovian studies, Horvath included 
non-native speakers of AusEng. Horvath found contrary to Mitchell and Delbridge's 
(1965) survey that there is "no justification for classifying individual speakers as Broad, 
General, or Cultivated if that classification is to be intetvreted as meaning that the 
individual speakers use only (or even predominantly) B, G, or C vowel variants" 
(1985:174). She instead found the Sydneysiders all use a large number ofG vowels and 
that speakers can be placed on a continuum according to the number of B and C vowels 
that they also use. She also found contrary to Mitchell and Delbridge that there is a 
relationship between social variables and AusEng variables. 
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... definite associations were found; the division between males and females was the most 
marked, but socioeconomic class, age, and ethnicity were all found to be important in 
understanding the linguistic variation in the speech community (Horvath 1985: 174). 
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Horvath made some very important methodological advances in her study. By using a 
principal components analysis she was able to show change in progress and that "the 
speech community moves up and down the continuum, forming different clusterings at 
different historical periods depending upon social changes taking place at various times in 
the community" (1985: 177). The principal components analysis groups speakers by their 
linguistic behaviour rather than grouping them in the traditional manner of using pre-
determined social variables. 
Eisikovits (1981, 1987, 1989a, 1989b, 1991) has also surveyed Sydney English. She 
recorded the speech of an equal number of male and female informants. She divided 
these informants into two age groups, the younger averaged thirteen years and the older 
group sixteen years. The informants were all Australian born with Australian born 
parents and were also long term residents of Inner-Sydney working class suburbs. In this 
survey there was "no attempt to produce a random sample; instead there was a focus on 
natural groups" (1989a:5). Eisikovits found that the major area of grammatical variation 
in Inner-Sydney English was the use of the past tense and the past participle forms of 
irregular verbs (1991: 126). She has found that perfective have is often deleted in 
informal colloquial English in certain environments and that the use of non-standard past 
tense and preterite forms is common. The data from the survey indicated that in Inner-
Sydney English the levelling of past tense and past participle forms is well under way 
(1991:132). 
Studies that investigate phonological variation have shown that females are aware of 
prestige norn1s but only Cheshire (1982) has shown this in grammatical variation. 
Eisikovits (1989b) has also found that gender is a highly stratifying element in Australian 
society. She also found that the older females tended to use less non-standard forms than 
their younger counterparts, suggesting that they were more aware of the overt prestige 
forms. Eisikovits ( l989b) also noted that the usc of non-standard forms increased in the 
older group of males, which indicates the possibility of the vernacular holding covert 
prestige. Shnukal (I 978) indicated that the use of non-standard verb forms in Cessnock 
was not related to sex and age, but this was not the case in Eisikovits' Inner-Sydney 
English study. 
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2.3.4 New Zealand Dialectology 
2.3.4.1 Introduction 
As with Australia, dialectology is a relatively young subject in New Zealand. Until 
recently there has been very little research on NZEng. As with Australia it is likely that 
there is not as much regional variation as in Britain or the United States as NZEng is a 
comparatively young variety (Gordon and Deverson 1998: 17). Gordon and Deverson 
also remark that changes in NZEng are for the most part pronunciation and vocabulary 
based. 
McBurney also surveyed New Zealand in 1887 and recorded the pronunciation of the 
44 words that he heard used in Australia as well as here. His main comment on NZEng 
was that there was not very much distinction and that the accent was very close to 
standard classical English. There were very few comments on NZEng until around 1900, 
which suggests that it was at this time that the New Zealand accent was being widely used 
(Gordon and Deverson 1998:23). It was from this point onwards that the New Zealand 
accent was firmly adopted and criticised as impure. New Zealand is lucky to have 
recordings of old New Zealanders. These were recorded just after the Second World War 
and were pioneer reminiscences about the 1860s and 1870s. They are kept in the Radio 
New Zealand Archives and a copy is held by the University of Canterbury where the 
speech from yesteryear is being analysed. 
There has been much comment on the distinctive vocabulary and accent of NZEng and 
the findings of these studies have prompted such books as New Zealand English: How it 
should be spoken. written in 1941 by Arnold Wall. No encouragement to maintain the 
dialect was given and there was much advice on how to correct the 'objectionable 
colonial twang'. As Vine (1995:8) notes other major writers have: 
... treated NZE as a branch of Australian English~ for example, Tumer (1966), Rumson 
( 1970) and more recently Wells (1982) and TnJclgill and Hannah (1985). All of these sources 
comment that the most important differences between NZE und Australian English ·seem 
actually to be lexical rather than phonological' (Wells 1982:605). 
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2.3.4.2 New Zealand English Studies 
The earliest sociolinguistic study undertaken in New Zealand would be Allan Bell's 
doctoral thesis about the language used by the broadcasting media. Bell found that there 
were striking correlations between the style of the newscaster and the audience that the 
station was targeting (Bell 1984b: 171). Those stations that had a higher-class audience 
would display more standard values of the variables under investigation and 
correspondingly the lower class audience would have more non-standard variables 
directed towards them. Bell feels that audience design is a very important factor in 
accounting for stylistic shifts and in the broadcast situation, topic and setting are not as 
important as the audience. 
Holmes et al. (1991) have administered the largest Labovian-type study to date. They 
conducted this study in Porirua, a settlement north of Wellington that is ethnically mixed 
and defined as having a population that is at the lower end of the socio-economic scale 
(Holmes et al. 1991:18). The informants for the study were not selected randomly but 
through the 'friend of a friend' approach in the community. There were an equal number 
of males and females, and Maori and Pakeha. These were all working-class informants 
and were separated into three age groups 15-19, 40-49, 70-79. These informants were 
divided between 12 cells with five to each cell, as well as an additional 15 interviewed as 
part of a MC control group. The interviewers were carefully trained and were matched by 
etlmicity and gender to the informants. They studied the variables have deletion, /h/-drop 
and the ear I air merger. The results found that age, gender and ethnicity all interacted. 
The most important demographic variable in NZEng though is age. The ear I air merger 
of lie/ and /ee/ is strongly correlated with age. This variable was studied by Gordon and 
Maclagan (1985; 1990) and the Porirua study further confinns that this innovation is new. 
Holmes et al. postulate that it may have started in the 19 50s and 1960s among middle-
class Pakeha girls and that it is far more likely to occur in younger speakers. Gender also 
follows the patterns of other major sociolinguistic studies. The broadest variants were 
more likely to be found in the speech of males than females. The control group of 
middle-class speakers revealed the probability that linguistic variables were selected on 
the basis of class. 
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The Porirua study also investigated the use of British and North American terms, and 
eleven terms, where shift may be happening, were included. Meyerhoff ( 1993) analysed 
the data and compared the results with Bayard (1989). As with Bayard (see below) 
Meyerhoff found that there was evidence of change to North American norms with some 
lexical pairs while others remained resistant to change. She feels that some items are 
highly identifiable as American, e.g. cookie, gas, and thus perceived as belonging to an 
out-group (Meyerhoff 1993:245). 
The results of Holmes et al. are similar to those of Bayard (1987; 1990; 1991). Bayard 
was motivated by his observations of the speech of New Zealanders and his curiosity as 
to "what extent Labovian methods would work here, and what relationships would be 
uncovered by quantitative analysis" (Bayard 1995:60). In 1984-85 he took a sample of 
141 informants and a wide range of variables: four dipthongs /au/, /ail, lei/, IA.u/; 12 
phonological variables; 18 alternative pronunciations e.g. schedule = shedule or skedule; 
and 26 items of vocabulary to determine the change from traditional NZEng I BrEng to 
NAmEng e.g. torch vs. flashlight. These were presented in an upper-register speech 
context of reading passage and word lists. Bayard did not choose his subjects randomly 
instead it was done on a convenience basis and as Dunedin has very low ethnic 
populations, Bayard's sample could not be ethnically representative. He did attempt to 
systematically cover a broad range of ages and socio-economic classes. Bayard feels that 
the Dunedin survey was "highly successful in an exploratory sense; very clear-cut and 
significant correlations were found between the demographic variables of class, gender, 
and age and the phonological variables I investigated" (Bayard 1995:62). As in the 
Porirua survey, age proved to be the most stratifying element followed by socio-economic 
class then age and ethnicity. Bayard (1989) reported the results from the North American 
versus British section of his survey. He concluded that change towards the North 
American dialect rather than the traditional British model is accelerating. As with the 
phonological variants it is the young leading the way with the highest use of innovative 
tenns, and males tended to use more of the itlnovative terms than did the females. Social-
class also showed the traditional pattern of incotning change being influenced by strong 
use in lower-class speakers. 
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Leek (1990) carried out a very similar study to Bayard using 30 vocabulary items but 
surveyed a far greater number of informants, 300. An equal number of males and females 
were surveyed and these were divided into five age groupings and two socio-economic 
class groupings. In the study, seventeen items overlapped and a comparison of these 
showed that Aucklanders were more accepting of North American terms (Leek and 
Bayard 1995). As with Bayard, Leek identified youth as being the most stratifying 
element of usage and preference. A very interesting point made by Leek and Bayard 
(1995) is that many North American terms are not being recognised as such and so the 
newly adopted terms are not identified as being those of an out-group as such. 
Leek (1997) also carried out a survey on standard and non-standard pronoun use. Leek 
arranged for fourteen students to present twelve stimulus sentences to ten people each. 
The sample consisted of mainly middle-class Pakeha informants, and eleven of the 
fourteen interviewers chose female informants. Nevertheless, despite the informant 
sample being unbalanced there were "clearly visible lines of age and gender bias in terms 
of conservatism, progressiveness and linguistic prejudice, and some solid evidence of 
people's ability to discriminate between appropriate oral and written discourse" 
(1997:33). 
Several other studies have been undertaken in the 1990s that have posed some 
interesting questions. One of which is the study of two groups of Levin women from 
different ethnic backgrounds by Jacob (1990) in which she investigated the grammatical 
features in casual speech. There was no evidence that any single feature could be 
demarcated as being Maori as such, but rather that the proportion of non-standard and 
standard forms used varied between Pakeha and Maori. Britain (1992) analysed the 
Porirua data of Holmes et al. (1991) containing HRT contour and found that the young 
were the most important stratifying element followed closely by Maori speakers. 
Britain's analysis provided results similar to Jacob's in that Maori speech cannot be 
characterised by the use of certain features but rather by the proportion of the variable that 
is used compared to the proportion used by Pakeha speakers. 
A recent social dialect study that has been carried out is Vine (l995). In this study she 
surveys the speech of thirty Pakeha women in Wanganui. She divided her sample into 
three age groups <Uld into two SES groupings which gave her five informants to each cell. 
She used an interview schedule that had been modified from the Holmes et al. (1991) 
Porirua survey. Vine was interested in studying two variables, the first of which was the 
realisation of It! in the intervocalic position. Vine's results showed that the use of a 
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voiced variant "was found to be fairly widespread in the speech of the younger 
informants" (1995 :205). Social class was not a relevant factor. 
Vine (1995) also investigated the shift from British to North American terms. She 
investigated twenty items and used pictures to elicit the data rather than giving the 
informants two words to choose from. Her results indicated that the informants did not 
use many North American forms. However the younger women used the North American 
form more than the other groups and also that the women in the higher SES group 
reported using these forms more. The informants also answered a questionnaire on the 
origin of the items and in most cases the informants were able to correctly identify the 
North American terms. Vine was also interested to find out whether terms were being 
avoided because they were North American as Meyerhoff (1993) suggested. Vine found 
that the younger women were more positive towards Americanisms but were also less 
likely to correctly identify the terms. Consistent to Meyerhoff (1993), Vine found that 
informants did not generally use terms that were perceived as North American unless they 
were positive in attitude to Americanisms. Some situations are also not clear-cut as New 
Zealand either has its own term rather than British or American, e.g. follies, or that there 
were perceived semantic differences from that of the traditional meaning, e.g. in New 
Zealand diapers are usually perceived to be nappies of the disposable type. Overall Vine 
feels that T voicing and lexical choice change are demonstrative of the development of 
NZEng. Vine believes that the traditional prestige model of RP is no longer a model for 
younger speakers and they are perhaps likely to adopt, as a new prestige· fonn, the 
innovative NAmEng. 
Several important regional dialectology studies have also been carried out. Bauer 
(1987b) presented grammatical points of interest that may be invaluable in describing 
NZEng. Bartlett (1992) started research into regional variation in Southland in 1989 and 
interviewed people from Invercargill, mral areas near Winton and in Edendale. He 
sampled infonnants from three age groups, 15-19, 40-49 and 65+ and had equal numbers 
of both males and females. His main interest was the presence of the Southland post-
vocalic /r/. Bartlett found that older rural speakers were more likely to be fully rhotic 
whereas the miclcllc group would intermittently pronounce /r/. The youngest age group 
provided some very interesting results in that the rhotic only occurred in the phonological 
environment of words containing the 131 vowel. Obviously the Southland R is still a 
regional dialect marker but its presence has diminished over the years (Gordon and 
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Deverson 1998: 128). The reasons for this could be that rhoticism is not a desirable trait. 
Bayard and Bartlett (1993) investigated the attitudes towards this variable with a matched 
guise survey using a male and a female speaker. They found that the non-rhotic female 
was scored highly in all 12 traits and her rhotic guise tied in with traits of self-confidence 
and humour but the rhotic guise was ranked very low in the other traits, especially 
pleasantness of accent. The same occurred for the males, his rhotic guise was at the 
bottom for self-confidence and pleasantness of accent, and was also ranked low for 
ambition and reliability. It could be that the youth of Southland are trying to rid 
themselves of their accent as it is not viewed favourably. 
Bartlett was also interested in researching the extent of the use of the Scottish /~/ in 
words such as castle and dance instead of the NZEng vowel sound /a:/. Bartlett has also 
examined the use of several vocabulary items that are Scottish in origin such as ashet, 
crib, shaws, belgium, lux, some of which I use myself. 
Quinn (1995) carried out a study that has been of great interest to me and I have based 
a lot of my investigation around hers in order to be able to carry out a comparative study. 
Quinn's study involved a self-report written questionnaire that was presented to high 
schools in an urban area, Christchurch, and for a semi-rural area she chose North 
Canterbury and the West Coast was added as a third location. 
Her sample total of 181 informants was made up of four Christchurch schools, two 
North Canterbury and two West Coast schools. The informants were all from the fourth 
fonn (year 9) and there were an almost even number of males and females. As the Maori 
population is low in the South Island this did not figure highly in the sample but SES 
status was important. 
Her study was a grammatical variation study which encompassed syntactic, 
morphological and lexical variation. The variants that were studied included complex 
pronoun structures, double comparatives and superlatives, have deletion, preterite 
variants, the non-standard plural second person pronoun youse, should of did, gotten and 
Be's. 
Quinn (1995) found that variation in pronoun usc was most likely to vary in the first 
person pronouns in certain kinds of complex pronoun structures. She found that the 
stratifying f~1ctors for this were either regional or socio-economic f~1ctors. For example; 
informants from the West Coast preferred the accusative pronoun fonn whereas North 
Canterbury informants preferred the nominative form. Both socio-economic status and 
gender atiected the acceptance of double comparatives and superlatives with informants 
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from lower socio-economic status more likely to fully accept the variant. The study 
showed that the most likely context for have-drop to occur is with gotta. The study found 
that there was a preference for the preterite come over seen and the greatest influence on 
the use of the non-standard preterite was socio-economic status. Quinn (1995) also found 
that while her results were not conclusive due to small numbers, it did appear that yous 
was a form that was well accepted by Maori. The other factor that stratified this variant 
was socio-economic class, with informants from lower status groups being more likely to 
use it. Should of proved to be quite widespread and accepted by the informants of this 
study, with males finding it slightly more acceptable than females. Should of did was not 
as acceptable but also showed correlation with gender. The survey found that gotten was 
not uniformly acceptable, with males in North Canterbury accepting the form more than 
other areas. Be's was the variant in her survey that proved to be least acceptable although 
it did show socio-economic variation with the groups of higher socio-economic status 
rejecting the form more than the lower socio-economic groups. 
Following the written questionnaire, a voluntary interview was conducted to test the 
accuracy of the self-reports and to find out more about the informants' lifestyle. To help 
counteract the interviewer's paradox Quinn made sure that she interviewed the informants 
in pairs. The interview was based around topics that would allow the interview to be 
driven by the informant rather than the researcher. These interviews were not analysed in 
this study. 
Quinn detennined that the features of NZEng did not vary greatly from those of other 
varieties of English but instead it may be that the variants differ in status and frequency 
from other varieties of English (Quinn 1995:179). A more detailed discussion of the 
variables that she used and her methodology is presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis. 
Hodge (1996) undertook a study of a variety of grammatical features as a research 
paper for a 400-level anthropology paper. A questionnaire was designed that had 37 
different questions that would test 10 features in NZEng. The features under observation 
were: the use of the past participle with the verb needs (a Scottish English fonn), usc of 
the preposition o.ffwhcre from is prescribed, usc of split infinitives, use of lend as a noun, 
usc of of as an auxiliary verb, use of double comparatives, pronoun use, the splitting of an 
analytic comparative with an adverb, use of adjectival forms to function adverbially and 
the use of prepositions with the weekend: at I on I in. 
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The bulk of these variants were chosen from the list that Bauer (1987b) believed 
warranted further investigation in NZEng. A questionnaire was designed using Bauer 
(1987a) as a model. The questionnaire was distributed around the University of Otago 
campus and 67 usable replies were received. The data within this study was entered into 
a database and analysed using SPSS version 4.0. 
It was found that the Scottish variant of needs plus the past participle was confined to 
people living in the Otago I Southland region. The use of off as the preposition where 
from is prescribed is very common in the youngest age group (<19 years old) and is 
common in NZEng. Informants who were over 40 had no tolerance for split infinitives 
whereas it was relatively acceptable for the younger age groups. Lend of proved to be not 
so acceptable and was not given a particularly high rating although males were more 
accepting of the form than females. Should of displayed similar results to Lend of, in that 
it did not get a high rating, but males were more likely to give it a higher rating than 
females. There was little tolerance for the double comparatives and superlatives, however 
the use of most prettiest was far more acceptable for younger informants than older 
informants. The study of pronoun use indicated that there was confusion as to when to 
use the subject and oblique pronoun although the informants over 40 showed a greater 
awareness of which pronoun should be used. There appeared to be little knowledge of the 
splitting of an analytic comparative with an adverb rule. The use of adjectival forms to 
function adverbially was used in all the age groups although it was much more common 
amongst the two youngest age groups ( <19 - 29). In the weekend proved to be slightly 
more acceptable than on or at. The main difference was that most of the informants 
changed at and on to in but not the other way round. 
The variables that showed some change in progress or regional variation helped in the 
development of the present study. Those variables from Hodge (1996) that are used in 
the cunent study will be discussed futther in Chapter 3. 
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2.4 Extra-linguistic Variables 
2.4.1 Introduction 
In order to accurately study a dialect, or the ongoing change within it, it is necessary to 
not only study those features which differ from the Standard English, but also the 
different contexts in which the feature I variable is heard. Speakers all use language that 
is unique to them. Differences in such things as age, gender, socio-economic status 
(class), ethnicity, educational levels, rural vs. urban dweller create different speech 
patterns. The creation of a dialect is an ongoing process and is a direct result of social 
variation. Changes happen in language due to pressure from external sources and the 
changing ideals of the users of the language. 
And while an individual's language is a good indicator of their position in society it 
does not necessarily fix them in a position. In fact as an individual's social position 
changes, so does their language and it is this adaptability of language that makes it an 
ideal indicator of social change (Labov 1972a). 
An individual uses language in order to give out clues about themselves and also to 
ascertain the social grouping of others; therefore clues about socio-economic status, 
gender, age, and peer-group membership are important facets of speech. Labov theorises 
that any change within a language can be correlated with changes happening within the 
group with which the speaker identifies (1972a:284). 
It is often claimed that speakers will adjust their style of speech to the style they 
perceive is the listener's, according to their own perception of the interlocutor's age, 
social status, gender, etc. This style-shifting is a result of complying with social norms 
and interlocutors are expected to speak in a specific way to specific types of people (Giles 
1973:78). 
Labov developed the notion of the sociolinguistic variable and found that as well as 
co-varying with other linguistic elements, it also shows variance with extra-linguistic 
variables such as social class, age, gender, peer-group, etc. Therefore, style-shifting is the 
notion that interlocutors will co-vary their linguistic variables according to the extra-
linguistic variables in a speech situation. The use of linguistic elements is an important 
way of identifying an individual's position in society. These linguistic features are used 
to mark and maintain the divisions within society (Saville-Troike 1984). 
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Milroy (1980) ties in the concept of multiplex - dense networks that are generally 
associated with low-status groups, men and adolescents. These networks closely 
approximate the vernacular whereas the standard is approximated by high-status groups 
such as women and middle-aged speakers. Family, peer-groups, and schools provide 
some of the most important characteristic settings in which very different types of 
discourse and strategies for interaction can be developed, maintained, and reproduced. 
This section will focus on the social influences involved in the makeup of speech patterns 
as briefly outlined in the introductory section. 
2.4.2 Gender 
2.4.2.1 Gender and Lanill@.9e Variation 
Women's language is characterized by the movement I attainment towards the higher-
status Standard English. When interacting with others, women are more likely to style-
shift towards the standard, whereas men are more likely to style-shift towards the 
vernacular. The attainment of the standard by women has produced the phenomenon of 
hypercorrection. Women (not necessarily exclusively) tend to overcorrect or 
overcompensate their own vernacular and overshoot the standard of the next class above 
them, which is usually the standard that they wish to attain. This is especially apparent in 
the lower-middle class. 
The desire of women to attain a high-status speech pattern has been attributed to their 
perceived lack of social status cues. Women have less tangible evidence of their social 
status through indicators such as employment or income than men do. Holmes 
(1987: 199) relates the use of language in this manner as a "fonn of symbolic capital, and 
authority in the area of linguistic usage is one of the avenues available to assert their 
influence in society". Labov (1966, 1972a) feels that the lower-middle class mother and 
school teacher are responsible for increased linguistic change due to hypercon-ection. 
Men on the other hand will tend to approximate closer to the vernacular showing an 
allegiance with a 'man's man', that is working class, as they !~ave more overt cues on 
social status than women and so have less need to display their social class through 
language. 
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Labov (1966) found that in careful speech women use less stigmatised variables than 
men and are in fact more perceptive to the prestige archetype. Women often style-shift, 
especially in formal situations, and many studies confirm this (Trudgill 1972; Fasold 
1984; Cheshire 1982). Labov (1966) found that women are far more sensitive to overt 
sociolinguistic values. 
Cheshire's (1982) Reading study found that male speech patterns diverge considerably 
from that of females. While she found that the males did use less non-standard forms at 
school, it was not the marked reduction shown by that of females. It was inferred that the 
marked decrease of non-standard forms by females is motivated by more exposure to the 
norms of Standard English exerted by schools. Females, it appears, are not part of a 
cohesive peer group in the same manner as males and so have less peer pressure to use 
vernacular forms. Cheshire (1982) concluded that females are inclined to style-shift in a 
school situation because of their increased recognition of the non-standard forms as being 
unsuitable. Women use language to express their social identity and the extreme style-
shifting that is sometimes shown is in response to the alternating roles that they play 
(Holmes 1997). 
Smith (1985) speculates that the differences between male and female speech are a 
reflection of the differing social niches that they each have, and each are conditioned to 
divergent context-dependent speech norms. Eisikovits (1989b) also noted that variations 
in language use between the genders are a reflection oftheir differing world-views and 
orientations. Females grow up and realise a need to conform to societal or family 
expectations of appropriate behaviour - Nice girls don't talk like that! Whereas for 
males, this process involves the assertion of self-reliance to dictated nonns. 
Both Trudgill (1972) and Eisikovits (1981) have shown that males and females have 
differing prestige standards I ideals and it is this that demarcates the two sexes. Males are 
highly sensitive to the overt prestige of the non-standard variety - it marks masculinity 
and working class values, and therefore the non-standard I vernacular variety is identified 
as positive. The preference of the vernacular to signal camaraderie by males is perhaps 
best exemplified by the 'locker room syndrome' where men "reinforce solidarity and 
'mateship' through the use of taboo terms" (Bayard 1995: 182). Women prefer the overt 
prestige of Standard English as they are able to signal their social status. 
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2.4.2.2 Gender in the Australian and New Zealand Context 
Australian and New Zealand studies have shown marked differences between the 
speech of men and women (Eisikovits 1981, 1988; Bayard, 1985, Horvath, 1987). 
Gender is perhaps as salient in New Zealand for determining social status as class is in 
Britain. Both Pauwels (1987) and Holmes (1995) speculate that this is due to the 
pioneering nature on which the two respective countries were founded. In New Zealand 
(and Australian) society there is still a marked difference in the socialisation of the two 
sexes. Males and females live in a relatively segregated society, the males 'hang out with 
their mates' while females tend 'to do stuff with the girls.' These barriers have been 
broken down somewhat in recent years but sexism does still exist. Pauwels remarks that 
"it is hardly surprising to find this extreme sex differentiation reflected in the use of 
language" (1987:7). It is also possible that gender is such a noticeable feature in New 
Zealand because of the perceived lack of class distinctions. Holmes (1995a) points out 
that the way in which males and females function in generally single-sex peer groups 
during the informative years means that they acquire, and then develop, differing styles of 
interaction. 
The theory of interpersonal speech style accommodation (Giles 1977) indicates that 
speakers adjust their speech style to that of the listeners. It can be seen that women 
indeed do this. Eisikovits (1989b) found that female informants identified more closely 
with female interviewers than did male informants. This was shown by the females 
modelling their speech in line with that of the interviewer's. This contrasted with the 
behaviour of the males whose language tended to move sharply from that of the 
interviewer to their own covert prestige nonn (vernacular) thus exerting their own status 
in the interview situation. Males in their own way are also adhering to the theory of 
interpersonal speech style accommodation. Males recognise the style of the interviewer 
and then shift their own style to emphasise their own prestige rather than the identified 
prestige of the interviewer. 
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2.4.3 Social Class 
The interaction of both gender and social class plays an important part in the use of 
language. Wherever large groups cohabitate the same geographical area there will be 
grouping. Social networks measure the extent and ways that members of a community 
interact with each other. The denser the social networks, the lower the class. Standard 
English, which is used by higher social classes, holds an overt prestige value. 'Social 
climbers' will aspire to produce forms of language that assimilate closely with that of the 
standard version. The lower-class dialect will hold covert prestige and, as shown in the 
previous section, is often used by males to indicate solidarity. Education levels also 
correlate highly with the use of a social dialect - the more educated you are, the more 
likely that your language will approximate the Standard. However it is very hard to place 
an individual on a social scale - both social scales and the use of language need to be 
viewed as gradable not discrete values. 
Grouping in most societies is generally socially-based regardless of how equalitarian 
and democratic they believe themselves to be. All societies indicate some form of class 
structure (Francis 1983) and variation within a dialect plays an important social function 
in that a speaker can be identified according to their social class (Bauer 1994). Bernstein 
(1974:43) feels that "language is considered one of the most important means of 
initiating, synthesizing and reinforcing ways of thinking, feeling and behaviour which are 
functionally related to the social group". He appeals to the notion that social groups are 
distinguishable by their fonns of speech and that the differences are most marked when 
there is the greatest disparity between the socio-economic levels. 
Labov's (1966) work in New York City has shown that a speaker's social class can be 
detennined by the relative frequency of the use of a variable rather than an absolute 
frequency. He has shown that sociolinguistic variables are characteristic of particular 
social groups by their relative frequency rather than by a categorical absence or presence. 
As mentioned above, social dialects should be viewed as a continuously graded social 
stratum rather than as discrete groupings. 
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Identifying an individual's social class is a complex notion. In theory people can be 
ordered relative to the rest of society through their quantifiable characteristics such as 
income, education, occupation and residence. The problems in the assignment of social 
class membership are related to the range and weighting of attributes. Hasan (1973) 
poses the question ofwhat are to be considered as salient demarcation criteria5. 
Hughes and Trudgill (1987) have made the important assertion that the lower a person 
is on the social scale, the more obvious their regional dialect will tend to be. Education is 
a force that threatens a dialect as it stresses the importance of a standard or prestige 
dialect. Those that are the least educated are often the lowest socially and the users of a 
social dialect. 
Greenbaum et al. (1972) record that uneducated speech can be related to a regional 
dialect whereas educated speech tends to move away from a dialectal form to a form that 
cuts across dialect boundaries. Social dialects often carry more stigmatism due to the 
uneducated cue and are often consciously suppressed in favour of a more acceptable 
sociolect. When social meaning becomes linked to a linguistic variable, these variables 
are either rejected or imitated and take on a role within language. If a linguistic element 
becomes associated with the lower class I social group it becomes stigmatised. 
Low-prestige and stigmatised varieties are often used to indicate loyalty and solidarity 
to a local community thus showing a rejection of the national and metropolitan prestige 
values. Milroy (1980) points out that the use of a non-standard variety shows that the 
vernacular can carry positive force - it is a symbol of powerful social meaning. The 
highest users of the vernacular fonn are often members of closed, dense multiplex 
networks. Social networks measure the extent and ways that members of a community 
interact with each other. Closed networks are typically those of working-class origin and 
the use of a social dialect marks membership within their pmiicular speech community. 
Solidarity is an important component in the makeup of the working-class. The use of 
socially marked features can accentuate an apparent social identity (divergent 
accommodation) rather than the usual tendency to modify speech towards that of a 
superior social reference (convergent accommodation) (McGroarty 1996). In developing 
an awareness by comprehending or using the variants of another social group, a speaker is 
indicating solidarity (Brugman 1995). 
; Milroy ( 1980) indicates that there is lillk agreement between sociologists as to the most salient characteristics. 
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Labov's (1966) study of Saks, Macy's, and S. Klein has shown that there is a 
correlation between the status of the customer of each store and the behaviour of the staff 
working there. The staff borrow prestige (whether it be overt or covert) by imitating the 
speech habits of the stores' customers. Therefore one would expect a more prestigious 
fon:n of speech being used at Saks than at S. Klein. And this is indeed the case regardless 
of the relative pay rates or social conditions within each store. Generally speaking, as 
mentioned in the previous section, lower-middle class females are more sensitive to the 
prestige variety in formal speech situations. 
Labov (1972a) found that lower-middle class speakers are linguistically insecure and 
that insecurity manifests itself in the wide range of stylistic variation that the speakers 
from this class use. It appears that a lower-middle-class speaker will often try for 
correctness and display negative attitudes towards their native speech patterns. This 
linguistic insecurity is identified by the high degree of sensitivity towards stigmatised 
features and the inaccurate perception of their own speech. Studies have shown that this 
is the class that is most likely to under-report the use of stigmatised features in language. 
The lower-middle class also has upward social aspirations, they aim towards the norm 
of the next highest class and in many cases exceed the language of the middle class, even 
in its most formal style; this is hypercorrection. Often the speaker will misuse the high-
status feature, e.g. grammatical or phonological, by using the feature in situations where 
the native speaker of the sociolect would not. A good example of this is the use of the 
subject pronoun I where the oblique pronoun me is prescribed. 
Decamp (1972: 8 7) defines hypercorrection as "an incorrect analogy with a form in a 
prestige dialect which the speaker has imperfectly mastered". The social status of the 
speaker's dialect, compared to that of the accepted standard of the community, must be 
worked out in order to discern whether hypercorrection has occurred. Labov (1972a) 
feels that hypercorrection is important for change in that it can be seen as a mechanism 
which increases community use of prestige variants. 
The spreading of language change is a reflection of social change. Unless interlocutors 
want, at either a conscious (overt) or subconscious (covert) level, to belong to a particular 
group, then the group membership marker will have no prestige and therefore not spread 
(Aitchison 1991 ). Innovation from the highest-status group is normally a form of 
borrowing fl·om outside sources, more or less conscious and these will usually be prestige 
forms. 
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2.4.4 Age 
With change in progress, age differences reflect an actual change in community norms. 
It is often the older generation that remonstrate about the lack of standards in language 
use by the younger generations. This reflects their part within the language change 
phenomenon - they are usually the last to be affected by social change. Change in 
language standards is often equated to social· decline by older generations. McGroarty 
(1996) notes that older generations feel that younger generations are unable to grasp 
linguistic ideals and lack moral attributes. The use of non-standard forms is highest 
during adolescence and t?e rate of change drops off with increased age. 
Labov (1972a) writes that it is during the first year of high school that speakers acquire 
a set of evaluative norms. They become aware of, and sensitive to, the social significance 
of differing forms of speech. Adult speech patterns are acquired during adolescence, as 
evidenced by Eisikovits (1987) who found an increase of sensitivity to the prestige norm 
with the increase of age. The females showed a decrease in the non-standard forms in 
accordance with age while the males showed their sensitivity to the prestige variety by an 
increase of the non-standard variety. The conformity exerted by social groups is strongest 
for adolescents. Peer group pressure is at its sttongest at this developmental period and it 
is necessary to display allegiance to specific groups. This is the reason why children 
sound far more alike their friends than their parents or teachers (Trudgill 1975). 
The process of acquiring an awareness of the social functions of language IS an 
important transitional stage. Up until the child's first year at high school they interact 
within a relatively closed linguistic network. The primary school that they attend is likely 
to be very close and the other children attending will likely be of the same social class 
and share similar speech habits. The first yeai· of high school brings an adolescent into 
contact with the language of a wider community and exposure to a group outside of their 
neighbourhood. Cheshire (1982) has evidenced that adolescents are indeed affected by 
the formal setting of school. Within this social context, adolescents use fewer non-· 
standard varieties thus showing an awareness of the need for different language in 
different contexts. The restrictions of a wider community are apparent and it appears that 
high school provides an important training ground for the correct use of language within 




Since the advent of Labov's stratified surveys there has been much emphasis on 
methodological problems and how the interview can elicit the best kind of information in 
order to achieve statistically sound results. Sociolinguistics has turned attention from 
recording the 'relics' of a dialect towards establishing social dialects. It has been found 
that a dialect differs not only regionally but also amongst speakers of differing social 
characteristics such as social class, gender, ethnicity and age. 
Another important methodological advance has been the realisation that not only do 
speakers vary amongst social groups but also amongst themselves. Milroy (1987) has 
shown that how strongly integrated a speaker is in a community determipes their use of 
certain variables. Also it has been determined that speakers adjust their speech towards 
that of their interlocutor, this is known as the speech accommodation theory (Giles 1975). 
This has created the need for dialectologists to be aware of the different factors affecting 
speech in order to minimise style-shift as much as possible. 
All these considerations have changed the methodology in dialectology greatly from 
the earlier studies such as Guillt~ron. This chapter discusses the methods for obtaining the 
necessary data for the study. It was decided to undertake a survey of the Otago and 
Southland provinces using a written questionnaire. The questionnaire was distributed to 
students at 11 schools within the area. This chapter will discuss the reasoning behind the 
design of the questiotmaire as well as the selection of the infonnants. 
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3.2 Written versus Oral Elicitation: Previous Studies 
The advances made in dialectology instigated by Labov have increasingly stressed the 
need for spontaneous speech samples. However it is also a well known fact that 
grammatical variations naturally occurring in speech are few and far between. Cheshire 
(1982) discovered in her Reading study that vast amounts of speech were required to 
study grammatical variants and that often they would not emerge in a frequent or 
predictable manner, as do phonological variants. The whole issue of data collection for 
syntactic variation is a problematic area. One to two hours of collected speech will 
reliably produce all variations of a phonological feature - often displayed in several forms 
of speech from casual to careful. However with syntactic variation there is little to no 
guarantee that the feature under investigation will be made in· spontaneous speech (Milroy 
1987). 
The other problem facing a study of syntactic I grammatical variation is the 
equivalence of the utterance. With phonological variation there is the stability of a sound 
being uttered within a particular phonological environment. Syntax unfortunately does 
not have such restraints and each utterance of a particular variant must be carefully 
examined in order to determine whether they are equivalent to other utterances of the 
variant. A specified linguistic environment is very hard to determine in this situation, as 
equivalence is hard to ascertain. Semantic equivalence also has to be determined, so it is 
very hard to rate one utterance alongside another if they occur in different speech 
contexts. Even the broadest and most loose of generalisations cannot be claimed in these 
situations, especially when the variable under examination occurs infrequently in the first 
place. 
Quim1's (1995) answer to this was to fonnulate a questiormaire whereby all tokens of 
the variable would be in an equivalent environment and thus easier to compare 
statistically as they would hold equivalent and comparable values I meanings. Qui1m's 
questionnaire required written responses. Before selecting the written questionnaire, 
Quinn studied the New Zealand Broadcasting Service history tapes. As expected, the 
only grammatical forms that she was interested in which occurred in any subst<.u1tial 
number were past tense fonns and subject-verb concord. She only found isolated 
examples of the comparison issues and the complex pronoun structures that interested 
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her. Quinn found that oral strategies are only able to elicit specific variants and 
grammatical features (1995 :30). 
A pilot study to test pronoun case assignment strategies was undertaken. It was found 
that the subjects became confused performing syntactic transformations and that it 
provided too much distraction from the features under investigation. She also found that 
the lack of previous in-depth studies in NZEng results in a starting premise that "speakers 
frequently have access to several realisations of a variable" (1995 :31 ), that 1s, non-
categorical non-standard variants. 
Therefore, without having the advantage of previous studies within the NZ context, 
Quinn decided that the written form of questionnaire was the most appropriate. She 
based her questionnaire on the form of Bauer (1987a). Unlike Bauer though, she did not 
disguise her questions as utterances made by foreign speakers. Instead, the informants 
were led to believe that the sentences were produced by speakers ofBrEng, NAmEng and 
AusEng and then told to tick the box if the informant believed that a New Zealander 
would say it (Quinn 1995:34). The idea behind disguising features is to create a situation 
whereby the informants' responses are as close to the vernacular as possible. 
Edwards and Cheshire (1989) addressed this problem by formulating a questionnaire 
that defined the variables under question. It must be pointed out that their particular study 
involved a long time frame and much cooperation from the participating schools. In that 
study the teachers and students fully discussed and explored issues of the regional 
vernacular before responding with collective answers to the questionnaire. 
Like Edwards and Cheshire (1989), both Bauer and Quinn's studies were designed to 
test acceptance rather than actual usages. Bauer's (19&7a) surveys were not as 
transparent as Edward and Cheshire's in that (as previously mentioned) he disguised the 
variants under investigation by claiming that the sentences contained in the questionnaire 
were in fact utterances of foreign speakers. Quinn (1995) based her questionnaire on this 
but changed the five point acceptance scale of Bauer to that of three different options: 
[ 1 (.wme) New Zealanders would say this 
[ 1 I would say this myself 
I would have said: ------------------------------------------
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While this does seem to be a good option for eliciting ideas I acceptance levels on New 
Zealand speech, I felt that "(some) New Zealanders would say this" is somewhat 
subjective as it would seem reasonable to believe that a New Zealander could make any 
utterance. Johansson (1976), on whom Bauer (1987a) based his study, noted that 
informants were unlikely to totally accept or reject an utterance and that a rejected 
sentence left uncorrected was normal. 
Such results are, in fact, a normal accompaniment of the testing situation, as informants 
cannot be expected to be completely free from the effects of fatigue, lapses of interest or the 
like (1976:199). 
However the fact remains that settling on what kind of acceptance scale to use is of 
vital importance. It is necessary to decide between a seven-point scale, where it is hard 
for an informant to maintain a steady grasp of the distinction in the middle range between 
five and three (Quirk et al. 1966), and a two-point scale, acceptable/unacceptable where 
there is no gradation. Quirk et al. (1966) does feel that a three-point scale can be useful 
as it diminishes the problems of the above two forms. 
Bailey et al. report on the use of three 'positive' choices for a self-report questionnaire 
in that it "enhances the likelihood that they will acknowledge using forms that carry some 
overt stigma" (1997 :41 ). GRITS elicited self-reports on linguistic behaviour by using 
these three positive choices with one final negative: 
How often do you use the term? 
All the time 
Some of the time 
Not ve1y often 
Never. 
Additionally the use of three choices in a questionnaire makes it easy to answer and as 
pointed out by Francis (1983), the easier that a questionnaire is to answer, the more 
likelihood that the questionnaire will be returned with usable data. This is a very 
important considen~tion when it is teenagers that are required to carry out a task of any 
type. What is concerning about the use of a questionnaire is the tendency for women to 
use fewer stigmatised forms than men and in fact their general sensitivity towards the 
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prestige pattern (Labov 1972a:243). This would lead to women under-reporting their 
actual usage which has been reported by Labov (1978), Romaine (1984) and Trudgill 
(1972). Bauer (1987a:38) discovered that there was a tendency for men not to provide 
corrections to the sentences and that this also affected his results. 
To counter the effect of under I over reporting Quinn (1995) included two extra 
sections to her questionnaire that required the informants to complete cloze sentences that 
were comparable to the variables under investigation in the main section of her 
questionnaire. 
The GRITS survey had a high rate of informants declaring their use of a non-standard 
variant despite the assertion from linguists that self-reports do not dependably give an 
account of their own actual usage (Labov 1975:33). Bailey et al. (1997:57) reiterate the 
comment made by many linguists "that norms of correctness and the speech of the 
interviewer mitigate against accurate self-reports". However in their analysis of five 
major US surveys they found that the use of self-reports might in fact be more valid and 
reliable measures of linguistic behaviour than linguists have supposed. This is especially 
true in cases where instances of variants are hard to elicit from informants and in cases 
where the variants are not high frequency, and so cannot be depended upon to occur in 
the dialogue. Cheshire (1982, in the Reading study) also noted that a written 
questionnaire is best used to obtain the great number of data required, as relevant 
structures do not appear as predictably or as frequently as phonological elements. 
One of the important reasons for using the written questionnaire is that it is relatively 
cheap and quick to administer. As stated above the information that is gathered is also of 
a comparable nature and can be obtained from a large number of speakers. As the 
material gathered is comparable, it can be successfully analysed quantitatively. The 
collected material from participant observers is not comparable and therefore cannot be so 
reliably used in statistical processes. 
One note of caution though, using an indirect method, i.e. written questionnaire, does 
produce results that are possibly unreliable and "requires the director of the survey to 
appraise the reliability of individual responses or entire questionnaires and reject those he 
considers unsatisfactory" (Francis 1983: 1 00). 
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3.3 The Questionnaire 
In the current study, the questionnaire that I devised investigated eight different 
variants (see chapter 4) and most of these variants were tested in four different situations I 
environments. In total there were thirty-six test questions followed by demographic 
related questions (see Appendix A). These were included to establish age, gender, area of 
residence as well as socio-economic status and it was hoped that they might provide 
evidence for regional dialects and I or sociolects. I chose examples from Bauer (1987b ), 
Quinn (1995) and Leek (1997) as well as from the Hodge (1996) study. It was also 
anticipated that a partial comparison with results from other areas ofNew Zealand could 
be achieved. 
Like Bauer, in Hodge (1996) I included other grammatical variants to draw attention 
from the variables under investigation. However I found that this technique caused 
problems in some acceptability ratings as the sentences were judged as being 
ungrammatical on the basis of features not under investigation. 
In Hodge (1996) I initially used a five-point scale but this provided difficulties in 
interpreting the results. To overcome this, I combined ratings of 1 and 2 together, and 
correspondingly 4 and 5, which provided significant findings that the five-point scale did 
not. I presume this was due to the reluctance to accept or reject a variant completely. 
Accordingly in the present study I decided to introduce a three-point scale with qualifying 
statements: 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence 
... .... .!almost always say this . 
... .... .!sometimes say this . 
. .. . .. . . I never say this. 
Change the sentence (~fnecessmJ!) to tlze.form that you would have used yourself: 
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In this way I obtained a similar acceptance scale to the modified version in Hodge 
(1996) and avoided vague assertions that 'some New Zealanders would say this'. As with 
Johansson (1976), Bauer (1987a) and Quinn (1995), in the present study I included a 
space I opportunity for the student to correct or express the form that they themselves 
would use. 
Once all thirty-six questions had been designed they were put in random order, as did 
Bauer (1987b ), so that it was not easy to detect the feature under investigation. An 
information sheet was designed for the start of the questionnaire to explain to the 
participants exactly what they were to do and why. 
Before the informants filled out the questionnaire I presented a short talk to the 
participants on English and the changes that are constantly occurring with the language. 
Great interest was taken in the recorded sample of Old English. I explained to the 
participants that if we all spoke the way in which we are 'supposed' to then our language 
wouldn't vary and that we would all use the language of the Old English recording. I also 
emphasised to the participants that the questionnaire was related to their actual speech 
and that I was not interested in how they thought they should speak. I also stipulated that 
they were free to discuss their thoughts with their partners in keeping with the careful 
consideration shown in Edwards and Cheshire (1989) study. It was emphasised that they 
were to offer an alternative form to any variant they were not comfortable with or would 
not use. I reiterated this instruction many times during the task to counteract the effects 
of non-reporting I correcting that Bauer (1987b) discovered. This was necessary, as some 
classes, especially in the all boy schools, Were reluctant to do this. 
It was not possible to add cloze sentences to this questionnaire to help negate the under 
I over reporting of some infonnants as in Quinn (1995). This is because the questionnaire 
contained a large number of sentences to check the usage of the variables under 
investigation. As it was, the questiom1aires took between 30 ~0 minutes to complete and 
I also required time to talk to the students prior to the task (most schools in New Zealand 
have 50 minute class sessions). 
The University of Otago Ethics Committee requirements meant that 1 was to provide 
an information sheet and consent form for all participants and caregivers (see Appendix 
B). These pages were handed out and signed prior to the participants completing the 
questionnaire. 
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The questionnaires were completed in anonymity, as like Quinn (1995:31) I felt that 
the questionnaires were less likely to be viewed as some sort of test and "an anonymous 
written survey reduces the attractiveness of conscious political protests". Quinn 
(1995:32) also raised an important advantage of administering a written questionnaire as 
opposed to an oral one to this age group, as an oral questionnaire, using common 
elicitation techniques, can cause students confusion and embarrassment due to the 
unfamiliar nature of the task. 
3.4 Choosing the Participants 
Many sociolinguists have reported that adolescents consistently produce non-standard I 
vernacular forms (Labov 1972a, Romaine 1984, Cheshire 1982). Labov's earlier 
statements regarding adolescents intimated that they were not as yet aware of the 
complete stylistic repertoire. However, Reid (1978) found that even pre-adolescent boys 
style-shift consistently with their social class. Romaine (1984) found some evidence for 
sex differentiation in the use of certain variables by children as young as six years old. I 
felt that it was indeed possible to use adolescents as informants as there is adequate 
evidence that they are in fact aware of societal norms regarding speech patterns. 
I contacted schools in the provinces of Otago and Southland to seek permission to 
conduct a study of language variation in their third and fourth fonn students (year 8 and 
9). These students would be aged between 13 and 15 and would be of a comparative age 
to the infonnants of Quinn (1995). The students would come from both co-educational 
and single sex schools. It was hoped that there would be more or less equal numbers of 
both genders participating. 
One impmtant benefit of using adolescents for data collection is the easy access to 
large numbers of infonnants in the same age group. Romaine (1984) refers to school age 
adolescents as a 'captive population' and it is a simple tnattcr to acquire sufficient 
numbers to conduct a survey. Traditional data collection methodology does warn about 
the use of a captive population as it is not representative of society and "only through a 
painstaking random sampling of the entire population can we avoid serious bias" (Labov, 
1972a:79). Nevertheless, there have been numerous research projects carried out to date 
that have used the large database available through the education system. 
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One problem about using adolescents in this type of situation relates to Giles' (1973) 
theory of upward convergence. Unfortunately speakers in a subordinate group, which in 
this case would be the school students, tend to shift their speech towards that of the 
superordinate in an elicitation experiment. To counteract this effect, I gave a very 
informal speech before the questionnaire was handed out. This was to make the students 
relax and it was repeated that I was not interested in what they thought I wanted to hear 
but rather in what they actually said. By encouraging the students to discuss the 
sentences with one another, I hoped that this would create a relaxed atmosphere· with 
style-shifting occurring towards the direction of their peers as opposed to me. 
Romaine (1984) does make the point that school students are less suspicious of 
researchers than are adults and that they are often willing participants - especially if it 
requires time away from normal classes. Another point that Romaine makes is that 
speakers are inconsistent when talking about features if they are outside of the situational 
or social context in which they normally exist. So by questioning students within the 
school environment it is possible to maintain a familiar environment for the informants. 
There were two main reasons for stipulating the preferred age groupings. One was to 
ensure that the results could be compared as closely as possible with those of Quinn's 
(1995) study. The second was that according to Table 3.2, many adolescents tend to 
leave school before Year 12 and so, as Horvath (1985) noted in her study, the sample 
would be inherently biased. This is because those from higher SES groups tend to remain 
at school longer and those working class students that remain would probably have 
aspirations to join the middle class and thus shift their speech towards the nonn 
3.5 Socio-economic Factors of the Chosen Schools 
Choosing schools to participate in the study is constrained by both the goodwill of the 
school in question as well as time. For this study the factors thought to interact with 
speech were gender, socio-economic factors and regionality. The area under 
consideration had already been defined as the Otago and Southland provinces and so 
schools were to be chosen from these areas. The main centre of both areas is Dunedin, 
which is one of the main ports for the South Island and is also a highly regarded 
educational city. The other two main centres in the Otago I Southland regions are 
Oamaru and Invercargill. 
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These two provinces are rural based and have large close-knit communities. The rural 
areas are often made up of families that have lived in the area for several generations and 
the communities tend to have rather dense networks. Francis (1983:42) states that 
"simply by occupying a particular place a community sets itself apart from other 
communities." He goes on further to say that mobility and density levels also affect 
dialect and dialect formation. Close-knit communities such as those in the Southland I 
Otago areas could quite possibly show regional variation. 
Macauley's (1977) Glasgow study, where he chose 17 schools to be representative of 
Glasgow, showed that it is indeed possible to make generalisations about linguistic 
variation within a city without having the added practical difficulties inherent in strict 
random sampling. Romaine (1978) selected Edinburgh schools based on the social and 
demographic characteristics of the schools within that particular catchment area. With all 
this in mind it seemed reasonable to select schools with the same considerations in mind. 
Table 3.1 Population statistics of the Otago I Southland region 
Province Population Increase Increase 0/o 
Otago 188 900 300 0.2 
Southland 97 300 -1 200 -1.2 
Regional Council Population Increase Increase% 
Dunedin 120 300 -100 -0.1 
Invercargill 53 100 -900 -1.7 
Waitaki 21 800 -100 -0.5 
Central Otago 15 100 -50 -0.3 
Queenstown Lakes 15 400 650 4.4 
Southland District 30 800 -200 -0.6 
Gore 13 350 -100 -0.7 
Source: New Zealand Official Yearbook 1998. 
When selecting the towns I districts from which to take the schools it was important to 
also take into account the nature of the community. As Dunedin was the largest city and 
also one with very traditional Scottish roots, it was decided that there would be more 
schools from this area than the other areas. After sending out letters of request to various 
schools the following kindly agreed to participate. Two of the Dunedin schools were 
single sex schools of a middle SES decile rating (see Table 3.2), Otago Girls' High 
School (OGHS) and Kings High School (KHS). Only recently (in the past 6 years) KHS 
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has also started to cater for out of town students by opening a boarding hostel. OGHS 
still only caters for those students who are resident in Dunedin. 
To make a comparison with these schools the other two single sex schools selected 
from Dunedin had a higher SES decile rating, S. Hilda's Collegiate (SHC) and John 
MacGlashan College (JMC). Both SHC and JMC have a long history as boarding schools 
catering for students outside of Dunedin as well as for the students in Dunedin itself. 
They are both located in the prestigious Maori Hill I Highgate area of the city. The 
students at these two schools generally tend to be from middle-class professional and 
farming families and often have had several generations of the same family attend the 
school. 
A co-educational school from Dunedin was also included, Logan Park High School 
(LPHS). While LPHS has an average·decile rating, the class that I was allowed access to 
was the top English class and the demographic data received from the students indicated 
that many of their parents had professional jobs. This possibly puts the students from that 
particular sample in the same class as SHC and JMC. 
In choosing the schools from the Otago district, other considerations have to be taken 
into account. Both Otago and Southland have experienced population declines over the 
past decade and so it is necessary to ensure that the areas chosen are representative. For 
this reason Wakatipu Area School was not included as Queenstown and Wanaka are 
tourist areas and have a highly transient population. Generally the population in these 
areas are not stable and as such are not likely to be made up of people who have lived in 
the district all their lives. The other major high school in the Central Otago area is 
Dunstan High School (DHS) in Alexandra. This is a co-educational school servicing a 
district that is made up of several outlying areas such as Roxburgh and Clyde. 
The last schools chosen from the Otago district were from Oamaru. This is a 
reasonably large fanning centre supplying the outlying areas. From this town I obtained 
pennission to catTY out the study in two schools, both single sex, Waitaki Girls' High 
School (WGHS) and Waitaki Boys' High School (WBHS). Both of these schools have a 
boarding facility as well as catering for day pupils. 
The country districts from Southland generally have the one high school which caters 
for students from all the outlying districts. For example Northern Southland College 
(NSC) has the catchment area of Balfour, Lumsden, Mossburn and Five Rivers feeding 
students into it. This area was relatively central in the region and while it had a high SES 
decile rating, the students who actually attended the school tended to be from lower SES 
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families. This is an area which has a strong tradition of sending children to boarding 
schools - usually in Dunedin. The students remaining at the local school generally leave 
prior to year 12 and as was evidenced by the parents' occupation question, tended to be 
middle to upper working class (shearers, labourers, saw millers). The other rural school 
chosen in the Southland area was Central Southland College (CSC) in Winton. This 
school is similar in social makeup to NSC but has a higher school roll as well as a higher 
percentage remaining to complete year 12. As with NSC it is co-educational. 
The final school participating from the Southland district is Southland Girls' High 
School (SGHS). This school is in Invercargill, the main centre for Southland, and has 
both daygirls and boarders. Unfortunately I was not able to get permission to visit an all 
boy school in the area. 
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Table 3.2 Relevant statistics for schools participating in present study 
SCHOOL SES DECILE '91-'92 MAORI %GAIN 7 1 " % Left prior ! 
ROLL ROLL% FORM to Year 12 
CHANGE% QUAL 
Central 6 -6.8 3.4 55.3 15.8 
Southland 
College 
Dunstan High 7 -16.7 9.3 49.2 4.0 
School 
John 10 17.5 1.7 77.4 0 
MacGlashan 
Kings High 5 16.3 10.1 38.9 11.6 
School 
Logan Park 6 -17.6 6.6 43.6 13.4 
High School 
Northern 7 -5.2 8.0 31.9 23.4 
Southland 
College 
Otago Girls' 7 13.8 5.0 64.5 7.2 
High School 
Saint Hilda's 8 7.6 2.3 100 0 
Collegiate 
Southland 4 14.1 15.0 34.8 10.6 
Girls High 
School 
Waitaki Boys 6 -14.1 0.2 31.2 16.8 
High School 
Waitaki Girls 5 -1.5 3.9 55.5 5.8 
High School . 
Source: New Zealand Schools 1995 Statistical Annex 
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Table 3.3 Relevant statistics for schools in Quinn (1995) study 
SCHOOL SES DECILE '91-'92 MAORI %GAIN 7 1H % Left prior 
ROLL ROLL% FORM to Year 12 
CHANGE% QUAL 
Greymouth 5 3.2 7.7 32.2 27.5 : 
High School 
Westland 6 -0.6 12.1 24.7 12.9 
High School 
Kaiapoi High 4 -10.4 10.3 26.5 28.2 
School 
Linwood High 3 -21.7 13.9 24.5 3.3 
School 
Mairehau 4 -20.2 11.9 t 19.3 
High School 
Papanui High 6 -0.7 9.7 17.2 24.7 
School 
Rangiora High 7 1.5 6.3 53.2 15.5 
School 
Riccarton 7 1.8 4.9 54 8.9 
High School 
Source: New Zealand Schools 1995 Statistical Annex 
t =percentage not recorded due to low numbers in year 12 giving a distorted view. 
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Table 3.4 Details of participating schools in the current study 
School Abbre- Category Informants 
viation 
Region Urban Location Type Male Female Total 
/Rural 




Logan Park LPHS Otago Urban Dunedin Co-ed 18 8 26 
High School 
John JMC Otago Urban Dunedin Single sex 21 0 20 
MacGlashan (boys) 
College 
Southland SGHS South- Urban Invercar- Single sex 0 29 29 
Girls' 
land gill (girls) 
High School 
Waitaki Boys' WBHS Otago Urban Oamaru Single sex 23 0 23 
High School (boys) 
Dunstan DHS Otago Rural Alexandra Co-ed 6 13 20 
High 
School 
Waitaki WGHS Otago Urban Oamaru Single sex 0 11 11 
Girls' (girls) 
High School 




Saint Hilda's SHC Otago Urban Dunedin Single sex 0 45 45 
Collegiate (girls) 
School 
Otago OGHS Otago Urban Dunedin Single sex 0 20 20 
Girls' (girls) 
High School 
Kings KHS Otago Urban Dunedin Single sex 23 0 23 
High School (boys) 
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Figure 3.1 Map of Southland and Otago showillg locatioll of participatillg schools 
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3.6 Analysis of Results 
Once the completed questionnaires were collected, the data was entered into a 
computer programme database. To analyse the data, the programme SPSSx version 7.0 
was used. The variables under investigation were subjected to Chi-square tests and then 
both Pearson and Spearman correlation tests. These were used to see if the results that 
were obtained were actually significant or just a matter of chance. These tests showed 
whether extralinguistic variables and linguistic variables influenced each other. 
The graphs that were produced show a percentage of informants from each category 
rather than numbers. This is because some schools had a higher number of students 
complete the questionnaire than others and so the results cannot be easily compared by 
count as opposed to percentage. 
Under investigation for the purposes of this survey are the way the use of linguistic 
variables can be stratified by non-linguistic factors. The results were analysed to 
determine whether there was correlation with the linguistic variable under investigation 
and the following non-linguistic variables: 
i) School: analysing the collected data and the results from different schools 
helped to provide information on a number of different factors. If the school 
was rural and not urban it could help demarcate the usage of a particular 
variable as belonging to a certain type of person. As some of the schools 
generally had infonnants of high income families, the results as examined by 
school could give clues as to which socio-economic classes were more likely to 
use the fonn in question. Many of the schools were also single sex schools and 
so comparison of the schools could produce data on usage of a variable 
according to gender. 
ii) Area: as mentioned above the analysis of school gave infonmltion about the 
usage of a form within a particular area. In the same way, some schools were 
combined in order to see if any generalisations could be made about wider 
areas such as all of Otago compared with all of Southland; rural areas 
compared to urban ones; areas of particular settlement patterns of the early 
immigrants and so on. 
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iii) Gender: previous studies in dialectology indicate that males and females use 
different variables and so the data was analysed in combination with gender to 





4.1 Past Verb Forms 
This section introduces the variables that are under investigation in this study. The 
chapter is divided into eight sections for the eight grammatical variants that are under 
investigation. At the start of each sub-section the examples from the actual questionnaire 
are listed. Each grammatical variant is examined and the possible reasons for variation 
are discussed. 
4.1.1 NAmEng Past Participle Forms 
6. I snuck round the corner and gave him a fright. 
18. He dove into the pool before checking how deep it was. 
The original premise behind the inclusion of these sentences was to measure the 
acceptance for the NAmEng verbal forms snuck and dove as opposed to the traditional 
BrEng forms sneaked and dived. However a closer examination of the two verb forms in 
question showed that there are in fact two matters to take into consideration. Firstly, 
North American versus British use and secondly, the productiveness of a certain verb 
class for forming the past tense. 
NAmEng versus BrEng comparisons can be continued by comparing different verb 
fonns. NAmEng verbs tend to differ from BrEng fonm in several ways. Trudgill and 
Hannah (1982) note that a number of the inegular verbs have been regularised, i.e. taken 
the -ed ending in the past tense, even though they remain irregular in BrEng. 
However t11erc arc cases where NAmEng has made a regular form irregular where 
BrEng has not. Two of these forms seem to be used increasingly in NZEng: snuck I 
dove. These irregular past tense forms have perhaps been formed by analogy with forms 
such as strike I struck and drive I drove. A discussion of this will follow. 
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However it remains that these forms are typically North American and as yet do not 
seem to be in common use in Britain. Trudgill and Hannah (1982) also note that the 
regular forms sneaked I dived are used in NAmEng although the irregular forms are more 
common. I was interested in finding out the extent to which teenagers find these forms 
more acceptable than the BrEng forms and if in fact they know that there is an alternative 
form. 
The Oxford English Dictionary has snuck listed as the past tense and participle of 
sneak. It is noted as being chiefly and originally U.S. in origin and has its earliest 
recording as 1887. Popular authors such as Jack Kerouac in his novel On the Road have 
been noted as using this verb form and it is probably through popular American fiction 
and television that its use has been established in New Zealand. 
Dove is likewise listed in the Oxford English Dictionary as the occasional past tense of 
dive and is noted as being a North American or dialect form. In the Oxford English 
Dictionary the following quote is listed. 
1857 Canad. Jml. Industry Sci. & Art. 11 Sept. 351. In England when a swimmer makes his 
first leap, head foremost, into the water he is said to dive, and is spoken of as having dived ... , 
Not so however, is it with the modem refinements of our Canadian English. In referring to 
such a feat here, it would be said, not that he dived, but that he dove. 
As can be seen by the above it is apparent that it is not only the irregular verbs that are 
open to variation and change in the English language. 
The second part of this discussion on these two verb forms goes into why they may 
have deviated from the standard fonn. To fonn the past tense most verbs use the 
productive fonn of affixation. This involves attaching the -ed allomorph to the verb 
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Verbs that form their past tense by changing the internal vowel, as opposed to adding 
the -ed allomorph, are part of a group known as 'strong verbs'. These strong verbs are 
remnants of Old English. One class of the strong verbs, those that change their internal 
vowel to form the past tense, has shown productivity. This has led to the theory that 
while irregular past-tense forms have to be rote-learned and then stored in the lexicon, 
speakers still compose generalisations about their forms (Bybee and Slobin 1982). 
This leads to the production of innovative forms. Verbs that were formerly weak and 
formed their past tense with the allomorph -ed integrate with the strong verb vowel 
change class. 
The vowel change class does not have a well defined set of phonological features. It 
appears to have a prototypical member to which the other members share a family 
resemblance relation and Bybee and Moder (1983) call this 'product-orientated' 
modification. 
The process Y by which the new word is formed is not well-defined, nor is the shape of the 
source word X necessarily well-defined. However, the product, Z, is well defined (Bybee and 
Moder 1983:255). 
Bybee and Moder (1983) conducted an experiment to test this product-orientated 
model and found that there was a correlation between the likelihood of a verb forming a 
past tense by vowel change and a phonological similarity with the vowel change class 
prototype. It was found that the class of verbs does not have discrete boundaries, or 
phonological absolute requirements, but instead has central and marginal members. They 
postulate that this is why the class is productive and now has new members. 
Krygier (1994) has noted the strong-weak shift that has reduced almost completely the 
productivity of ablaut to fonn the past tense and yet Bybee and Moder have found a 
productive remnant that has provided several new past tense fonns in English. As stated 
above two of these have become particularly apparent in modem times. These are sneak I 
snuck and dive I dove. The regular form of these verbs arc sneaked and dived following 
the productive weak verb allomorph pattern. 
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Bybee and Slobin (1982) found that there were more innovations in the direction of the 
past tense in /AI than in the past tense in /'re/. Furthermore, Bybee and Moder found that 
they could attribute the following properties to the verb prototype (1983: 261 ): 
a. a final velar nasal (/IJ/ is better than /rjk/), 
b. an initial consonant cluster that begins with /s/, 
c. a vowel II/, which has an effect only in conjunction with the preceding elements. 
4.1.2 Innovative Past Participle 
27. Has Dad skun the rabbit yet? 
I decided to include in the questionnaire a verb form which is 'wrong' in order to test 
the productivity and hence acceptance of this class of verbs. This is a form that I have 
heard both my Father and my Grandfather use on occasion. I thought that this was an 
aberration following the vowel change verb class pattern but the Oxford English 
Dictionary has informed me differently. They have listed skun as the occasional past 
tense or past participle of skin. It is chiefly a U.S. colloquial and dialectal form. It is 
interesting to note however, an entry from 1927: 
When it comes to breakfast foods America has got Great Britain skun a mile (Bulletin 
(Glasgow) 26 Sept. 12/3). 
If this is in fact a dialectal fom1 then it could be possible that it is one of the many 
exports that Southland and Otago have received from Scotland and retained. My original 
reason for including this variation in the survey was to detennine how acceptable it was 
as a 'coined' fonn of a weak verb. Eisikovits (1991) in her Inner Sydney English study 
found instances of 'coined' forms. A 'coined' form followed the pattern of another 
irregular verb class and is used to form either the simple past tense or with a perfective or 
passive auxiliary. For example, brang, bnmg, writ (!991:127). In this case the verb 
follows the patterns discussed by Bybee and Moder ( 1983) and so would be a good 
candidate for an innovative form. 
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4.1.3 Use of the Past Participle for the Past Simple 
2. I rung him yesterday. 
24. I swum in that pool three times yesterday. 
The above sentences are a further extension of the strong verb topic. Bybee and Slobin 
(1982) have obtained results that reflect that the I~J::I past form is being lost. Jespersen 
(1946) has found that the preterite form such as swam and rang is used in (older) 
literature as past participle and vice versa. The use of this varies and there seems to be a 
loss of distinction between the past tense form and a past participle. 
Bybee and Slobin are not clear on why the swum and rung forms are becoming used in 
place of swam and rang but again it could relate to the I .tJ vowel being more productive 
than the I~J::I vowel. This would encourage the I~J::I form to be dropped in favour of the I .tJ 
form. 
Eisikovits found in the Inner Sydney English study that "the form usually reserved for 
the -ed participle may be used for the simple past tense" (1991:126). She found that the 
levelling of different past tense l past participle forms to a common form is well under 
way in Inner Sydney English. It was found that there was a 20% frequency of rung for 
rang and a 50% occurrence of swum for swam. She has noted that historically this is 
common and other English dialects also show this, and therefore it is possibly a general 
change in the language that is occurring. This variable was examined in the present study 
to see if the same breakdown is in progress in NZEng. 
4.1.4 NAmEng Past Participle- Gotten 
11. Have you gotten Jenny a present yet? 
26. Have you got one yet? 
The Oxford English Dictionary lists gotten as being the past participle of the verb get, 
- -
a fonn that is now rare- having been superseded by got. It is listed as chiefly being used 
in the phrase ill-gotten gains. 
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The dictionary goes on to state that it is a dialectal form used in Yorkshire although it 
is generally thought to be obsolete. It is noted as still being used as a dialectal variant in 
the U.S. 
Jespersen (1946) feels that gotten is archaic in Standard English except in the phrase 
ill-gotten gains but notes that it is found in some dialects such as Scottish and Irish. He 
postulates that this form has been borrowed from the Scots for use in the U.S. although it 
is not in all parts and many Americans denounce the form as 'incorrect or vulgar', 
however the age of this book does not reflect current use. 
Trudgill and Hannah (1982) have also commented on the use of gotten. They write 
that it is no longer in use in Standard English but that it is in use in NAmEng. They note 
that formerly it was only used in the sense of 'obtain' or 'acquire' such as the sentences I 
have used in my questionnaire. They now feel that it has an extended meaning where it 
can be used in several different senses in NAmEng. Crystal (1995) notes that this is the 
distinction that the British, emulating Americans, get wrong. 
We have gotten home late again. 
They've gotten interested. 
Gotten cannot be used in the sense ofhave. 
I've got plenty to eat. 
*I've gotten plenty to eat. 
Bauer (1987a) found that New Zealanders are also sensitive to this distinction and use 
it correctly and so, like Quinn (1995), I have included just the one fonn of gotten in my 
questionnaire. 
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4.2 Past participle form after the verb needs 
8. The car needs washed. 
20. The rubbish needs emptied. 
28. The carrots need to be cooked. 
3 5. The floor needs cleaning. 
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The above sentences were included in the questionnaire in order to elicit a variant 
noted as being a 'Southlandism'. Sentences 8 and 20 both use the past participle form 
after the verb needs (and wants) rather than using the Standard English present participle 
after needs. This is a variant found in Scottish English (Hughes and Trudgill 1987) and 
in other parts of the world where Scottish settlement is strong such as Pennsylvania, USA. 
Gordon (1989) remarks on the survival of 'British dialect and regional forms and 
idioms' in NZEng. It is further noted that many of these are now so embedded in New 
Zealand speech that their presence is not even noticed. This variant certainly falls into 
this category. Several students in a fourth year linguistics class were unaware that this 
was a Southland variant when it was commented on, in a classmate's speech, by a 
Scottish lecturer. It is a form that I use myself and I was unaware of it being 'irregular'. 
Bauer (1987b) notes the use of wants with the past participle but not needs. Bartlett 
(1992) notes that the needs I wants feature exists in both rural and urban areas and in all 
social classes. Bartlett also reports that this variant is not confined to the Southland 
region as it was used by an informant in Oamaru. The Hodge (1996) study also reported 
a student from North Otago who found the fonn to be perfectly acceptable. This supports 
the theory that it is a little piece of Scottish transported by the early settlers to the regions 
of both Southland and Otago. 
Why four sentences to test the variant? The Hodge (1996) study contained four 
sentences and it happened that some informants changed the Standard English variants to 
the Scottish variant. It was of interest to see if this occutTcd in the present study. 
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4.3 Youse as a plural second person pronoun. 
4. I don't really trust youse. 
12. Youse won't win the game. 
29. I'm gonna beat youse in the race tomorrow. 
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Youse appears to be a stigmatised plural form in NZEng as elsewhere in the world. 
The Scottish National Dictionary has this remark onyouse: 
In the past fifty years distinctive pl. forms ... yuz, youz(e), youz have spread, esp in illiterate 
use in MSc.; from Ir. Influence. (emphasis mine) 
The notion of illiterate or lower class users is all too apparent in the perception of New 
Zealand users of this form. It is often regarded in New Zealand as being I originating 
from Maori English. However as yet, there is no proof that this form is used more by 
Maori than Pakeha. 
Youse is theorised to be a form of Irish English that has been transported by Irish 
immigrants throughout the world (Hughes and Trudgill1987). Crystal (1995) reports that 
this Hibemo-English form is widespread in Ireland, and is also found in Liverpool, 
Glasgow, Australia and many parts of North America. Similarly the English Dialect 
Dictionary notes the early use of this form in Australia but with a variation in the spelling. 
Yous pron. lrel.Amer.Aus. Also in forms yo use Amer.Aus. 
Aus. We can wait till Hamlet comes, ifyouse fellows are game (Longmans Mag. 
Aug. 1901: 301). 
I have included in the questiotmaire sentences in which this infonnal pronoun is in 
both subject and object position, and one in which it is in conjunction with another 
informal speech variant, gotwa. Although the pronoun youse is readily heard in many 
situations in New Zealand it was expected that this variable would be under-reported by 
my informants clue to the stigmatism associated with the word. However, it was of great 
interest to see what opinions were held regarding this word. 
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Durkin (1972:11) has proposed that yous has greater currency in all socio-economic 
groups on the West Coast than in Canterbury. This is consistent with the postulated Irish 
origin of yo use as a large number of immigrants to the West Coast were Irish Catholics. 
Quinn (1995: 41) used sentences 4 and 12 in her study. She used these two sentences 
because they represented the most extreme positions that youse could be expected to 
occur in, that is subject and object position. I used her sentences in order to make a 
comparison with her informants. 
Unlike Quinn, those that I questioned in regard to the spelling tended to favour the 
youse form over yous, otherwise this is the only change that I made to the sentences. 
Quinn felt that her own experiences with the pronoun variant were in the context of 
questions. I have also noted that it appears often in cases of 'one-up-manship', e.g. I'm 
better than youse. I had originally included a Question and Boast form however the 
length of the questionnaire resulted in the removal of the sentence Are youse coming? I 
am in agreement with Quinn who suspects that those who accept youse in a statement 
would accept the interrogative form. 
4.4 Pronoun Use. 
10. You know Thomas? Well, he turned up at 6 o'clock, sat down on the sofa between 
me and Sue, and didn't say a word all evening. 
14. He doesn't like you and me. 
5. Kathryn and I went to the beach yesterday. 
30. It was a great surprise for Michael and I to get such a wonderful reception. 
33. It's always us that get the blame. 
As a child I have been repeatedly told "It's not Kathryn and me but Kathryn and I." It 
would appear that in NZEng, especially amongst the younger generations, that there is 
some confusion when using first person pronouns - do you usc the subject or oblique 
pronoun? 
Bauer (l987b) lists this very problem as being worthy of further investigation in 
NZEng. The Hodge ( 1996) study examined the 'betwee11 you a11d I' phrase over which 
there has been much debate. Crystal ( 1995) has it listed as the first complaint in the 
grammatical top ten. The complaint is that I should not be used in the prepositional 
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construction between you and I. Crystal theorises that people have a vague feeling that I 
is somehow the more polite form, and thus begin to use it in places where it would not 
normally go. 
Mittens et al. (1970) reiterate this point and it would appear that the use of subject I in 
object I oblique positions is due to hypercorrection. I is popularly used in the oblique 
position due to the misconception that I is 'more correct.' If this is a recent change due to 
hypercorrection it will therefore probably be very evident in lower-middle class speech, 
especially in that of females. Quinn's (1995) study does not show females as the more 
prevalent users. This variable was therefore included to compare the results with Otago I 
Southland area. Shakespeare also causes the modem grammar student problems as he 
used this very same form in the Merchant of Venice and so this is surely not a form of 
very slow grammatical change: 
All debts are cleared between you and I. 
Although I used a sentence with the above construction in the Hodge (1996) study, I 
decided against doing so in the current study. I felt that the sentences using this 
construction often sound too contrived which would mean that if it rated poorly in 
acceptability it could be rejected because of style rather than by perceived correctness I 
use of grammar. 
But still the confusion as when to use oblique versus subject pronoun is apparent. In 
the Hodge (1996) study, changes made to the sentence He doesn't like you and me were 
predictably changed to the form He doesn't like you and I. Mittens et al. (1970) theorise 
that the use of I where prescription requires me is because of the frequency with which 
such arrangements as You and I, Kathryn and I occur in the subject position. 
I included the sentence He doesn't like you am/ me in the current study as mentioned 
above, because of the changes made to it in the Hodge (1996) study. This was done more 
often than not because the infonnant felt that you and I was more conect English. Quim1 
( 1995) also notes that some of her network mentioned that they were taught that it was 
impolite to mention yourself first, i.e. the other person is to be said before yourself. It 
was of interest to if this occurs in the present study. 
Sentence 30, It was a great surprise for Michael a11d I to get such a wonderful 
reception, was included in this study, despite its fom1ality, as it would provide a 
comparison with Leek's (1997) study. I also included Quinn's (1995) You know 
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Thomas ... for the purpose of comparison with my results. Again I feel that the sentence 
is a little too formal. However, it was included to form a comparison with the similar 
aged informants of our studies. 
The Kathryn and ! ... sentence was included as a sentence that is grammatically correct 
and that the informants should not have too much trouble accepting. It's always us that 
get the blame is another sentence that I have taken from Leek's (1997) study. This 
sentence also poses questions about correct pronoun usage. Leek professes to "being 
curious about the survival of fossilised notions about the rights and wrongs of extraposed 
subject pronouns and pronominal subject complements" (1997:28). This particular 
sentence contravenes traditional grammar standards - us is an object pronoun and it 
should be a subject complement pronoun, we, that is used after the verb to be. This is the 
same argument for the use of It is me rather than It is I. This is also a form that Leek 
tested. 
There are arguments for and against the use of each usually quoting analogies from 
other languages. The OED states that the us form is "common in dialect and colloquial 
use, and occasionally employed in writing". It generally seems to be the case that the use 
of oblique-case pronouns for extraposed subjects in it-clauses is becoming standard in 
English. Be that as it may, Leek has discovered that cases of hypercorrection are 
appearing even here, Us -7 we, It is we that. .. , which he found was confined to older 
females and also get -7 gets which he felt was in all likelihood "due to number-concord 
confusion after the closely preceding it is" (1997:28). 
The use of pronouns does seem to be the cause of a large amount of uncertainty and 
controversy. 
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4.5 Preposition Use 
4.5.1 Different to and from 
13. Your book is different to mine. 
22. Your project is lots different from my one. 
Different to versus different from, is a long running prescriptivist dispute. The 
argument that from is the correct preposition to use with different has come from the 
etymology of the prefix dis. In Latin the prefix dis means from. Alford (1869) quotes a 
letter that has this piece of information regarding which preposition should be used: 
Compare . . . any other English words compounded of this same Latin preposition, for 
example, 'distant', 'distinct', and it will be seen that 'from' is the only appropriate form to be 
employed in connection with them. (1869:193) 
Shaw (1962) is of the opinion that different to has a long literary history to support its 
usage, nevertheless the use of different from is never complained about under any 
circumstances. He recommends that the speaker should always use different from and be 
safe, never sorry. 
Despite the etymology of the prefix it does appear that to is freely used in Standard 
English despite its controversial status. 
This variable is also one of Crystal's (1995) grammatical top ten. He writes that 
different to has maybe had frequent use in Britain due to analogy with similar to and 
opposed to. Trudgill and Hannah (1985) note that in BrEng different is usually followed 
by from and occasionally to but in NAmEng it is usually followed by than. It was of 
interest to see whether different than has made its way into NZEng. 
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4.5.2 In, at and on the weekend 
7. I went to Queenstown at the weekend with Mum and Dad. 
16. I wanted to play rugby on the weekend, but they are forecasting snow. 
23. Nobody who plays sport in the weekend can get much done in the weekend. 
Following along in the preposition choice debate is the use of in, at, and on the 
weekend. Bauer (1989c) conducted a study to determine which preposition holds the 
greatest currency in NZEng. Trudgill and Hannah (1985) report that BrEng speakers use 
the preposition at or in whereas NAmEng speakers use over and on. 
This is a variable that I have included in order to determine the influence ofNAmEng 
versus BrEng on New Zealand speech. Bauer (1989c) found that more informants 
maintained in than the other prepositions and that there were more changes away from the 
other variables to in than the other way round. This is totally consistent with the Hodge 
(1996) study in which all three variants scored around the same for acceptance levels, 
however the telling equation was that of corrections made. Twenty-one informants out of 
67 changed at to in while ten changed on to in. There were more informants changing at 
than on. 
4.5.3 Off for from 
21. Can I take that book off you now? 
25. Can you get the money from her? 
34. I got the games off Tim. 
36. The Principal is the one from whom you get permission. 
To round off the section on preposition use we have the following innovative use of 
off for from. The use of the preposition off where from is prescribed is common in 
NZEng, although no research has been published to date. It is something that I myself 
use and I have observed this feature in the speech of many others. 
Mittens et al. ( 1970) did not find this feature to be contentious at all. Generally the use 
of off, where prescription requires ji·om, was disliked and rated poorly by all. There are 
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very few mentions of this in the literature that I have researched although my feelings are 
that it is a feature that is becoming increasingly frequent in New Zealand. Perhaps this is 
a new feature to fuel the crusades against bad English. The OED mentions this particular 
use of off as idiomatic. 
Hughes and Trudgill (1987) have this example of the feature from Liverpool: 
I didn't taken no rent off her. 
This shows, they claim, the influence of Southern Irish English on the Liverpudlian 
speech which has arisen from the large numbers of settlers from Ireland over the past 1 00 
years. Obviously they feel that the construction is Irish in origin. 
The Scottish National Dictionary also notes the use of the preposition off where from 
IS prescribed but they also note that the off is paired with of, that is off of This 
construction appeared in the Hodge (1996) study. One participant modified the sentence 
I got the games off Tim to I got the games off of Tim. It is of interest to note that his 
parents were both from Northern England. However this was the only instance of off of 
in the 1996 study. What was interesting in the 1996 study was that for the under thirty 
age group the off variant was very acceptable which was counteracted by a very 
disapproving over thirty age group. The chi-square test proved to be highly significant at 
p<0.005. Indeed, some of the informants went so far as to change the sentence containing 
from to off It was of interest to see whether this occurs in the current study. It could be 
that this is a change in progress in NZEng. 
4.6 Intrusive Have. 
15. I would11 't have done it, if only I'd 've known it would upset you. 
32. If only I'd have known about the party, I wouldn't have gone to the movies. 
The above two sentences show the instance of an intrusive have. This is given the 
name of redundant have in the OED. Redundant have occurs, usually in a contracted 
form, in past counterfactual clauses a tier the word luui or luuin 't. 
Fillmore (1985) states that the form usually appears as a contracted form of have, 
although it can be given full pronunciation. His earlier thoughts on the matter were that it 
was "akin to the interloper syllable in expressions like 'Hmv big of a box'" (1985:75). In 
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a study where Fillmore cites Lambert (1983), it was shown that redundant have is not 
dependent on either social class variation or that speakers are even aware that this 
variation is extraneous to the grammaticality of the sentence. This is possibly true in New 
Zealand as well and I was not even aware that the intrusion really held no meaning in the 
sentence and was an 'optional extra'. 
The origin of this form is unknown. One argument is that it is an introduced rhythmic 
pattern formed by analogy to give a metric balance to the counterfactual conditional 
sentence. Fillmore (1985) refutes this possibility by finding that the early appearances of 
counterfactual conditional sentences were not in the if form but in the fronted had form. 
The OED lists the redundant have in both the if form and the fronted had form. 
Interestingly the variant is listed as being common in the 15th and 16th centuries and later 
in U.S dialect: 
MALORY ARTHUR (1817) 1. 152 Had not he have be, we shold never have returned. 
U BROWN Jrnl. In Maryland Hist. Mag. (1915) x.282 If this forest had never have been 
fired it would have been a vast ... Timbered country. 
Macafee (1983) also mentions the appearance of a second have after an auxiliary have. 
Like Fillmore it was found that it is weak or enclitic and that it is also occasionally 
written of 
'Ah wouldnae of came if Ah had of knew' he insisted. 
This is consistent with previous findings and also the use of the phonological sound 
rather than the written with perfect have, e.g.: 
You should of listened to me. 
Maca fee ( 1983) has noted the existence of this feature in NAmEng and Ulster English. 
Trudgill and Hannah ( 1994) provide examples of the redundant have but did not actually 
examine that particular variant. They were in t~1ct, looking at the use of would where 
BrEng would use had. They miss the use of the redundant have in USEng and do not 
even use the form in their equivalent BrEng sentences. 
' }. 
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USEng Only 
I wish I would have done it. 
If I would have seen one, I would have 
bought it for you. 
BrEng & USEng 
I wish I had done it. 
If I had seen one, I would have 
bought it for you. 
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Fillmore (1985) makes the assumption that the would in NAmEng is an aberrant 
reconstruction of had. Trudgill and Hannah (1994) do write of this being a relatively new 
innovation in North America and that it is more likely to be encountered in speech than in 
writing. The redundant have is also a feature in AusEng. Eagleson (1976) has recorded 
instances of what is termed intrusive have (e.g. If I had 've made him give up all his 
mates ... ). Eagleson has no ideas on the reasons for the intrusive have and notes that 
further research should be carried out on the frequency of the variant. 
Nevertheless, despite the unknown origin of this intrusive I redundant have it appears 
to be well spread and usually is undetected as an aberration from the norm. Therefore, it 
would appear to have no class or gender stigmatism. I was interested to find out the level 
of awareness of this innovation in NZEng. 
4.7 Comparatives and Superlatives 
I What is needed here is a more gentler approach. 
9. That's the most nicest thing anyone has said to me. 
17. She was the most prettiest girl in the class. 
31. Could you come more earlier. 
The superlative or comparative can be fanned by either using the -er, -est suffix or by 
preceding the adjective with the premodifiers more, most (periphrastic comparison). The 
general rule for fonning these is: 
l) monosyllabic adjectives will take the inflected endings -er, -est 
cold, colder, coldest dumb, dumber, dumbest. 
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2) adjectives of two or more syllables generally take the more, most periphrastic 
forms. 
more beautiful, most beautiful more raucous, most raucous 
However there are exceptions as some disyllabic adjectives can take inflected forms 
also. Those that are most able to take the inflected form are those ending in an unstressed 
vowel Ill or li: I (Quirk et al. 1985): 
-y early, pretty 
-le gentle 
Although are many examples throughout literature of the use of double comparatives I 
superlatives they are not a grammatically correct form and are often condemned as poor 
English. Despite this, many researchers have found evidence of the double comparative I 
superlative form (see Edwards (1993) and Cheshire (1982) for some British dialect 
examples). 
In Australia, Eagleson (1976) has reported several instances of the use of double 
comparatives: 
They're more harder to tune where the English bikes are more simpler. 
With the above sentence Eagleson theorises that the "-er ending is seen as the 
ubiquitous comparative marker" (1976:15). This leaves the more functioning as an 
intensifier rather than as a second comparative. These intensifiers would have similar 
perlocutionary force to that of the Quirk et al. (1985:447) emphasisers. These 
emphasisers, rather than add to the degree of the adjective, add to the force. 
She has a really <beautiful> face. 
New brook ( 1992) has also reported evidence that there is a higher use of double 
comparatives using the - er .... more in Australia than there is with speakers of similar 
levels of education in other countries. 
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Bauer (1987b) introduced the forms of comparatives and superlatives as a grammar 
point worthy of further investigation. When included in the Hodge ( 1996) study, it 
provided some surprising results. It was doubted that sentences containing double 
comparatives or superlatives would be acceptable even in idiomatic speech. This proved 
to be, not entirely true. While the form was not generally rated very acceptable, a crosstab 
by age showed some significant results. Informants younger than thirty were far more 
tolerant of the innovative form than the over thirties, again perhaps suggesting a change 
in progress even though there was no regional or gender variation in evidence. 
Quinn (1995) also investigated the use of double comparatives and superlatives in her 
study. Like Eagleson (1976), Quinn discovered that the use of the double comparative 
was much more likely than that of the double superlative. It was suggested that this was 
probably due to the semantics of the construction. Comparatives are gradable whereas 
superlatives represent an absolute state and so are unable to be intensified (1995: 165). 
Quinn also discovered that the adjectives that were most likely to appear in the non-
standard form were those that could take both the inflected as well as periphrastic 
construction. It is possible that it is the ability to take inflections that determines whether 
the form will double. While the most acceptable form in my 1996 study was superlative 
rather than comparative it was of a type that allows both inflected and periphrastic 
construction. She was the most prettiest girl in the class has been included in the 
present study to test the theory of comparatives being more acceptable in the double form 
than the superlative. I also included it as it relates well to the theory that Quinn (1995) 
has developed that those that are more likely to form a double form are either 
monosyllabic (therefore can inflect or take more, most) or of a disyllabic fonn ending in 
syllabic IV or an unstressed vowel. Sentence 31 in my questionnaire contains a double 
comparative of this type and also appeared in Quinn's study. She found that the usage of 
the variable corresponded with that of overseas use, lower socio-economic groups 
accepting the form more than higher socio-economic groups. As mentioned above, it was 
expected that sentences 1 and 31 were more likely to be rated well than sentences 9 and 
l7 (superlatives) despite the results from the Hodge (1996) study. 
' 
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4.8 Have Deletion. 
3. That's not how you do it. You gotta press the button before you pull the lid off 
19. We've gotta go now or we '!I be late. 
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Quinn included this variable in the 1995 study in order to investigate the acceptance of 
have deletion. It was found that the linguistic environment of -ve gotta was the one that 
would most likely produce have deletion (1995:171). This corresponds to other studies 
completed in New Zealand such as that carried out by Jacob (1990) and Holmes et al. 
(1991). Interestingly the different studies presented different groups as being more likely 
to perform the have deletion. Jacob found that only the Maori informants dropped the 
have outside of the got environment whereas Holmes et al. found that young female 
Pakeha and older Maori men would be likely to show deletion. Quinn could not comment 
on this though as her sample had very few Maori informants and so no conclusions could 
be made. 
Eisikovits (1989a) found in the Inner-Sydney English study that have deletion 
occurred amongst the informants. It was reported that this occurred when have was in the 
form of a semi-auxiliary rather than in the perfective aspect. In sentence 3 the deleted 
have is in the semi-auxiliary fonn and got has the sense of must. Eisikovits found that 
when the have was acting as a semi-auxiliary and got with the sense of must then deletion 
occurred 82% of the time. 
I gotta go straight home of an afternoon. 
If they got back to court again, they gotta be put in a home. (1989:6) 
Quinn further postulates that gotta may eventually develop into a main verb rather than 
its present auxiliary status as it bas in parts ofNAmEng. However for this study I did not 
wish to pursue this further, rather I was aiming to investigate the acceptance levels for it 
in comparison to those of Quinn's study. 
Sentence 19 was included in order to see if the standard sentence would be more 




5.1 Past Verb Forms 
5.1.1 NAmEng Past Participle Forms. 
6. I snuck round the corner and gave him a fright. 
18. He dove into the pool before checking how deep it was. 
The usage of snuck (the NAmEng variant) scored a relatively high acceptance level 
with 77% of informants reporting either always saying or sometimes saying it. The 
schools were relatively uniform in regard to usage although DHS (17%) and CSC (18%) 
were much lower than the other schools. See Figure 5 .1. 
What proved to be significant was the higher number of females who always say the 
innovative North American form (41%) in COJ:Dparison to males (31%). Males were far 
more likely to report never saying this, at 31%, than females, at 16% (see Figure 5.2). 
This had a probability of happening by chance of only 2% in a Pearson I Spearman 
correlation test. 
Very few infonnants changed snuck to sneaked, eleven in total, of which five were 
male and six female. There were no significant trends or correlations with which school 
the infonnants went to. 
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Figure 5.2 Graph showing the use of snuck by gender 
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Dove showed a different trend to snuck in that it was not as well accepted. With this 
variant males and females showed similar levels of usage with 23% of females and 22% 
of males reporting that they always say it. A reasonably high level of informants rejected 
it with 47% of males and 51% of females recording that they never say this variant. 
There was very little variation between the schools with 23% reporting that they always 
say it and 49% reporting that they never say dove. The only school that did not follow the 
pattern was NSC with only 11% of its informants recording that they would always say 
this form. See Figure 5.3. 
Far more informants changed dove to dived than did snuck to sneaked. Almost twice 
as many females did so than males, with 48% of females changing the form compared to 
28% of males. This proved to be very significant under both Chi-Square and 
Pearson/Spearman tests giving this a 0% probability of not being related to gender. The 
variation between schools and the percentage changing the form is not correlated to 
region and is probably because of the high rate of change recorded by females. For 
example, SHC (an all girl school) had 64% of the informants change the form compared 
to only 4% at WBHS (an all boy school). The other anomaly was the large number of 
informants from JMC who changed the form (43%) considering it is an all boy school. 
NSC also had a large number of informants change the form and a breakdown of change 
and gender in the· school showed that 50% of the males and 43% of the females changed 
the form. See Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4 Graph showing the change of dove to dived by school 
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5.1.2 Innovative Past Participle 
27. Has Dad skun the rabbit yet? 
Many females rejected this sentence with 78% reporting that they would never say it in 
comparison with 59% of males. Far more males reported using this form with 17% 
saying that they always say it and 24% recording that they sometimes say it, contrasting 
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Figure 5.5 Graph showing the use of skun by gender 
Under statistical testing the use of skun with gender proved to have a very high 
correlation value at p< .ooon. See Table 5.1. Variation between the schools did not prove 
to be statistically significant. However, students from Southland schools or all boy 
boarding schools had greater numbers reporting that they used skun than schools that 
were not all boy boarding schools or from Southland. 
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Table 5.1 Showing the results of Chi-square and correlation tests for skun by gender 
Case Processing Summary 
Cases 
Valid Missing Total 
N Percent N Percent N Percent 
genaer 
* skun vs 313 98.4% 5 1.6% 318 100.0% 
skinned 
gender* skun vs skinned Crosstabulation 
skun vs skinned 
always sometimes never 
say say say Total 
gender ma1e GOUm L.l J/ ~L. 1:.Jb 
%of 
17.3% 23.7% 59.0% 100.0% gender 
female Count 10 25 122 157 
%of 
6.4% 15.9% 77.7% 100.0%-gender 
Total Count 37 62 214 
3131 %of 




Value df (2-tailed) 
r-earson 14.336a 2 .001 Chi-Square 
Likelihood Ratio 14.665 2 .001 
Linear-by-Linear 
14.242 1 .000 Association 
N of Valid Cases 313 
-------
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count Jess than 5. The minimum expected count is 18.44. 
Symmetric Measures 
Asymp. 
Approx. Std. Approx. 
Value Error T Sig. 
Uther fJearson s 
.214 .053 3.857 .oooa R 
Spearman 
.211 .054 3.811 .oooa Correlation 
N of Valid Cases 
313 
a. Based on normal approximation 
Females further demonstrated their low acceptance of this form by the high number of 
informants, 73%, who changed skcm to the standard form skinned. Males also showed 
that it was not a highly accepted form with 42% of them changing the form. The all girl 
schools had very high levels of change with 95% of OGHS informants, 78% of SHC 
informants and 90% of SGHS informants correcting the sentence. 
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5.1.3 Use of Past Participle for Past Simple. 
2. I rung him yesterday. 
24. I swum in that pool three times yesterday. 
Sentence 2 proved to be quite acceptable with the informants. Only 18% of males and 
23% of females reported that they never say it. More females (34%) reported that they 
always say rung compared to slightly fewer males at 27%. The schools were fairly 
uniform with reported usage, although NSC (57%) and SGHS (31%) had more 
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Figure 5.6 Graph showing the use of rung by school 
Females were far more likely to change the form with 43% rewriting the sentence 
compared to only 26% of males. This result was reflected in the high number of changes 
made by the all girl schools' informants, 38% at SGHS, 62% at SHC and 55% at OGHS. 
NSC also had a high number of informants changing the form at 54%. When the NSC 
result was broken into males and females, it was found that 64% of females changed the 
form compared to 43% of males. 
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The swum form had fewer informants judge it as acceptable. More males (21%) 
reported always saying this variant than did females at 16%, and correspondingly 48% of 
males and 54% of females reported never saying this. Again NSC had a high number of 
students that reported never saying swum at 78%. The other schools had around 50% that 
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Figure 5. 7 Graph showing the use of swum by school 
Again the all girl schools had high numbers of informants changing the non-standard 
form to the standard form. Two other schools NSC and LPHS also recorded a high 
number of students changing the form (NSC 71%, LPHS 54%, SGHS 40%, SHC 58%, 
OGHS 55%). Females were again twice as likely as males to change the non-standard 
fonns to the standard form at 45% contrasting with 26% of males. This again indicated a 
very high correlation between gender and change of the non-standard form with a 
significance of p<.OOln under Pearson I Spearman correlation tests. 
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5.1.4 NAmEng Past Participle- Gotten 
11. Have you gotten Jenny a present yet? 
26. Have you gotten one yet? 
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In sentence 11, males (27%) were more likely than females to report always saying 
this NAmEng variant than females (20%), and females at 49% reported 10% more than 
males of never saying this form. This is reflected by the results from the all girl schools 
which are far more likely to report never saying this form than the all boy schools. There 
seemed to be fairly uniform results with an average of 24% always saying the form, 32% 
sometimes saying the form and 44% never saying the form. See Figure 5.8. There does 
not appear to be any correlation between region of school and use, although LPHS has a 
much lower number than the other schools reporting that they never say the form at 20%. 
When the LPHS sample was broken down into the respective genders, little difference 
was found. 
Sentence 26 also had more males (32%) report that they would always say this form 
than females (25%), and once again females (40%) reported never saying this fonn more 
than males (33%). See Figure 5.9. This variant was seen to be more acceptable than 
sentence 11 with slightly more informants reporting that they would always or sometimes 
say it. Again the results by school were reasonably uniform although the all boy schools 
did have larger numbers than the other schools reporting that they used this fonn, WBHS 
(39%), JMC (33%) and KHS (35%). DHS had an unusually large number of students 
reporting that they always say this from at 58% and when this was further broken down 
into gender there were over 10% more males (68%) than females reporting that they 
always say this variant. 
As with some of the other variants, the changes were not analysed as the question was 
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5.2 Past participle form after the verb needs 
5.2.1 Scottish English Variant 
8. The car needs washed. 
20. The rubbish needs emptied. 
Sentence 8 was the first of the four variants examining the participle form after the 
verb needs. It contained the Scottish English variant of needs plus the past participle 
instead of the Standard English form which uses the present participle. Overall the 
sentence proved to be fairly acceptable with 35% always saying the form, and around 
33% reporting that they either sometimes say or never say the form. Under Chi-Square 
testing by school this variable displayed some significant results (p<.OOO) however these 
were not backed up with the correlation results (p<.714a). Nevertheless, when the 
schools are graphed together it is easy to see that some schools show a far higher usage 
report than the others. See Figure 5.1 0. 
Those schools that show the highest reported usage of the Scottish English form are 
either from Southland or are all boy boarding schools (NSC 39%, JMC 43%, SGHS 61%, 
WBHS 52%, CSC 34%). These results contrast sharply with the Dunedin schools (LPHS 
4%, OGHS 15%, SHC 18%). When the value labels are combined so that all the schools 
in Southland and DHS (an area with high settlement by Scottish immigrants) are grouped 
together (variable named SOUOTA) some very significant results are achieved. Table 
5.2 shows the results for both Chi-Square tests and correlation tests. The use of the 
Scottish past participle variant appears to be correlated with the SOUOTA area and all 
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Figure 5.11 Graph showing the use of needs emptied by school 
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Table 5.2 Showing Chi-square and correlation tests for needs washed by SOUOTA 
Case Processing Summary 
Cases 
Valid Missing Total 
N Percent N Percent N Percent 
neeas 
washed* 312 98.1% 6 1.9% 318 100.0% 
SOUOTA 
needs washed * SOUOT A Crosstabulation 
SOUOTA 
1.00 2.00 Total 
nee as always say GOUnt 66 4;:$ 1U~ 
washed %of 
needs 60.6% 39.4% 100.0% 
washed 
sometimes count 57 45 102 
say %of 
needs 55.9% 44.1% 100.0% 
washed 
; never say Count 32 69 101 %of 
needs 31.7% 68.3% 100.0% 
washed 
Total count 155 157 312 
%of 





Value df (2-tailed) 
1-'earson 19.807a 2 .000 Chi-Square 
Likelihood Ratio 20.167 2 .000 
Linear-by-Linear 
17.135 1 .000 Association 
j 
N of Valid Cases 312 
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 50.18. 
\ Symmetric Measures 
Asymp. 
Std. Approx. Approx. 
Value Error T Sig. 
I 
UTffer !-'ears on s 
.235 .054 4.252 .oooa R 
Spearman 
.234 .055 4.232 .000
3 
Correlation 
N of Valid Cases 
312 
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Testing for correlations between usage and gender did not present any significant 
results. However, when the extra variable of SOUOTA is also correlated some 
interesting results can be seen. There appears to be no significant correlation between 
area and males but when the area is correlated with females there are some highly 
significant results. The statistics suggest that females in the Southland and rural Otago 
area are far more likely to use this variable than those in the urban Otago schools. 
Moreover when the results are looked at for those who changed the Scottish variant to 
the Standard English variant it again appears to be the Dunedin schools that are sensitive 
to this form. At LPHS, 73% changed the form, as did 59% from SHC and 80% from 
OGHS. In particular it is females who will change the form (37% of females compared to 
24% of males). Once again the results show that this is strongly correlated to the 
SOUOTA variable with 63% of females from urban Otago schools changing the form 
compared to only 14% from the Southland I rural Otago variable. 
Sentence 20 had more or less the same acceptability rating as Sentence 8, however 
there were slightly more informants (38%) placing sentence 20 in the always say category 
than with sentence 8 (35%). The Southland schools report the highest usage of the 
variant, and in particular females, with the probability of this happening by chance at only 
p<.007a. What was very interesting here was the increased number of Dunedin 
informants who now reported always saying this form with 12% of LPHS, 30% of OGHS 
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5.2.2 Standard English Forms 
28. The carrots need to be cooked. 
35. The floor needs cleaning. 
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Sentence 28 was rated slightly higher than the Scottish English variant with 52% 
reporting that they would always say and 17% reporting that they would never say this 
form. Females reported using sentence 28 far more than males with only 10% of females 
saying that they would never say it compared to 23% of males. This proved to be 
statistically significant. The usage did appear to vary from school to school with three 
urban Dunedin schools reporting very high usage of the form (LPHS - 73%, SHC 71% 
and OGHS -75%, see Figure 5.12). The changes that the informants made to the 
sentence were examined and eight informants changed this sentence to the Scottish 
variant of needs + past participle. All eight informants were females with four of them 
coming from SGHS and two from CSC. 
In contrast sentence 35 did not have any schools I regions reporting higher use than 
anywhere else, and in fact this sentence was rated slightly lower than sentence 28 with 
50% always saying and 20% never saying it. It is interesting that those schools that have 
the highest percentage of informants who claim that they never say this form tended to be 
from the Southland area. See Figure 5.13. 
Males tended to use this fom1 less than females with 24% of males reporting that they 
never say the fonn compared to 16% of females. This fonn had far more informants 
change the form to that of the Scottish variant, in contrast to sentence 28. Overall, 6% of 
informants changed the fonn with females (11 %) more likely to do so than males. Again 
the females from Southland schools were more likely to change than Otago females. 
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Figure 5.13 Graph showing the use of needs cleaning by school 
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5.3 Youse as a plural second person pronoun 
5.3.1 Youse in Object Position 
· 4. I don't really trust youse. 
29. I'm gonna beat youse in the race tomorrow. 
In sentence 4, both males and females reported equally (22%) that they always say this 
form. Males sometimes say this form 4% more than females did, and so slightly more 
females reported never saying youse (41% compared to 37% of males). This was not 
significant. Those schools that· were in higher socio-economic areas tended to use this 
form less. Only 13% of students from SHC reported using this form, contrasting with 
37% at DHS and 40% at WBHS. See Figure 5.14. 
This is one of the sentences that has shown stratification with gender in other parts of 
NZ. Despite the fact that there are ve·ry few Maori in this survey (<10%) I have decided 
to include their results in this section. Youse in the object position was not well liked by 
informants of either Maori or Pakeha descent. In fact less Maori informants (17%) than 
Pakeha informants (23%) reported always saying this form. The Maori informants (45%) 
were also more likely to report never saying this form than the Pakeha informants (38%). 
In sentence 29, more females (54%) reported never saying the fonn than males (39%). 
However, more or less the same number of males and females reported that they always 
say the variant. What is interesting in this case is the high number from SHC who 
rejected the fom1. Only 4% of students from this school said that they always say the 
fom1. In general the all girl schools reported high levels of never saying it (SHC - 71%, 
SGHS - 63%, OGHS- 60%). This sentence did tend to be less acceptable than sentence 
4 but that could be due to the addition of another non-standard variant gomza in this 
sentence. See Figure 5.15. 
As with sentence 4, sentence 29 was not very acceptable with either Maori or Pakeha. 
More Pakeha (24%) than Maori (21 %) reported always saying this form. Also 48% of 
Maori reported that they never say this, which was more than Pakeha at 46%. 
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Ill always say 
Figure 5.15 Graph showing the use ofyouse in object position (29) by school 
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5.3.2 Youse in Subject Position. 
12. Youse won't win the game. 
Youse as a subject pronoun had a higher number of informants reporting that they used 
it than youse as an object pronoun. The gender use of this sentence did produce some 
significant results with a 1% probability of the results occurring by chance. Females 
(22%) were far less likely than males (32%) to use this form. Females also had more 
informants claiming that they never say this form than males at 49% and 35% 
respectively. See Figure 5.16. 
It would also appear that there was a correlation between school attended and the use 
of yo use. The two Dunedin all girl schools reported a low use of this variant all the time, 
especially in comparison with all the other schools. See Figure 5.17. This also proved to 
be significant under Chi-Square and Pearson I Spearman correlation testing. 
Similar numbers of both Maori and Pakeha reported that they always say the sentence 
at 21% and 27% respectively. Similar numbers also reported never saying the sentence 
with Maori at 41% and Pakeha at 42%. 
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Figure 5.17 Grciplz showing the use ofyouse in subject position by school 
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5.4 Pronoun Use 
5.4.1 Oblique Pronoun 1 
I 0. You know Thomas? Well, he turned up at 6 o'clock, sat down on the sofa between me 
and Sue, and didn't say a word all evening. 
Sentence 10 showed little variation between the schools and between all three different 
options of usage. See Figure 5 .18. Likewise there was little difference between the 
genders in the always say category, however far more males (37%) than females (19%) 
reported that they never say this. 
When the questionnaires were examined it appeared that a lot of the objections to this 
sentence were lexical rather than grammatical. Many students from CSC changed the 
word sofa to couch and evening to night. Nevertheless, the changes were interesting 
when the change of the oblique pronoun me was substituted for the subject pronoun I. 
Females changed the form in 10% of the cases whereas the males only changed it in 4% 
of the questionnaires. This did not prove to be statistically significant. 
Another interesting feature was that SHC had a far higher rate of change to the 
incorrect subject pronoun than did all the other schools at 19%. The next highest were 
DHS, OGHS and SGHS at 10%. Two of the all boy schools had no informants change 
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5.4.2 Oblique Pronoun 2 
14. He doesn't like you and me. 
Sentence 14 had a low number of the informants reporting that they always say the 
form. Only 26% reported always saying this form while 38% claimed that they would 
never say it. No students from NSC reported always saying it and indeed 56% said that 
they would never say it. JMC and SHC reported higher numbers than the other schools 
with 37% and 39% reporting that they always say this form respectively. There appeared 
to be no differences in use according to gender. All three options (i.e. always I sometimes 
I never say) reported more or less the same percentage. 
Again, with regard to changing the me to I, females were twice as likely to report 
doing so, at a rate of 6% as opposed to the males at 3%. SHC was the most likely to 
change the oblique pronoun to the subject pronoun with 14% doing so. 
The surprise result with this sentence was the number of students who changed the you 
and me to us. OGHS (65%), LPHS (46%), JMC (57%) and NSC (57%) all reported high 
levels of changing the pronoun to us. See Figure 5.20. This proved to be statistically 
significant with only a 0.001 probability of this happening by chance. Also significant 
was the number of females who made the change. Females were almost twice as likely to 
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5.4.3 I as Subject Pronoun 
5. Kathryn and I went to the beach yesterday. 
30. It was a great surprise for Michael and I to get such a wonderful reception. 
Sentence 5 was rated as reasonably acceptable with 36% reporting that they always say 
the variant and 41% reporting that they sometimes say it. Females (43%) however proved 
to be far more likely to report always saying the form than males (29%), and conversely 
males at 38% were more likely to report that they never say this than females at 9%. This 
was very significant under Pearson I Spearman correlation testing with p at almost .000. 
This is reflected in the school results with all girl schools having far higher numbers of 
informants that report always saying the sentence than other schools. See Figure 5.21. 
Also those schools that are outside of Dunedin with the exception of SGHS had high 
numbers of informants reporting that they never say this form, NSC 29%, DHS 35%, 
CSC 37%. KHS proved the exception to this rule with 35% reporting never saying this 
form. The three all girl schools had less than 10% reporting that they never say this 
variable. 
All the schools but two had high numbers of students changing the I to me with an 
average of 25% changing the pronoun. However, CSC and WBHS recorded only 6% and 
4% of students changing the form respectively. 
Females proved to be far more likely to change the pronoun than males with 32% 
doing so compared with only 18% of males. This proved to be significant using Chi-
Square.(.002) and Pearson/Spearman Correlation (p<.003a) tests. 
The genders were equal with their reported usage of sentence 30. In general, neither 
thought that they would use this with 48% of males and 41% of females reporting that 
they would never say this fonn. Dunedin schools reported higher in the always say 
category, however this did not prove to be statistically significant. See Figure 5.22. 
Far fewer informants changed I to me in sentence 30 compared to sentence 2. Several 
schools had no students make any changes and the schools that had the highest numbers 
changing the I to me were the all girl schools and LPHS. Even then there were very few 
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5.4.4 Us in Subject Position. 
33. It's always us that get the blame. 
Males and females reported similar use of this sentence with 52% of males and 49% of 
females reporting that they would always say it. More females reported never saying it at 
24% than the males at 15%. The use at the different schools also showed similar results 
with around 50% of all informants choosing the always say option and only 19% 
choosing the never say option. DHS had no students reporting that they would never say 
this form. In general it was a well-accepted form. 
No informants changed the object pronoun us to we in the subject position. The 
informants did change the verb get to gets. Males were again less likely to make the 
change at 20% contrasting to the 31% of females who changed the form. There were no 
statistically significant results according to school however it could be suggested that 
those informants attending school in Dunedin are more likely to do so than other students, 
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Figure 5.23 Graph showing the change of get to gets by school 
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5.5 Preposition Use 
5.5.1 Different to and from 
13. Your book is different to mine. 
22. Your project is lots different from my one. 
Both males and females reported sentence 13 as very acceptable. The females had 
slightly more people reporting that they always say this form, at 55%, than did males, at 
49%. The results by school were very similar with no standout results. See Figure 5.24. 
The number of informants who changed to to from was looked at. Only seven students 
did so and they were all from Dunedin schools. Four of these students were from SHC, 
two from LPHS (one female and one male) and the other was from JMC. 
The results for sentence 22 were very interesting. In almost all cases, the number of 
informants who said they always say this form dropped by around 20%. For example, 
61% of LPHS informants reported always saying sentence 13 contrasting with 40% 
always saying sentence 22, SGHS 72% to 45% and WBHS 68% to 27%. See Figure 
5.25. More females reported always saying sentence 22 (44%) than did males (35%) but 
this was not statistically significant. 
What proved significant was the gender of those who changed the from to to. Females 
(23%) were more likely to change the fonn than males (8%). There was no probability 
that this happened by chance. There were no significant or standout features of the 
change according to school. 
An interesting lexical feature that was noted in the changes made by the infonnants is 
the use of way different instead of lots different. Of the females, 10% changed the 
sentence to include this fonn as did 7% of males. There appears to be no differentiation 
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5.5.2 In, at and on the weekend 
7. I went to Queenstown at the weekend with Mum and Dad. 
16. I wanted to play rugby on the weekend, but they are forecasting snow. 
23. Nobody who plays sport can get much done in the weekend. 
105 
More female informants reported using at the weekend ( 40%) than males (29%) in the 
always say option, however about the same percentage of both genders claimed that they 
never say this variant. The results for the schools tended to vary a lot in the always say 
category but there appears to be no clear grouping for this, such as Dunedin schools 
versus rural schools or single sex versus co-educational schools. The average for all three 
categories (always I sometimes I never say) was 33%. See Figure 5.26. 
What proved to be significant was the change of at to in. Females were more likely to 
report changing the form to in the weekend at 35% than males at 22%. It also appeared 
that the Dunedin schools were more likely to change the form than were the other 
schools. See Figure 5.27. 
On the weekend proved to be less likely to be used than at the weekend with 23% of 
males and 22% of females reporting that they always say this form. There was little 
difference reported between each category and school, although SGHS had a large 
number (72%) who reported that they never say the variant. The fonn was not well liked 
however with 4 7% reporting that they never say this fonn in comparison to 31% with at 
tlte weekend. See Figure 5.28. 
Not as many infonnants changed on the weekend to in the weekend as changed at to 
in in sentence 7. Females were again more likely to change the innovative variant to in 
with 28% changing the f01111 contrasting with 18% of males. Again there appears to be 
little difference in change rate and school although LPHS, SHC and OGHS show a higher 
percentage of students changing the form. 
In the weekend proved to be the most popular form with 46% of females and 40% of 
males reporting that they always say this variant. The number of informants reporting 
that they never say in (33%) was similar to the number that reported never saying at in 
sentence 7. There was a general trend for the Dunedin schools to be more likely to use 
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this form than the other schools in the study. Only four informants elected to change this 
form and all four changed in to at. The four students all came from different schools 
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Figure 5.26 Graph showing the use of at tlze weekend by school 
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5.5.3 Off for From 
21. Can I take that book off you now? 
25. Can you get the money from her? 
34. I got the games off Tim. 
3 6. The Principal is the one from whom you get permission. 
109 
There was an even distribution of results according to school for sentence 21. The 
sentence was reported as moderately acceptable with 28% of informants reporting that 
they always say, 33% that they sometimes say and 40% that they never say the form. See 
Figure 5.30. Females tended to be more likely to use this form with 32% reporting that 
they always say this variant in comparison to 24% of males. Only three students changed 
the off to from, two were female and one male and they were from different schools. 
Sentence 25, using the correct preposition -from, had a higher number of informants 
reporting that they always say this form (46%) than sentence 21 (28%). Only 15% 
claimed that they never say this form. The usage was relatively uniform throughout the 
schools under investigation. The percentage of males and females using this form was 
the same in the always say category ·at 46%. There was only a 1% difference in 
informants reporting that they never say this form, females 16% and males 15%. It was a 
well accepted form. 
The changes to sentence 25 were examined and it was found that 19% of females 
changed from to off whereas only 5% of males made this change. This result was highly 
significant with 0% probability that it happened by chance under Chi-Square and Pearson 
I Speannan correlation tests. There does not appear to be any correlation between 
changingfrom to off and school or area of the infonnant. See Figure 5.31. 
Sentence 34 proved to be the most acceptable of the four with 54% of infonnants 
reporting that they always say it and 14% reporting that they would never say the 
sentence. See Figure 5.32. There were similar statistics with the genders. Females 
claimed to always say the form slightly more than males at 56% and 51% respectively. 
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Despite the high acceptance level of the off variant in sentence 34, more informants 
changed off to from. In sentence 21 less than 1% of students changed the sentence 
compared with 4% in sentence 34. Again it was the female informants who changed the 
sentence with 8% (12 informants) compared to one male informant (<1 %). SHC had a 
cluster of students changing the sentence with six of the twelve informants coming from 
this school and SGHC had another three. 
Sentence 36 was not found to be very acceptable with only 10% of informants 
reporting that they always say and 72% reporting that they never say this form. The 
sentence had slightly more males (14%) than females (9%) claiming to always say this 
sentence. This is reflected in the results from the schools. The three all boy schools had 
the highest number of students report that they always say this form, JMC (20%), WBHS 
(17%), KHS (18%). There were no other discernible trends and certainly nothing that 
was significant. See Figure 5.33. 
Only 11 informants changed the from to off There were no significant trends here 
with 4 being males and 7 being females. The only trend that could be commented on is 
that 6 of them were from the two schools with the highest decile ratings (see table 3.2) 
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5.6 Intrusive Have 
5.6.1 Contracted Have 
15. I wouldn't have done it if I, d 've l.710Wn it would upset you. 
This sentence had a relatively low acceptance level with only 18% of all informants 
reporting that they would always say this form. There was no correlation between school 
attended and usage, with all reporting more or less the same values with an average of 
48% saying that they would never say this form. There also appeared to be little 
correlation between the use of this form and gender with 18% of females and 17% of 
males reporting that they always say this form. Slightly fewer males (44%) reported that 
they would never say the sentence than females (51%). 
A different picture emerges with the informants who changed the sentence into the 
standard form. SHC informants were the largest group to have changed the sentence with 
56% of these informants deleting the intrusive have. LPHS and SGHS also had a high 
number of students deleting the contracted intrusive have (46% each) as did OGHS 
(35%). Of the LPHS informants that changed the sentence, 63% were female. Overall, a 
high proportion of females changed the sentence to the Standard English form, at 39%, 
contrasting with just 13% of males. Statistically, there is only a very small probability 
that changing the non-standard fonn and being female are not related. This accounts for 
the high number of informants from SHC, SGHS and OGHS who changed the non-
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5.6.2 Non-contracted Have 
32. If only I'd have /mown about the party, I wouldn't have gone to the movies. 
Sentence 32 proved to be much more acceptable than sentence 15, with 35% of 
informants reporting that they would always say this sentence. The number of informants 
claiming that they would never say this sentence decreased from 48% of informants in 
sentence 15 to 31% of the informants in sentence 32. There were no real differences 
between the schools. See Figure 5.35. 
As with sentence 15, there was very little difference between the reported usage of 
males and females. Males were slightly more likely to accept it with 36% reporting that 
they would always say this form in comparison to 34% of females. Both genders had 
31% report that they would never say this sentence. 
The same pattern emerged as in sentence 15 when the changes to the sentence were 
examined. LPHS (50%), SGHS (31 %), SHC (36%) and OGHS (30%) again had 
significantly higher numbers of informants changing the non-standard form to the 
standard form. However, this time more males (56%) from LPHS than females (38%) 
changed the sentence. Again there was a very high correlation between females and 
change to the standard form with 26% of females changing to the standard form, 
contrasting with only 10% of males. See Figure 5.36. 
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Figure 5.36 Graph showing the deletion of intrusive have (32) by school 
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5.7 Comparatives and Superlatives 
5.7.1 Comparatives 
I. What is needed here is a more gentler approach. 
31. Could you come more earlier? 
117 
Sentence 1 was found to be very unacceptable by both males and females who reported 
that they would never say this at 74% and 82% respectively. There was no real difference 
between the schools and reported usage either, with an average of 77% of informants 
reporting that they would never say this. All OGHS informants reported that they would 
never say this form. 
The Dunedin schools, with the exception of KHS, at 17%, all had high numbers of 
informants changing the non-standard form into the standard form, LPHS (27%), JMC 
(29%), SHC (36%) and OGHS (47%). See Figure 5.37. Again it was females that were 
more likely to change the non-standard form to the standard form with 25% of females 
changing the sentence compared with 13% of males. 
Sentence 31 was more acceptable than sentence 1 with 29% of male informants 
claiming that they always say this form compared with only 14% of females. See Figure 
5.38. This proved to be very significant with an almost 0% probability that gender is not 
correlated with use. There appears to be little difference between use and school. The 
results are fairly unifonn although the all boy schools have higher percentages of 
informants that always say the form (JMC 38%, WBHS 48%, KHS 31 %). 
The changes that were made to the sentence were again highest in the all girl schools, 
SGHS (66%), SHC (54%) and OGHS (75%), as well as LPHS (73%). Females were 
again the most likely to change the non-standard form with 57% doing so compared with 
33% of males. Once again the correlation between gender and correction of non-standard 
forms was very high. 
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Figure 5.38 Graph showing the use of more earlier by gender 
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5.7.2 Superlatives 
9. That's the most nicest thing anyone has ever said to me. 
17. She was the most prettiest girl in the class. 
119 
As with the double comparatives, the double superlatives are not rated as very 
acceptable. Only 8% of females and 11% of males reported that they always say most 
nicest. This non-standard form had 62% of the males reporting that they never say this 
along with a slightly lower percentage of females at 56%. Three Dunedin schools had 
high percentages of students who reported never saying this form, LPHS 77%, JMC 74% 
and OGHS with 80%. The other schools did not show such marked results. See Figure 
5.39. 
The double superlative was also similar to the double comparative in that it was 
females who changed the non-standard form to the standard form far more often than the 
males at 52% and 25% respectively. Again there was a strong correlation between gender 
and changing the non-standard form to the standard form. This was also reflected in the 
number of informants who changed the non-standard forms, with the all girl schools, 
SGHS (69%), SHC (58%), OGHS (75%) being far more likely to do so along with LPHS 
(62%). 
Most prettiest also showed strong a correlation between gender and usage. Males were 
three times as likely to use the non-standard form with 30% reporting that they always 
say this form contrasting with only 9% of females. This was about the same percentage 
as sentence 9 for females, but a far greater percentage for males. Again this was reflected 
in the usage by schools with the all girl schools showing a higher number of informants 
who do not use this fonn, as well as LPHS. This fonn did not have such a high 
percentage ofinfonnants who reported never saying it as sentence 9. See Figure 5.40. 
The females were once again more likely to change the non-standard fonn to the 
standard form at 54%, compared to 23% of males. There was a high correlation between 
females and changing the non-standard form with a 0% probability of this occurring by 
chance. Once again the all girl schools and LPHS were highly likely to have informants 
that changed from the non-standard to the standard form. See Figure 5 .41. 
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Figure 5.40 Graph showing the use of most prettiest by school 
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Figure 5.41 Graph showing the change of the double superlative by school 
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5.8 Have Deletion 
5.8.1 Gatta 
3. That's not how you do it. You gotta press the button before you pull the lid off 
19. We've gotta go now or we'll be late. 
122 
In sentence 3, females tended to accept this form more than males with 35% of females 
reporting that they always say this form compared to 27% of males. This result does not 
show a correlation between gender and use of this form though. · There were also no 
trends to be seen in the examination of gotta without have acceptance and school. OGHS 
and JMC had a slightly higher percentage of informants reporting that they always say 
this but this created no obvious trend with other schools by gender, location or socio-
economic grouping. See Figure 5.42. 
As with most of the other variables under observation it was the females that were 
most likely to change the non-standard form to the standard form. In this case, 28% of 
females changed it to the standard form compared to 16% of males. Again this meant 
that the all girl schools were more likely to change the form, SGHS (35%), SHC (38%), 
OGHS (35%) along with LPHS (35%). 
The inclusion of sentence 19, which did not delete the have, provided an interesting 
comparison with sentence 3. It was far more acceptable than sentence 3, which contained 
a deleted have, with 54% of both males and females reporting that they always say this 
fonn. Sentence 19 also had a much lower number of informants reporting that they never 
say the form at 19%. There was a similar difference in the female results also, with 24% 
never saying sentence 3 and only 14% never saying sentence 19. There were fairly 
unifonn reports of usage between all the schools with 16% saying that they never say this 
form. There appeared to be no significant trends. See Figure 5.43. 
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6.1 Past Verb Forms 
6.1.1 NAmEng Past Participle Forms 
6. I snuck round the corner and gave him a fright. 
18. He dove into the pool before checking how deep it was. 
From the results of these two sentences it becomes quite clear that it is not NAmEng 
that influences the use of these forms, as snuck is well accepted whereas dove is not. 
Most of the informants reported that they either always say or sometimes say snuck, 
although two of the rural schools, CSC and DHS, were a little more conservative and had 
less students reporting that they always say the form than the other schools. It's difficult 
to make a judgement and say that the rural schools are generally more conservative as 
NSC did not follow this trend. Very few informants made any changes to the sentence 
showing that this form is the dominant one in NZEng. 
In this survey females proved to be significantly more likely to use the innovative form 
than males, and moreover, females were much less likely to report never saying this 
variant. This is similar to Holmes (1995b) where she finds the use of the innovative 
flapped It/ (NAmEng) being led by young middle-class females. In the current study the 
high status female school, SHC, reported the highest usage of all the schools. The use of 
this particular fonn could be a sociolectal variation signalling the speaker's gender. 
Sentence 18 was very interesting as it was also a NAmEng variant. However unlike 
snuck, dove was uniformly rejected with 50% of both genders reporting that they would 
never say it. The low acceptance of dove further strengthens the hypothesis that it is the 
inf1uence of the productive strong verbs that determines whether old forms will be 
discarded in [wour of the innovative forms. Bayard (2000: 323) suggests that there is a 
second acrolect that has NAmEng as the innovative form especially in texis and 
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Phonological environment appears to be the factor that influences the use of the 
innovative variant in this particular case. 
Many of the informants (38%) changed dove to dived. This suggests that while the 
NAmEng form is acceptable it is certainly not the preferred form. A far greater number 
of female informants changed the form than males. This would suggest that females are 
more cautious of adopting the NAm variant, which does not show the same trend as other 
NAmEng introductions where it is young middle class women who are leading the 
change (Holmes 1995b). One note of caution has to be made at this point however. In all 
the sentences that the informants were asked to judge, it was mainly females who 
changed the form if they did not like the existing sentence, showing that they are perhaps 
more linguistically aware. I am unsure as to whether the lack of changes made by males 
is due to a general apathy or if they have no real opinions about language use. I suspect 
that it is the former reason. (see section 6.9). 
6.1.2 Innovative Past Participle 
27. Has Dad skun the rabbit yet? 
This sentence is very close to an actual utterance made by my own father. As expected 
it did not have a very high acceptance rating with the majority of females reporting that 
they would never say the innovative form and over half of the males. What is very 
interesting however, is the far greater number of males that did report that they sometimes 
or always say skull in comparison to females. This was very significant and shows that 
this variation on the standard past participle is correlated with gender. Furthennore, 
females were much more likely to change the fonn than were males, and the all girl 
schools displayed very high levels of change indicating again that this is a variant that 
males use. 
Unfortunately there were no statistically significant results according to school but 
there were some trends that would be worth pursuing in a future study. Schools in the 
Southland region had a much higher reported use of sku11 than schools that were located 
in Otago. Those schools in Otago that had more than one student reporting that they 
would always say this sentence were boarding schools. It could be postulated that those 
I 
I 
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students who reported always saying the form were actually from Southland and just 
boarding at that school. 
The increased use of skun by males could be due to the fact that this word is more 
likely to occur in the daily life of a rural male than any other group. A survey undertaken 
throughout New Zealand would indicate the possibility of a new past participle form for 
skin that has happened because of its phonological similarities to other strong verbs. If 
this form is not widespread in New Zealand, then it could be that the form is in fact a 
dialectal remnant from the original Scottish settlers (see section 2.2.2). The usage of this 
innovative past participle variant also supports the theory that innovative forms are more 
likely to be accepted if they fall into a particular phonological environment using I AI and 
ending in a nasal and I or velar (Bybee and Moder 1983). If this is the case you could 
expect further innovation of the form with the preterite also using skun in analogy with 
similar forms such as snuck and rung. This could be a lexical item that shows regional 
variation within New Zealand. 
6.1.3 Use of the Past Participle for the Past Simple 
2. I rung him yesterday. 
24. I swum in that pool three times yesterday. 
These sentences were added to further test the productivity of the I AI vowel over the 
Ire/ vowel. A relatively high number of female respondents reported that they always say 
sentence 2, slightly more than males in the same category. It does appear that the 
Southland schools are more conservative however, possibly this is a change in progress 
stratified by region, 
Despite a higher number of females reporting that they always say this variant, they 
were also the informants that were most likely to change the form. It is interesting to note 
that there is a high level of awareness that the verb form presented in sentence 2 is not 
grammatically correct and yet the informants in this survey continued to use it. This is 
evidenced by the high numbers from OGHS and SHC who reported using the fonn and 
yet still recognised that it was a non-standard form. 
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As expected, due to their reluctance to use the variant, SGHS and NSC had high 
numbers of students who changed the verb to the standard simple past form. 
In sentence 24 more males than females reported always saying it and about half of all 
informants found swum completely unacceptable. That corresponds with my impression 
of usage in casual conversation, I have heard instances of rung for rang much more often 
than swum for swam. NSC again showed that it was very conservative in its use of the 
non-standard form with a very high level of rejection. The all girl schools and LPHS 
were again more likely to recognise the non-standard forms and change them to the 
standard form. 
In Eisikovits (1991) it was found that there was levelling in the past and past participle 
forms in Inner Sydney English. This appears to be the case among my informants also. 
Eisikovits (1991) discovered that swum had a 50% occurrence whereas rung for rang had 
a 20% occurrence. This contrasts with the present survey where rung has proven to be 
more acceptable than swum for swam. 
While the data included in this survey cannot be directly compared to Quinn's (1995) 
due to the different variants investigated, some of the general trends can be compared, 
albeit tentatively. Quinn (1995) found that the use of the non-standard preterites seen and 
come correlated strongly with social class. This has not proven to be the case with the 
non-standard preterites in the current survey. The informants that were unlikely to use 
the non-standard variants were those that came from Southland schools indicating a 
regional stratification rather than a socio-economic one. 
Quinn (1995) also found that although there was not the strong gender correlation 
found in other studies (Cheshire 1982), males did tend to accept come whereas females 
did not. This is possibly similar to the acceptance of swum in this survey. Likewise more 
females accepted seen in her study than males, and in this study females showed a 
preference for rung. So while in both studies there can be no conclusions regarding use 
of non-standard preterite fonns in correlation with gender, it does appear that the genders 
show a preference for some non-standard fonns over others. 
The general acceptance of both forms again shows support for forms with !A/ being 
productive. This sound creates a phonological environment that allows for the levelling 
of the past and past participle fonn of a strong verb into one form using /AI. This change 
is more likely to occur if there is a nasal or velar ending as noted in section 4.1.1. 
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6.1.4 NAmEng Past Participle- Gotten 
II. Have you gotten Jenny a present yet? 
26. Have you gotten one yet? 
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This is the past participle form that is commonly used in NAmEng whereas New 
Zealand speakers of English tend to favour the BrEng got. Overall, it would appear that 
gotten is a very well accepted form in the Southland I Otago area of the country with over 
half of the informants always or sometimes saying it. In this case males are slightly more 
accepting of the form than females. 
As stated above males proved to be more likely to use this form than females. This 
further suggests that the high numbers of females that accepted the snuck variant in 
section 5.1.1 were not reacting to the variant as a NAm variant but rather to the 
productivity of I .tJ. The differences between the schools were not able to be grouped 
regionally, instead it appears to be a difference between all boy schools and all girl 
schools. It could be that this is a change that is being led by males. The changes to this 
form were not examined as I was more interested in finding out how acceptable the form 
was. 
Bauer (1987a) felt that gotten was a recent innovation in NZEng. In his 1987a survey 
he found that got was still the preferred fonn although gotten was certainly in use which 
is a similar result to the present study. Another theory that Bauer (1987a) put forward 
was that it was more likely to be accepted before a vowel however this was not tested for 
in this study. Due to a limit in the number of questions that could be reasonably included, 
no examples using got were included so it was not possible to check if infonnants would 
change got to gotten before a consonant. 
Sentence 11 was included in the study undertaken by Quinn (1995). ll1 her study she 
found that 80 informants fully accepted the form whereas only 20 rejected it. It was 
found to be slightly more acceptable in her study with only 11% completely rejecting the 
form whereas 40% rejected the form in the current study. Similarly Quinn (1995) had 
45% of informants completely accept the form in comparison to around 25% in the 
present study. 
Overall gotten is an innovative form that is used by young NZEng speakers. The 
speakers in Quinn (1995) were reported as being more accepting of the innovative variant 
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gotten than the informants in the present study. This could indicate that there is regional 
variation with this variant. The informants in this study preferred sentence 26 over 11 
giving support to Bauer's (1987a) theory that gotten is preferred in particular 
phonological environments, i.e. before a vowel. 
6.2 Participle Form after the Verb Needs 
6.2.1 The Scottish Variants 
8. The car needs washed. 
20. The rubbish needs emptied. 
The Scottish English variant seems to be very acceptable in the Southland I Otago 
region. When this form was originally tested under Chi-square testing it proved to be 
significant but not under correlation with region tests. However separating the schools 
into two groups, Southland and rural Otago vs. urban Otago, showed some very 
significant results. It appears that the use of this form is much more likely to occur in 
Southland and rural Otago than in urban Otago. Another interesting outcome was the 
number of males at boarding schools who reported using the form. It could be that those 
reporting usage are actually from Southland but the data obtained for the origin of the 
infonnants was limited, precluding any definitive conclusions on this basis. 
Dunedin females are far more conservative and prefer to use the standard variant. This 
does not show a correlation with socio-economic status so it could be that they are 
adopting the prestige variant from the high number of people in the city who are not from 
this region. The Dunedin females were also far more likely to change the form towards 
the standard variant than any other group. 
Sentence 20 showed similar results to sentence 8 with one major exception. Females 
in the Dunedin area found this one much more acceptable than the first. There appears to 
be no real reason for this but maybe it is similar to gotten in that the innovative form is 
more likely to be used preceding a vowel. Further testing would have to be undertaken to 
confirm this. 
The Hodge (1996) study confirmed that no one outside of Otago or Southland 
recognised the variant as a Standard English fonn. In that study, the fonn was used 
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equally by a range of ages. There was a tendency for males to use it more than females, 
which is similar to the results in this study. Sentence 20 that was used in the current 
study was also in the 1996 study. As with the present study, it proved to be more 
acceptable than the other Scottish variant given. 
6.2.2 Standard English Forms 
28. The carrots need to be cooked. 
35. The floor needs cleaning. 
Sentence 28 was judged more acceptable overall than the sentences containing the 
Scottish English variants, suggesting that while both forms are in current use, the 
Standard English forms are slightly more dominant. The interesting point that carne out 
of this was that the females from Southland showed that they favoured the Scottish 
variant by changing the standard form to the Scottish one. As usual, males made no 
changes. 
Sentence 35 added some interesting ideas to the study. While it was still judged more 
acceptable than the Scottish variant, it was deemed slightly less acceptable than sentence 
28. It could be that the inhabitants from the Southland I Otago region prefer this type of 
sentence construction with the use of the past participle than the present participle. Again 
more females changed the sentence to the Scottish variant than males, but what was 
infonnative was that larger numbers did so than in sentence 28. This reinforces the 
notion that the past participle fonns are preferred in this region of New Zealand. 
Hodge (1996) found that infonnants from the Southland I Otago areas judged the 
sentence that had the infinitive passive fonn (28) as more acceptable than the form that 
used the present participle. This is a similar result to the cunent study. It was also found 
in the 1996 study that infonnants from the North Island rated sentence 35 (included in the 
1996 study also) higher than the sentence that had the same grammatical pattern as 
sentence 28. 
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Overall, the Scottish variant is in widespread use throughout the Otago and Southland 
region. Bartlett (1992) notes an example of the Scottish variant as far north as Oamaru. 
There does appear to be more people using it in Southland than Otago and female 
participants from Dunedin are the least likely to report using the form, perhaps influenced 
by outside prestige values. It would seem from the results obtained in this survey that a 
construction using the past participle form is preferable to one using the present participle 
form. It would be interesting to see if this was only in the Otago and Southland areas or 
whether New Zealanders as a whole prefer one construction over the other. This could be 
a feature that differentiates NZEng from other dialects although data from Hodge ( 1996) 
suggests that the North Island may prefer a different form. 
6.3 Youse as Second Person Plural Pronoun 
6.3.1 Youse in Object Position 
4. I don't really trust youse. 
29. I'm gonna beat youse in the race tomorrow. 
Both sentences had average to low acceptance levels with the infom1ants, with males 
being far more tolerant of the fonn than females. This survey indicated that socio-
economic status was the stratifying factor for youse. Students from SHC, who are a high 
status group, were much less likely to report always saying the fonn than students from 
other schools. In fact some of the students from this group also wrote down the sentence 
that my mother told me: "Ewes are out in the paddock eating grass". 
Sentence 29 was slightly less acceptable than sentence 4, and SHC really showed their 
antipathy towards the fonn with only 4% reporting that they would always say it. The 
female response to sentence 29 had many more infonnants from all areas report never 
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Leek (1997) also tested the acceptance of youse in an object position and found that 
young females had the highest tolerance for the form followed by young males. Leek 
(1997) also found that the Polynesians in his study were more likely to find it acceptable 
than the Pakeha in his survey. This was not the case in the present survey where there 
appeared to be little difference between usage and ethnicity. 
The results in Leek (1997) are supported by the data collected by Quinn (1995) which 
also suggests that the use of yo use as a second person plural variant is a feature of Maori 
and Polynesian English. Unfortunately, as stated previously, I did not have enough 
informants that were either Maori or Polynesian to make any firm conclusions. I did 
however examine the Maori results that I did have and found that there was very little 
difference between Maori and Pakeha usage of yo use. In fact, in this study, Maori were 
less tolerant of the variant than Pakeha. 
I included sentence 4 so that I could have a direct comparison with Quinn (1995). 
Quinn (1995: 144) found that males preferred to use youse in the object position slightly 
more than females. The current survey found more of a difference between the genders 
and their reported usage. Males reported higher in the always say category and females 
averaged higher in the never say category. Quinn (1995:146) found that "socioeconomic 
status is probably the most important extralinguistic factor influencing the acceptance of 
yous." This result is further supported by the data in the present study where SHC 
informants had close to 70% report that they never say sentence 29. 
Quinn's (1995) survey suggests that youse is a variant that is tolerated in the 
Canterbury region of New Zealand. Quinn found that females from the West Coast were 
particularly likely to accept the form. There was nothing in the present study to suggest 
that there were groups of females that used the variant more than other informants, as 
with the West Coast group in Quinn's survey. 
Quinn ( 1995) found that semi-rural infonnants were more likely to accept yo use than 
urban infonnants. The present study showed similar results with the schools outside of 
Dunedin and Oamaru reporting slightly higher usage of the variant. However this did not 
prove to be significant. It would be worthwhile studying this further to see whether or not 
there is a rural I urban difference in regard to usage ofyouse. 
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6.3.2 Youse in Subject Position 
12. Youse won't win the game. 
Females proved to be significantly less likely to use this form than males, providing a 
stratifying factor for youse in the subject position despite not doing so for youse in the 
object position. Interestingly the male informants in this survey showed a preference for 
youse in the subject position to the object position. This was reflected in a much higher 
total acceptance for youse in the subject position than in the preceding object position 
examples. Again socio-economic status proved to be a stratifying extra-linguistic feature 
with SHC strongly rejecting the variant, as did OGHS. 
Youse in the subject position showed a strong correlation with rural respondents. 
Informants from outside of Dunedin and Oamaru were far more likely to report that they 
always say this form. Conversely the rural respondents were less likely to report that they 
never say the variant. This was very significant in statistical tests. 
This sentence was another that was taken directly from Quinn (1995) so that a 
comparison could be made. Quinn found that there was a slight female preference for 
youse in the subject position. The results of the current study did not support this 
conclusion. It could be that the females in this survey are from higher socio-economic 
groups than the females in Quinn's study and, as previously stated, the variant youse 
correlates strongly with socio-economic group. Quinn (1995) also found that semi-rural 
respondents were more likely to accept the fonn than the urban respondents. It would 
appear, in the South Island of New Zealand at least, that the use of youse is stratified by 
being rural or urban. 
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6.4 Pronoun Use 
6.4.1 Oblique Pronoun 1 
10. You know Thomas? Well, he turned up at 6 o 'clock, sat down on the sofa between 
me and Sue, and didn 't say a word all evening. 
Interestingly the informants from Dunedin did not like this form as much as the 
informants from other areas. It could be that they prefer the hypercorrect form I. In this 
survey 10% of females changed the form in comparison to 4% of the males. It also could 
be postulated that this form does correlate slightly to socio-economic status, as SHC 
informants were far more likely to change the me to I at 19%, than the other schools. 
Furthermore, the next three schools displayed 10% of informants changing me to I, of 
which two were all girl schools. Two of the all boy schools, WBHS and JMC, had no 
informants change the pronoun, further suggesting a weak correlation with gender. 
In all sentence 10 showed relatively uniform use between all the genders and schools 
and it appeared that most of the objections to it were lexical rather than syntactical (see 
section 5.4.1 ). Any conclusions as to extralinguistic relationships with the variable are 
very tenuous, nevertheless there does appear to be some correlation with gendt:;r and 
socio-economic status. 
This was a sentence that was used in Quinn's (1995) survey and was designed to 
examine whether hypercorrection took place in a complex pronoun structure 
environment. She found that only two schools displayed the male I female pattern that is 
characteristic of Labovian type studies. The two schools that did display the classic trend 
were Kaiapoi High School, with most of the infonnants coming from non-professional 
backgrounds, and Westland High School, whose info1mants had a high status socio-
economic background. Quinn did note however that the Westland High School group of 
informants "appeared antagonistic towards school norms, ... and students were keen to 
play down their academic achievements" (Quinn 1995:29). In her survey four schools 
actually displayed results where more males than females, Greymouth High School, 
Papanui High School, Linwood High School and Rangiora High School, used I. Overall 
only around 20% of her students offered I as the preferred fonn. Only one school in the 
current study, SHC, had 19% of the infom1ants offer I as the preferred fonn. In a 
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complex pronoun structure environment the informants in the present study are not likely 
to offer I, which differentiates this study from Quinn (1995). 
Quinn's informants displayed results similar to de Wolf(1990a) and Sandred's (1983) 
surveys of Canada and Scotland respectively, that had female informants proving to be 
less likely than male informants to use the subject pronoun (Quinn 1995). This was quite 
different to the results that were found in the present study where in fact females were 
more likely to use the subject pronoun J, than males. 
6.4.2 Oblique Pronoun 2 
14. He doesn't like you and me. 
A low number of informants found sentence 14 acceptable with only 26% reporting 
that they would always say it. There were no gender related differences in the results 
although the two highest socio-economic schools did have a higher number of informants 
that claim to always say this. As with sentence 10 in section 6.4.1, few informants 
changed the me to I. However females proved again to be much more likely to do so than 
males, and again SHC had a higher number of informants changing the pronoun than the 
other schools. This could perhaps strengthen the tenuous correlation between hyper-
correction, gender and socio-economic status. 
An interesting result that did come out of this study was the high number of females 
who changed the pronoun to the plural form. As pointed out in section 4.4, Quinn (1995) 
had some informants who had been taught that it was rude to put yourself first in a 
sentence and perhaps this is an extension of this. It could be that to avoid the issue of 
having to either use the correct fonn of the pronoun or to put the other person first, 
infonnants are simply using the plural pronoun in order to simplify matters. Females 
were twice as likely as males to make this correction signalling that they are perhaps 
more aware of different pronouns that can be used. 
The changing of the pronoun to us also proved to be statistically significant when 
correlated with school attended. Four schools, OGHS, LPHS, JMC and NSC, had much 
higher numbers of students changing the pronoun to us and these schools were co-
educational as well as single sex boy and girl schools. What is interesting is that three of 
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region also. Further testing of this would need to be undertaken in order to establish a 
firm conclusion. 
To test whether hyper-correction in correlation with gender and socio-economic class 
really does exist in these regions, a test using a person's name and pronoun would have to 
be used. For example: He doesn't like Tom and me. In this way the participants could 
not avoid the issue by replacing the two singular pronouns with one plural pronoun. Also 
further tests need to be carried out to determine if the replacement of the plural pronoun 
over two singular pronouns is a grammatical form more favoured by females than males 
and thus an innovative form ofhypercorrection. 
This sentence was included in Hodge (1996) and had a high level of acceptance at 2.7 
on a 5-point scale with 5 being unacceptable. In this study there were few instances of 
correction using the plural pronoun. Instead, any corrections made involved the expected 
hypercorrection by females, that is, changing the me to I. 
6.4.3 I as Subject Pronoun 
5. Kathryn and I went to the beach yesterday. 
3 0. It was a great surprise for Michael and I to get such a wonde1ful reception. 
Sentence 5 proved to be fairly acceptable, especially among females. Females (43%) 
reported always saying this sentence substantially more than males (29%). This proved to 
be very significant under correlation testing. This would indicate to me that females 
prefer the perceived fonnality of the subject pronoun. Unfortunately this hypothesis was 
not backed up in the data of changes to the pronoun. If females did indeed prefer the 
subject pronoun then it would be expected that less females than males changed the I to 
me. This was not the case with 32% of females changing the fonn contrasting with 18% 
of males. It was hoped that males would show preference for the non-standard me form. 
It could be that they do, but in the current study few males made any changes whatsoever 
and so further testing using taped conversations needs to be undertaken. 
Sentence 5 was also tested in Hodge ( 1996). In this study the sentence was found to be 
very acceptable and few infonnants changed the I to me. Those that did were mostly 
male which contrasts with the present study. The use of the non-standard fonn and 
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A high number of informants reported that they would never say sentence 30 with 
close to 50% of males and 41% of females. I felt that sentence 30 sounded fairly formal 
and it could be that the informants in this survey were reacting to the perceived formality 
of the sentence, not the actual use of the pronouns. 
A large number of informants in the current survey changed the form to the non-
standard me perhaps in an attempt to make the sentence sound less formal. The higher 
number of Dunedin schools that indicated that they would always say this form could 
indicate that the standard pronoun I is a marker of urban speech, not smaller towns and 
villages. It was significant that females were more likely to use the non-standard me form 
and so the use of me where I is prescribed could be an in-group marker for young 
females. 
Leek (1997) had a high level of informants reporting that this sentence was OK, which 
was a very different result to the present survey. Unlike the present study, his informants 
were divided into mature males and females and young males and females. The young 
male and female groupings are what is relevant to the present study. In his study he had 
63.7% of young females and 80% of young males report that the sentence was OK. That 
is in total contrast to the present study whereby 48% of males and 41% of females said 
that they would never say it. Leek's results also indicate that the form was far more 
acceptable to males than females which shows a further difference between the two 
studies. In the current study the usage does not differ much between the males and 
females. It should be noted that the young informants in Leek's study were in the 18-25 
year age range not the 13-15 year old range in the present study. 
Leek also got the informants to change the sentence into a fonn that they felt was 
better and the results of this were recorded. Leek's study divided the change from I to me 
into two sections: Michael and me, and me and Michael. No young males changed the 
fonn to me ami Michael compared to 5.5% of young females, and 13.3% of young 
females changed the fom1 to Michael ami me, as did 9.1% of young males. In the cunent 
study 32% of the females changed the form which is a far higher percentage than in 
Leek's study and 18% of males changed the form which is in line with the small number 
that offered a change in Leek ( 1997). This perhaps indicates that there is a shift from the 
standard form pronoun to the non-standard form pronoun for young New Zealanders. 
I 
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It would appear that this form is far more acceptable to Leek's informants than my 
own, however it should be noted that the informants from Leek's study are older than the 
informants in present study, suggesting that there is either an age differentiation or 
regional differentiation in usage. 
6.4.4 Us in Subject Position 
33. It's always us that get the blame. 
A high number of females (49%) and males (52%) reported that they would always 
say this form. However more females than males reported that they would never say it. 
The form was generally well accepted in all the schools. Not one of the informants 
changed the us to we, indicating that no informants were aware that the wrong case of 
pronoun was used. Like the current study, Leek's (1997) survey had no young informants 
change the us to we so the use of oblique-case pronouns for extraposed subjects is 
obviously a change which has happened for young people in New Zealand. 
What was interesting in this study was the number of students who changed the verb 
· get to gets, indicating concord confusion with the subject and It is. Males were less likely 
to do so at 20% compared to 31% of females. There was a tendency for Dunedin schools 
to do this more than in other regions but this was not statistically significant. 
In Leek's (1997) survey 23.6% of young females and 46.7% of young males thought 
that this form was OK. This is in contrast to the present survey where the results are not 
as gender differentiated. This sentence was obviously more acceptable with the present 
survey than with Leek's sample. As in the present survey, a large number of infonnants 
did not object to the pronoun that was used but rather to the fonn of the verb. In his study 
he found that 36% of the females and 40% of males had changed the get to gets. The 
number of females in this study that changed the form was similar to Leek's survey at 
31% but differed greatly with the number of males who changed the form at only 20%. 
However there was a reluctance on the part of males to make any changes in the current 
study and so nothing definitive can be concluded about this. 
Generally speaking this form appears to be in common use among the informants of 
this survey and no infonnants objected to the pronoun used, but rather, as in Leek's 
survey, confused the number-concord after It is. 
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6.5 Preposition Use 
6.5.1 Different to and from 
13. Your book is different to mine. 
22. Your project is lots different from my one. 
The use of to where from is prescribed is a hotly contended issue and the results from 
this survey will fuel the fire. Around 50 % of all informants reported that they always say 
the to variant in sentence 12 in contrast with around 40% in sentence 22. Males displayed 
a dramatic drop in acceptability with only 35% of them always using the from variant. 
What was particularly interesting about these two sentences were the changes that 
were made to them. In sentence 12 only seven students changed the to into the prescribed 
from which contrasted greatly with the changes made to sentence 22. The students who 
did change the form were all from Dunedin schools and this could possibly suggest that 
the forms used here are more conservative due to the University nature of the city. The 
Otago Daily Times for instance has remained very conservative in its use in language and 
this is maybe reflected in the language use of its readers. 
Sentence 22 had 23% of the females changing the standard variant from to the non-
standard variant to. There appeared to be no differences between the regions, i.e. no 
schools tended to change it more than the others except for the obvious factor of single 
sex schools as the males were less likely to change the form anyway. 
In Otago I Southland it would appear that the prescribed preposition with different is 
not the preferred preposition. The New Zealand usage in my sample differs to the usage 
reported by Trudgill and Hannah (1985) who report thatfrom is the most commonly used 
and to is used occasionally. In the present survey it would appear to be the other way 
round. Perhaps this is a variable that differentiates NZEng from BrEng. Moreover, 
Collins (1989) reports that in general, his Melbourne informants did not particularly like 
the different to fom1, especially not in formal situations. lt could be that the present study 
is showing a change in progress with a young group of informants as previous studies 
testing this variant all show a recognition from the informants that from is the prescribed 
preposition. The informants in the present study showed no such awareness, which 
suggests that different to is now a part ofNZEng. This is even more surprising when it is 
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taken into consideration that this is a written exercise and people are more likely to 
approximate the norm in written English. 
I found no cases in my survey where the to I from variant was changed to than. This 
particular NAmEng variant has obviously not been adopted by NZEng speakers. 
Another interesting point to look at in a future study would be the use of way to mean 
lots with different. It would be interesting to see if this was just a current form of slang 
that will disappear from use and in what other contexts could it be used. For example in a 
comparative sentence: She is way more stupid than you. 
6.5.2 In, at and on the weekend 
7. I went to Queenstown at the weekend with Mum and Dad. 
16. I wanted to play rugby on the weekend, but they are forecasting snow. 
23. Nobody who plays sport can get much done in the weekend. 
Females (40%) reported always saying sentence 7 more than males at 29%. However 
about the same percentage of both males and females reported that they never say 
sentence 7. There was no clear grouping according to region or socio-economic status. 
More females (35%) changed at to in than males (22%) with those in Dunedin being 
more likely to do so than in other areas. 
On the weekend (sentence 16) proved to much less acceptable than sentence 7 with 
22% of females reporting that they always say this and 23% of males. Far more 
infonnants reported that they never say this sentence indicating that Oil is less acceptable 
than at. Again there was little differentiation between schools. Not as many infonnants 
changed Oil to ill as those who changed at to in but as usual females were more likely to 
do so than males. 
Sentence 23 had the highest rating of the three sentences with 46% of females and 
40% of males always saying it. Very few informants changed this fonn, just four, and 
they all changed in to at. 
The above sentences are almost identical to those used by Bauer (l989c) and so can be 
easily compared with the data in his study. Bauer (1989c) found in to be the preferred 
preposition with weekeud. In Bauer's ( l989c: 15) survey around 65% maintained the use 
of at which is about the same as this survey. However the real difference lay in the 
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number who changed the option. In Bauer's survey 19% changed the at to in compared 
to 35% of females and 22% of males in this survey. Bauer's survey also had some 
informants change the at to on which did not happen in this survey. In is obviously the 
more preferred form amongst younger people and at is less acceptable. 
Bauer's (1989c) survey had 22% of informants change the preposition on to in which 
is about the same as this survey with 28% of females and 18% of the males changing to 
in. Bauer's survey had s·ome of the informants change on to during which again did not 
happen in this study. 
In the weekend had the least number of informants change the preposition in Bauer's 
study with 91% maintaining in. Less than 1% changed to other forms. This is 
comparable to this survey where only 4 informants changed the form, and all· of those 
changed in to at. 
In Hodge (1996) all three sentences had much the same rating although in the weekend 
was slightly more acceptable. More informants in the 1996 study changed at to in (21) 
than to on (5). The on sentence had fewer changes than the at sentence which is what 
happened in the current study. Only 10 informants in the 1996 study changed on to in 
and 5 changed on to at. There was no variation between age, gender or region. As with 
the current study, Hodge (1996) showed that there was a predominant use of in with the 
weekend, although all three variants were used and judged acceptable. 
As with Bauer (1989c) and Hodge (1996) in the weekend proved to be the most 
accepted fonn and the changes that were made to the other prepositions were towards in 
not at or on. Unlike the Bauer and Hodge surveys, this one did show some variation. 
The schools in Dunedin had a slightly higher acceptance rate of in than did those in other 
areas and more students from Dunedin schools changed at and 011 to iu. This suggests 
that the Dunedin area is more likely to use conservative fonns (BrEng) than other areas in 
Southland and Otago. There were also more females in this survey who changed the 
prepositions. As explained in previous sections this could be due to a general reluctance 
of males to not do any more work than they have to or it could show that females are 
more likely to use and maintain conservative forms. 
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6.5.3 Off for from 
21. Can I take that book off you now? 
25. Can you get the money from her? 
34. I got the games off Tim. 
3 6. The Principal is the one from whom you get permission. 
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The above four sentences showed that off is widely used in this area of New Zealand 
by the 13-15 year old age group. Sentence 21 was found to be the least acceptable of the 
first three sentences however it was still widely used with just 40% of informants 
reporting that they would never say this sentence. The most accepted sentence was 
sentence 34, which was an actual utterance of a friend of mine. Just 14% reported that 
they would never say this sentence. 
The least acceptable form was sentence 36. I believe that the students were reacting to 
the formality of the sentence as most of the changes made were to whom, not the 
preposition. Very few informants changed the from to off(11) although half of those that 
did were from the schools with the two highest decile ratings. This sentence will not be 
discussed further because little was gained from the analysis of it. 
The changes made to the other three sentences proved to be very interesting. In 
sentence 21 only three informants changed the preposition and slightly more (12) in 
sentence 34. The greatest number of changes were made to sentence 25 with 19% of 
females changing the from to off compared with 5% of males. Nobody changed either 
off or from to off of suggesting that the Scottish I Northem England variant was not in 
popular distribution. 
In the Southland I Otago region the use of off, where from is prescribed, appears to be 
very acceptable and in some cases a preferable option to from. Females appear to be 
leading the way with this change with slightly higher acceptance rates than males. 
Females are almost four times more likely to change from to off Far less students 
changed the sentences containing off than the sentence containing from suggesting that 
while both forms are acceptable, off is the more commonly used form. This could be a 
feature that separates NZEng from other varieties of English. It would be very interesting 
to find out the level of usage in other areas of New Zealand and usage levels between 
different age groups and genders. 
( 
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Hodge (1996) included sentences 21, 25 and 34. In that study the standard form was 
only slightly more acceptable than the sentences containing off The 1996 study found 
that there was no difference between gender and the use of the forms which is in contrast 
to the current study where it appears that females are more likely to use the non-standard 
variant. There was little difference between the use of the non-standard form and region 
although it was suggested that perhaps the informants from the South were more 
conservative than other parts of the country. It was not possible to conclude this however 
as the sample size was too small. In Hodge (1996) informants aged over 30 were far less 
likely to accept the non-standard variant suggesting that this is a change occurring with 
younger people. Certainly in the present study the off variant is very well accepted. 
Bauer (1987b) lists the use of off of as a variable that could differentiate NZEng from 
other varieties of English. In the Hodge (1996) survey there was only one instance of off 
ofbut many of of/instead offronz. 
6.6 Intrusive Have 
6.6.1 Contracted Have 
15. I wouldn't have done it if only I'd 've known it would upset you. 
This sentence displayed a fairly low acceptance level but I think that this was more due 
to the fact that there were two contractions on the one subject than any real dislike of the 
intrusive have. The two contractions were made to more closely represent the spoken 
reduced fonn of /aidv/. The usage of this fonn is more or less the same between all the 
schools and between both genders and so it does not seem that there are any differences in 
usage between either the genders or the regions in the study. 
However a pattern conceming the awareness of the form has appeared. Females are 
much more likely to correctly recognise and change the intrusive have than arc males. 
Also the school with a high socio-economic rating, SHC, had more students correctly 
identify and change the variant. lt could be that this grammatical variation is sensitive to 
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Bauer (1989a) found that the use of the counterfactual have was wide-spread in New 
Zealand and in his study found a low acceptability rating for the non-standard variation 
ranging from 3.47-4.22 in a scale where 5 is completely unacceptable. It would appear 
that more informants found the form objectionable in Bauer's (1989a) study than the 
informants in the present study where 50% reported that they would never say it. 
Unfortunately Bauer (1989a) has no data in this survey to indicate whether females are 
more sensitive to the form or more likely to change towards the single have than males. 
Also there is no comparison to be made according to socio-economic status. 
6.6.2 Non-contracted Have 
32. If only I'd have known about the party, I wouldn't have gone to the movies. 
It could be concluded that the use of the double contracted form influenced the 
acceptability rating of sentence 15 as the informants found sentence 32 to be much more 
acceptable. Perhaps the strange way of writing it drew attention to the redundant have as 
far fewer informants deleted the have in this sentence compared to sentence 15. 
However the changes that were made still showed a strong correlation with gender, 
with females being twice as likely to change the form. SHC did not have the very high 
numbers of students changing the form as in sentence 15 so perhaps the way in which the 
sentence was written had more to do with socio-economic group than did the intrusive 
have itself. 
When the results for this particular sentence are compared to Bauer's (1989a) survey it 
does appear that the intrusive have is more acceptable with a younger age group than with 
the older age group that were used in his survey. It may also be possible that there is a 
regional variation that is taking place between Southland I Otago and the Wellington 
region. However that cannot be stated with any certainty, as there are too many variables 
that differentiate the two groups surveyed such as age and level of education. It could be 
that a higher level of education, such as University level in Bauer's ( 1989a) survey, 
brings with it a higher recognition of the non-standard form. As in section 6.6.1 no 
comparison can be made in regard to use I change by gender, as Bauer's survey does not 
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From the current survey, utilising two different sentences containing the intrusive 
have, it can be postulated that the use of this form is widespread throughout the Otago I 
Southland area and that females are much more aware of it than are males. However the 
greater awareness of the females does not mean that they use the form less. Both genders 
used it equally but females were more likely to correctly identify and change the form. 
6.7 Comparatives and Superlatives 
6.7.1 Comparatives 
I. What is needed here is a more gentler approach. 
31. Could you come more earlier? 
These two sentences were· found to be unacceptable by the informants, and females 
rejected them more than males. One Dunedin school, OGHS, had all its informants report 
that they never say sentence 1. An average 77% of all informants reported that they would 
never say this sentence. Overall the Dunedin schools were more likely to reject the form 
and also change the non-standard double comparative to the standard form. This rejection 
by Dunedin schools reflects a reluctance on the part of generally higher socio-economic 
groups to accept the form. This has also been found in overseas research Eagleson 
(1976). As usual females were far more likely to correct the fonn than males reinforcing 
that females do not favour this form at all. 
Sentence 31 proved to be more acceptable than sentence 1 with 29% of males 
reporting that they always say this contrasting with just 14% of females. This was 
statistically significant and when regarded in conjunction with the results from sentence 1 
a pattem emerges. The data would suggest that males are leading the way with this 
change and it is not correlated with socio-economic class, as the high status JMC are just 
as likely to use it as a lower ranking school such as KHS. lf the change is being initiated 
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Both these sentences were part of Quinn's (1995) survey. Unlike Quinn's survey, the 
informants in the present survey uniformly rejected the variant. Quinn (1995) had 42% of 
lower socio-economic groups fully accepting sentence 31, and sentence 1 had 35 % of 
both males and females accepting the form. This differs from the 82% of females and 
74% of males that rejected sentence 1 in the current study. What did show up in both 
surveys though was the much higher acceptance of double comparatives by males than 
females. 
It could be that if the variant is being used as an intensifier, as suggested by Eagleson 
(1976), then it is more likely to be used with an adverb thus strengthening the force of the 
action rather than strengthening the force of an adjective. Further testing would need to 
be carried out to determine the preferred word class (adjective or adverb) for double 
comparatives. 
Quinn (1995:109) found that the West Coast males were generally not very receptive 
to these forms and she suggested that it could be due to double comparatives being a 
revived form which had not yet taken hold. This could account for the low acceptance 
levels in the current study. It could be that the revived double comparative form has not 
moved this far south and. has not taken hold here either, which accounts for the low 
acceptance rates found in this survey in contrast with hers. 
Hodge (1996) tested one double comparative form and it was not very well accepted 
with an acceptance rating of 4.21 with 5 being completely unacceptable. A statistical 
breakdown of this non-standard variant did show however that the form was tolerated 
more by the informants aged< 30. Further surveys need to be undertaken to see whether 
this is a change in progress led by young males. At this stage it appears as if there is 
some regional variation with the double comparative variant. This also requires further 
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6.7.2 Superlatives 
9. That's the most nicest thing anyone has ever said to me. 
17. She was the most prettiest girl in the class. 
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The use of double superlatives proved to be slightly more acceptable than double 
comparatives. It was again the Dunedin schools that proved to be less likely to use the 
form, and while this was not statistically significant, it could be an indication that males 
from the rural areas are more likely to be leading in this change than those in urban areas. 
Females showed their disapproval of this form with the all girl schools having over half 
their students changing it. LPHS also had a high number of informants change the form 
reinforcing the idea that the change is being led by the rural population. 
Sentence 17 also had low numbers of females reporting that they always say this 
sentence at 9%. This sentence did, however, receive a high rating from the males. It 
could be that they were reacting to the content rather than the form! What is interesting 
in regard to this survey is that sentence 1 7 and sentence 31 were found to be more 
acceptable. It may be that the preferred linguistic environment is more likely to be with 
the unstressed vowel /i:/ at the end of disyllabic adjectives and adverbs than with the 
unstressed dark 1/l/. 
Sentence 17 was taken from Quinn (1995) as this study had found that most prettiest 
was one of the double superlatives that was offered most often. Sentence 17 had a low 
rating from females in Quinn's study which is in keeping with the present study's 
findings. 
Quinn found that the lower socio-economic groups were more likely to use double 
comparatives and superlatives and that males were slightly more likely to do so than 
females. The use of double comparatives and superlatives in this survey by males was 
considerably higher than the use by females although there was no apparent social 
stratification as seen in Quinn's survey. It could be however that Dunedin schools have 
higher status than the area schools and if this is the case then the results of the present 
study correspond to those of Quinn's as the Dunedin schools were less tolerant of the 
double superlative forms.. It would appear in both Qui1m ( 1995) and the present study 
that the use of double superlatives and comparatives is a change that is being led by the 
1\ 
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lower socio-economic groups, therefore lower status, and is being picked up by males 
who tend to prefer the vernacular form. 
6.8 Have Deletion 
6.8.1 Gatta 
3. That's not how you do it. You gotta press the button before you pull the lid off 
19. We've gotta go now or we '!I be late. 
Sentence 3 was more acceptable for females than it was for males. Females had 35% 
report that they always say this sentence in comparison to 27% of males. However this 
was the only trend that could be discerned for this particular variant. As usual females 
changed the non-standard variant to the standard variant more often than males. 
While it appears that a sentence including a deleted have is perfectly acceptable and in 
wide use the standard variant proved far more acceptable. In the never say category there 
were 10% less of both males and females than for the sentence containing a deleted have 
and 54% of males and females reported that they always say this form. Again there were 
no significant trends in relation to region or socio-economic status. 
I used exactly the same sentence (3) in this study as Quinn (1995) so that it would be 
possible to see whether there was any regional variation. Quinn (1995) found that very 
few of her infonnants rejected sentence 3 and in general showed very high rates of 
acceptance, especially among the higher statUs groups. This suggests a change from 
above. There was very little difference between the results of the males and the females. 
This study, however, showed a much higher number of infonnants that reported to 
never use this gotta sentence with have deletion than those who rejected the sentence in 
Quinn's survey. She had almost no students reject the variant while the present study had 
27%. However the form was still highly acceptable in the current study with 73% 
accepting it to some degree. 
Quinn ( 1995) found that higher status groups were more likely to accept the have 
deletion with gotta than did her lower socio-economic status infonnants. This was not 
the case in the present study, which showed no trend with higher socio-economic 
infonnants accepting the variant to a greater extent than the informants from lower socio-
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economic groups. However, unlike Quinn's survey, this survey had more females than 
males report that they always say it but not to any significant level. It could be that a 
change is taking place in regard to the use of this form and that females are leading the 
way. 
It appears that the usage of sentences containing a deleted have structure is not as 
acceptable in Southland and Otago as it is in Canterbury. Unlike Quinn's (1995) study 
those who did use the form in the current study were more likely to be female and there 
was no correlation with either school or socio-economic status. 
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6.9 Limitations of the Current Study 
The findings in this survey were limited by a number of different factors. 
a) The first of these was the range of schools covered. It was initially hoped that the 
study could compare males and females from the same areas. Unfortunately 
permission was not granted to undertake the study in an all boy school in 
Invercargill. This meant that there could be no comparison between males and 
females in this area. 
b) Permission was granted to survey both an all boy and an all girl school in Oamaru. 
However the class that was studied at Waitaki Girls' High School was the seventh 
form English class. This meant that they were older than all the other informants 
in the survey and being the seventh form English class, perhaps more 
linguistically aware. However, these considerations turned out not to be an issue. 
There were only 11 informants and so their data skewed all the results to produce 
significant results where in fact there were not. This is because they created cells 
that contained less than 5 and this distorts statistical analysis. In the end I created 
a new data file that excluded the findings from this school. 
c) It would have been interesting to see if there were any differences between 
different ethnicities. However there were very few informants that were not 
European I Pakeha (8.8% Maori, 0.3% other Polynesian) and so no conclusions 
could be made as to whether there is grammatical variation in New Zealand that is 
stratified by ethnic group. 
d) All the sentences had far more females than males correcting them. The only 
exception to this was LPHS where the class was very interested in what was being 
studied. This created difficulties when it came to analysing the changes. The 
statistical results were indicating that the change was. significant where in fact it 
might not have been. It would appear that females are more linguistically aware 
than males when this is probably not the case. There seemed to be a general 
apathy among the males in doing any more 'form filling' than they had to. 
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e) The Dunedin boarding schools had a large number of informants who did not say 
where they came from. It could be that some results were even more significant 
as the students may have actually been from outside of Dunedin. If it had been 
possible to extract consistent data regarding the informants' origins, there may 
have been some variables (skun for instance) that correlated strongly to rural areas 
and Southland in particular. 
f) I had hoped to be able to put each student into a particular socio-economic group 
using the Elley-lrving Socio-Economic Index (Elley and Irving 1985) but too 
many informants did not bother to fill out their parents' occupations. Of those 
who did there were jobs that did not fall into specific categories. The biggest 
problem however was the tendency for a number of informants to write blatantly 
incorrect answers. Example: Father's occupation: Pimp 
Mother's occupation: Prostitute. 
As a result I decided to use the school as an indicator for socio-economic status. 
g) The interest of some of the informants indicated to me that they were trying to put 
down what they thought was the 'right answer' instead of what they really thought 
or for that matter used. That is always going to be a problem in a written survey, 
as written English does differ from spoken English. There is also the problem of 
the informants reacting to me, middle-class white female. This could account for 
the lack of response from males when it came to changing the sentences to what 
they would have said and may have influenced the females in the other direction. 
h) The difference in the way that Quinn (1995) presented her results from the current 
survey made it difficult to make comparisons between Canterbury and Otago I 
Southland. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
7.1 Past Verb Forms 
• The use of NAmEng past participle forms does not appear to be established. It 
appears that the introduction of innovative preterite and past participle forms is 
more reliant on the phonological environment of the present tense verb form 
rather than on the country of origin of innovative forms. The use of snuck is 
stratified by gender with females leading the way in this change. 
• The past participle form skun, while clearly not a well accepted form, does occur 
in the Southland I Otago region. It showed both gender and regional stratification. 
Males from rural areas are showing their preference for the vernacular - a change 
from below. There are two reasons as to why this form may be accepted: i) it is a 
remnant of the dialect of the first settlers to the region (the Scottish) or ii) verbs 
with certain phonological properties are productive in NZEng. 
• The IC£1 form of the strong verbs appears to be levelling out in NZEng, again 
showing the productivity of the I .tJ vowel. Southland schools are conservative 
and thus less likely use the innovative form, signalling change from above. 
• The use of gotten, a NAmEng past participle fonn, is used widely throughout the 
region under investigation in this survey. It is stratified by gender and possibly 
socio-economic class; males are leading the way with this change. The form is 
more acceptable in certain phonological environments i.e. preceding a vowel. 
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7.2 Past Participle Form after the Verb Needs 
• The use of the Scottish English form is widely used by informants from Southland 
and all boy boarding schools (possibly students originating from Southland). 
While there is no difference between overall male and female use, females from 
Dunedin tend not to use this form signalling that it is a vernacular and regional 
form. 
• Other grammatical forms are also in general use although the informants in this 
survey prefer the infinitive passive form which is similar to the Scottish English 
grammatical variant in that it was the past participle. 
7.3 Youse as Plural Second Person Pronoun 
• Youse is preferred more as a subject pronoun than an object pronoun. Its use is 
stratified with socio-economic class with females in higher status schools rejecting 
the use of it. 
7.4 Pronoun Use 
• Hypercorrection happens with informants of high socio-economic status. The 
oblique pronoun will be incorrectly changed to the subject pronoun. The 
hypercorrection also correlated with gender; females were more likely to 
incorrectly change the pronoun. 
• Sentences containing the nominative pronoun I are found to be very acceptable by 
female infonnants. This again highlights the hypercorrection which has been 
found in other studies in regard to pronoun use and the general preference for the 
nominative form by females. 
• Us is uniformly acceptable as a subject pronoun in a certain grammatical 
environment (after It is). Hypercorrection in verb concord occurs and is stratified 
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7.5 Preposition Use 
• To is the preferred preposition with different despite from being the prescribed 
preposition. 
• In is the preferred preposition with the weekend. At the weekend is also accepted 
although not as well received as in the weekend. On the weekend is not in 
common usage. 
• Off is preferred as a preposition to from. Females appear to be leading this 
change. 
7.6 Intrusive Have 
• This form is in widespread use in the Otago I Southland region. It is not stratified 
by gender or socio-economic variables although females are more likely to 
recognise the form as a non-standard variant. The usage in the Otago I Southland 
region differs from that in Wellington. 
7.7 Comparatives and Superlatives 
• Double comparatives are less accepted in Otago I Southland than Canterbury. 
However, as in the Canterbury survey there is a change taking place with males 
leading the way . 
• Double superlatives are more acceptable than double comparatives and again it is 
males from rural areas that are leading the way. 
• Double superlatives and comparatives are possibly more likely to be accepted in 
certain phonological environments such as with an unstressed vowel li:l at the end 

























There is regional variation between Canterbury and the Southland I Otago regions . 
In Canterbury the form is accepted and shows stratification with socio-economic 
class. This was not the case in the present study. While the form was found to be 
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7.9 Recommendations 
• To obtain more natural and thus more conclusive results, taped interviews need to 
be carried out. There are some variables in this survey that reported low 
acceptance rates and yet are heard frequently in natural speech. 
• Interviews should be undertaken with a variety of age groups within an area to 
determine whether there are changes that are taking place now or whether the 
variants have been in use for a long time. The usage of some variables is more 
than likely different among differing age groups. 
• In order to get a definitive answer as to whether there is regional variation in 
NZEng, a survey needs to be undertaken that encompasses the whole country. 
• Different to was the preferred variant in this survey and more study needs to be 
undertaken to see if this is a form that probabilistically demarcates NZEng from 
other varieties of English. This survey possibly indicates that this is a change in 
progress with younger speakers leading the way and so a survey that had 
informants of a variety of ages would show where this change is taking place. 
• Skun also was a form that needs further study. This form appears to be a variable 
that rural males from this region use. A nationwide study would be useful to 
determine if this past participle form is a regional variation - proving that it is a 
remnant of speech left over from the original settlers. On the other hand, if it used 
in other areas of New Zealand, it could be that this is an instance of a weak verb 
forming the past participle in analogy with the productive strong verb class. 
• The use of the Scottish variant after the verb needs is a remnant of the first 
settlers' dialect. Further study needs to undertaken to determine the level of usage 
in the Southland I Otago region. For example there were no infonnants from 
South Otago, an area that is well known for its retention of Scottish Dialect 
features such as the rhotic /r/. It would be interesting to discover whether the 





Appendix A: Questionnaire 
1. What is needed here is a more gentler approach. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
2. I rung him yesterday. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence. 
...... .I almost always say this. 
...... .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
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3. That's not how you do it. You gotta press the button before you pull the 
lid off. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
4. I don't really trust youse. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
l 
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5. Kathryn and I went to the beach yesterday. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . ~ ... .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
6. I snuck round the comer and gave him a fright. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence. 
...... .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
7. I went to Queenstown at the weekend with Mum and Dad. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
8. The car needs washed. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
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9. That's the most nicest thing anyone has ever said to me. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
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10. You know Thomas? Well, he turned up at 6 o'clock, sat down on the 
sofa between me and Sue, and didn't say a word all evening. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence. 
...... .I almost always say this. 
...... .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
11. Have you gotten Jenny a present yet? 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
12. Youse won't win the game. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
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13. Your book is different to mine. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
14. He doesn't like you and me. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
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. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
15. I wouldn't have done it, if only I'd've known it would upset you. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
16. I wanted to play rugby on the weekend, but they are forecasting snow. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
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17. She was the most prettiest girl in the class. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
18. He dove into the pool before checking how deep it was. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
19. We've gotta go now or we'll be late. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
20. The rubbish needs emptied. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
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21. Can I take that book off you now? 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this. 
...... .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
22. Your project is lots different from my one. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
23. Nobody who plays sport can get much done in the weekend. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this. 
...... .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
24. I swum in that pool three times yesterday. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . . I never say this. 
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25. Can you get the money from her? 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
26. Have you gotten one yet? 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
27. Has Dad skun the rabbit yet? 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the fonn that you would have used yourself: 
28. The carrots need to be cooked. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
.. .. . .. I never say this. 
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29. I'm gonna beat youse in the race tomorrow. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
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30. It was a great surprise for Michael and I to get such a wonderful 
reception. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence. 
...... .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
31. Could you come more earlier? 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
32. If only I'd have known about the party, I wouldn't have gone to the 
movies. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
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33. It's always us that get the blame. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
34. I got the games off Tim. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
35. The floor needs cleaning. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
Change the sentence (if necessary) to the form that you would have used yourself: 
36. The Principal is the one from whom you get pen11ission. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
. . . . . . .I almost always say this . 
. . . . . . .I sometimes say this . 
. . . . . . .I never say this. 
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Background Information 
AGE: --------




Where have you mainly lived since you were 8? 
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New Zealand English Grammar. 
Consent form for Parents/Caregivers. 
I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and 
understand what it is about. All my questions have been answered 
to my satisfaction. I understand that I am free to request further 
information at any stage. · 
I know that:-
1. my son/ daughter's participation in the project is entirely 
voluntary; 
2. he/ she is free to withdraw from the project at any time 
without any disadvantage; 
3. the data will be destroyed at the conclusion of the 
project but any raw data on which the results of the 
project depend will be retained in secure storage for five 
years, after which it will be destroyed; 
4. the results of the project may be published but my 
son/ daughter's anonymity will be preserved. 
I agree to take part in this project. 
(signature of parent/ caregiver) (date) 
This project has been reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee 
of the University of Otago. 
m & ....... ~ 
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CONSENT FORM FOR 
PARTICIPANTS. 
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I have read the Information Sheet about tins project and understand what it is about. 
All my questions have been answered satisfactorily. I understand that I am free to 
request further information at any stage. 
I know that:-
1. My participation is voluntary; 
2. I can withdraw from the project without any disadvantage; 
3. the data will be destroyed at the conclusion of the project but any raw data on 
which the conclusions of the project depend will be kept in secure storage for five 
years, after which it will be destroyed; 
4. the results of the project may be published but I will remain anonymous. 
I agree to take part in this project. 
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INFORMATION SHEET FOR 
PARTICIPANTS. 
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Thank you for showing an interest in this project. Please read the following information 
sheet carefully before deciding whether or not you will participate. If you decide to take 
part, I thank you. If you are not interested there will be no disadvantage to you of any 
kind and I thank you for considering my request. 
What is the Aim of the Project? 
This project is part of a thesis for a Master of Arts degree. 
I wish to find out how today's teenagers speak New Zealand English. 
It is very important to note that this questionnaire is not a test of your ability in English. 
This is simply to give the researcher an idea of how teenagers speak in New Zealand, 
compared to in America or England. 
The questionnaire will not have your name on it and the researcher will not have any 
record of your name. 
What will Participants be Asked to Do? 
During the class period you will hear a sh9rt talk on New Zealand English by Mellanie 
Hodge. She will then give a questionnaire to each member of the class to complete. 
In the questionnaire you will find a variety of sentences. Tick beside the option that you 
feel best describes your use in spoken English of this sentence. There is also a space 
below in which you can write what you would normally say. 
For example: 
a) I don't like nothing. 
Please tick the option that best describes your use of the above sentence . 
.. .. .. .I almost always say this . 
.. .. .. .I sometimes say this . 
. .. .. . .I never say this. 
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You are also required to fill in a short section that relates to your age, gender, parents' 
occupation and where you have lived since you were 8. 
I remind you that you will not be disadvantaged by any decision to not take part. 
What information will be collected and what use will be made of it? 
The replies that you give to the sentences will be given a value and then analysed 
statistically depending on your age, gender and region where you live. 
By doing an analysis on the collected data I can see which sentences most tee_nagers use 
in everyday speech in New Zealand. 
These results will then be written up in a thesis which is held in the University of Otago 
library. 
Results of this project may be published but any data included can not be linked to you. 
You are not required to put your name anywhere. 
The data collected will be securely stored and only my supervisor and I can see or use it. 
At the end of the project any personal information will be destroyed immediately except 
raw data on which the thesis is based. This will be held securely and destroyed after five 
years. 
All information will be treated confidentially and the participants' anonymity will 
be protected at all times. 
What if Participants have any Questions? 
If you have any questions about my project, either now or in the future, please feel free to 
contact either:-
Mellanie Hodge (student researcher) or 
Depattrnent of Linguistics 
School ofLanguages 
University of Otago 
PO Box 56 
DUNEDIN 
Jae Jung Song (supervisor) 
This project has been reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee 
of the University of Otago. 
~ Xl.... .r9 
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